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Instructions for contributors.
All contributions should be submitted in Word.doc or docx, with images in separate
digital files, either JPEG or TIFF, preferably with a resolution of at least 300dpi. Please
use the existing house style of NP&P. (A style guide is available from the Secretary at
enquiries@northamptonshirerecordsociety.org.uk) Each article should have at least one
illustration and full articles at least three. All illustrations must be of good quality with
copyright permission stated and obtained where appropriate. When negotiating
permission, please bear in mind that the issue will be published on our website a year
after publication – copyright holders need to be made aware of this. Normally the
maximum length is 6,500 to 7,000 words, but shorter articles and small news items are
very welcome. Draft texts may be sent for discussion. The deadline for material will
now be the end of April.
All communications regarding articles in this and future issues should be addressed to
Wendy Raybould, Hon. Editor, Northamptonshire Record Society,Wootton Hall Park,
Northampton, NN4 8BQ, or the Hon. Secretary at enquiries@northamptonshire
recordsociety.org.uk
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THE NORTHAMPTONSHIRE RECORD SOCIETY
(FOUNDED 1920)
WOOTTON HALL PARK, NORTHAMPTON NN6 8BQ
President
Lord Boswell of Aynho DL MA

NOTES AND NEWS
Last October’s Autumn Lecture, by Rosemary Dunhill on Northamptonshire’s National
Schools, was well received and it proved to be the last NRS lecture to date. The best-laid
plans of most of us have been overturned this year and our AGM and Spring lecture
were cancelled, like so much else, in the face of the Coronavirus pandemic. Happily we are
taking a step towards the Society’s second century with an online Autumn Lecture this
year. On Saturday 17 October, at 2.15pm, Professor Matthew McCormack will speak
on ‘The Georgian Militia’. If you wish to hear the lecture, please ensure we have your
current email address. For more information, please check the NRS website at:
www.northamptonshirerecordsociety.org.uk
*****

History in Lockdown
Those of us interested in the pursuit of history, no less than the general population, were
subject to a wide variety of emotions, experiences, observations and ponderings during the
spring and summer of this extraordinary year. These were reflected in responses to a query
circulated among members of the Record Society and Heritage Forum by your editor.
Among respondents a little loneliness was outweighed by prodigious amounts of reading
and some enthusiastic writing up of research already completed before the closure of record
repositories and libraries. A few hardy souls embarked on long-overdue sorting and filing
of information and research findings, or cataloguing of notes, images and other material.
Contemplation of big questions like ‘what is history?’ raised doubt among some about the
usefulness of chopping up the discipline into discrete boxes labelled local history, national
history, family history, landscape history, and (particularly topical) black history, and so on.
The sheer variety of thought that respondents have shared offers the prospect of a fruitful
cross-fertilisation of ideas with experiences for a rejuvenated approach to ‘doing history’.
We can learn from each other. Looking at a topic, a place, an event or a life through the
eyes of those with differing perspectives can offer additional richness to what perhaps was
familiar, as well as raising unthought-of questions about things we thought we knew.
The interrelationship between local and national or international history was seen as a twoway street. Knowledge of history at a wider level can help to explain a local finding, but an
individual life or local event can serve as a vivid illustration of some more general trend. A
table of perinatal mortality at a particular period is given a human face in the exploration
of the subsequent lives of a particular family of motherless children. In the age of
photography, a portrait of a village boy in uniform can conjure up battlefields half a world
away. Current events were seen through a filter of historical reflection, from past plagues
and epidemics to anti-slavery movements and the toppling of the Colston statue.
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Communication in isolation posed some problems for group research and presentations.
Book launches were cancelled and round robin emails were launched for sharing gathered
information. Magazines previously circulated on paper moved online – in some cases
massively increasing their readership.
Context was a recurring concern. Research goes beyond information retrieval. In the early
days of county record societies, a published edition of an early manuscript made it accessible
to a much wider readership than the original, in the same way that many digitised sources
are now available online. But these printed editions were generally produced with
introductions by academics with years of experience in their field, able to supply background
and context in ways that aided a more fruitful interpretation of the content and its wider
significance.
That said, online sources and resources have proved valuable to many while local and
national repositories have been closed to the public. Hats off to the National Archives for
offering free downloads of PCC wills and other digitised materials during closure. The
British Newspaper Archive, British History Online, Ancestry and other genealogical websites
have also proved rewarding to researchers and, for infrequent users, have been a revelation
in the increasing scope of digitisation and (occasionally fallible) indexing over recent years.
My gratitude goes to all those who took the trouble to share their experience and
reflections, along with my regret at having to condense them all down to this brief note.
*****
As we run up to the Centenary of the first meeting of the Northamptonshire Record
Society in December 1920, this year’s NP&P turns a spotlight on the records of the county.
Many of these may not have survived, or been made accessible to past, present and future
historians without the hard work and dedication of Society founders and members.
John Alban’s paper reminds us at the outset that records call for a cautious approach and are
not necessarily to be trusted. Alan Rogers introduces us to some fine detail in a survey of
landholding across a single manor written in 1595, while David Hall, supported with
excellent photography by Martin Izzard, demonstrates that not all records are written down.
Parish records offer much of value, particularly but not exclusively, to family and local
historians and Stephen Swailes draws attention to those that did not survive, as well as those
that do. Bruce Bailey underlines the importance of re-visiting past research, whilst Matthew
McCormack looks beyond our notable Militia List survivals (arguably the best in the
country) to flesh out the experience of the men who were drawn in the ballots to serve
for their community. Jackie Hibbert’s cameo of the life and, more particularly, death, of
Charles Coleman unites local and international history, pointing to the astonishing things
that may be found in ‘boring’ old property deeds. Andrew North makes the national,
personal as he examines the experiences of a handful of individuals appealing against
conscription in the First World War. Finally, Neil Lyon steps in with a delightful curtainraiser to our Centenary celebrations – the voice of the great Joan Wake herself in letters
concerning the progress of the Society in the aftermath of the Second World War. My thanks
to all this year’s contributors and to David Harries our Secretary for administrative support.
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Notes on Contributors
John Alban is an Honorary Senior Lecturer in the School of History at the University of
East Anglia, and was formerly County Archivist of Norfolk, 1997-2013. Previously City
Archivist of Swansea, he also taught local history, medieval Latin and palaeography for many
years at the Universities of Swansea and Cardiff. His PhD thesis (University of Liverpool,
1976) was on ‘National Defence in England, 1337-89’ and he has published extensively on
aspects of local history, heraldry, archives and the Hundred Years’ War. He holds fellowships
of the Society of Antiquaries, the Royal Historical Society and the Historical Association.
Bruce Bailey is a freelance lecturer and architectural historian and is Archivist at Drayton
House and for the Althorp Estate. He is a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of London and
was for many years a member of the Record Society Council. bruce.drayton@btinternet.com
David Hall is the General Editor for Northamptonshire Record Society.
Jackie Hibbert is a retired Headteacher and Inspector of Schools. Since retirement she has
split her time between researching local history, art and grandchildren. She is available as a
speaker, mostly on topics relating to local medieval social history. jk.hibbert@yahoo.co.uk
Martin Izzard B.E.M. has proudly lived all of his life in Northamptonshire. He has
dedicated his life to Natural History, Golf and local issues. His career with Unilever for 35
years was as a Chartered Chemist and Scientist prior to taking early retirement in 2008.
He was awarded the British Empire Medal in 2014 for services to Northamptonshire Golf.
izzard.martin@yahoo.co.uk
Neil Lyon is a member of the NRS Council and author of its 2018 Victor Hatley Memorial
Series volume ‘Useless Anachronisms?A Study of the CountryHouses and Landed Estates of
Northamptonshire since 1880. He is currently working on the Society’s centenary volume
The Best Burglar in the County – Joan Wake and the Northamptonshire Record Society.
Matthew McCormack is Professor of History and Head of the Graduate School at the
University of Northampton. He explores the militia further in Embodying the Militia in
Georgian England, Oxford UP, 2015 and his latest book is Citizenship and Gender in
Britain,1688-1928, Routledge, 2019.
Andrew North is the in-house researcher for Northamptonshire Archives and Heritage
Service. He works for a world-wide clientele on a varied range of Northamptonshire-based
research projects and personal consultations, using original documentary sources from the
late-medieval period to the 20th century.
Alan Rogers is a local historian of the East Midlands, especially the town of Stamford. He
has written extensively about Lincolnshire and local history in theory and practice. He is
Visiting Professor at the University of Nottingham.
Stephen Swailes has produced a range of transcriptions of parish registers and documents
for Northamptonshire Archives and Heritage Service and has contributed previously to
NP&P on the lay Subsidy of 1301, on Wellingborough’s casualties in the Great War and
related memorials and more recently on sixteenth century parish registers.
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A Little-known and Controversial Dispute of Arms:
an Element in the Pedigree of the Barons
Burghley of Stamford

john alban
It is known for certain that the ancestors of William Cecil, Lord Burghley had been
established at Stamford by the late 15th century. However, it has long been recognised that
almost everything relating to the history of the family before Burghley’s grandfather, David
Cecil,1 arrived there from the Welsh Marches, probably in the service of Sir David Philip
and possibly shortly after the Battle of Bosworth in 1485, is highly suspect. There is even
uncertainty about the generation of the family which preceded David Cecil, but it is most
likely that he was the third son of Philip Seisyllt of Allt-yr-Ynys, a small estate in an extreme
south-western corner of Herefordshire, immediately abutting on to the river Monnow in
its upper reaches, where it marks the present border between England and Wales.
While Lord Burghley’s immediate ancestry in Stamford is well documented and well
known, the lineage of his family while still in Wales remains questionable, the waters
muddied by his own inexhaustible activities in financing research, based on bogus or
tampered documents and unsupported tradition, variously to prove descent from Welsh
princes, pre-Conquest connexions with King Harold Godwinson, or ties to the 11th-century
Norman invaders of South Wales. 2
However, the Cecils were not the only family in the early modern period to have concocted
a spurious pedigree. Many other families in the 16th and 17th centuries ‘revisited’ their
family histories, often, as J.H. Round noted, with official collusion, the heralds of the College
of Arms having ‘been among the worst of purveyors of spurious pedigrees, and have taken
advantage of their official position to give these productions a cachet they would never
otherwise have obtained’.3 One might expect a great man like Lord Burghley, self-made,
but with a perhaps questionable ancestry, to be a little insecure about it: taunts about his
grandfather, David Cecil, having supposedly been an innkeeper would certainly have stung.
But even a relatively minor family such as the Stradlings of Glamorgan, who had originally
arrived in this country from Strättligen in the German-speaking part of Switzerland in the
1290s, felt it necessary to compile, in the 16th century, a fictitious pedigree which claimed
that they came to England with the Danes,4 while, according to a still persisting early 17thcentury tradition relating to the Wodehouse family of Norfolk, it was alleged that an
ancestor, John de Wodehous, esquire did brave service at the Battle of Agincourt, in
consequence of which the family arms received four augmentations: the addition of gouttes

1

2
3
4

For David Cecil’s biography, see Hawkyard, A.D.K., ‘Cecil, David, (c.1460-?1540), of Stamford, Lincs.’, The
History of Parliament: the House of Commons,1509-1558, ed. Bindoff, S.T., London, 1982, online edn. at
[https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/cecil-david-1460-1540]
Accessed 12 December 2019; and Rogers, A.,‘The Parliamentary Representation of Stamford from Edward
IV to Henry VII’, Nottingham Medieval Studies, lviii, 2014, pp. 185-252. I am especially grateful to Professor
Alan Rogers for his advice on David Cecil and for his comments on an earlier draft of this paper.
See Woolf, D.R., The Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture, 1500-1730, Oxford, 2003,
especially the section on ‘Imagining the Genealogical Past’ in the chapter on ‘The Genealogical Imagination’,
pp. 122-37.
Round, J.H., Studies in Peerage and Family History, London, 1901, p. xvi.
Griffiths, R.A., ‘The Rise of the Stradlings of St Donat’s’, Morgannwg. The Journal of the Glamorgan History
Society, vii, 1963, pp. 15-47.The Stradlings also claimed that a later generation of their ancestors was involved
in the conquest of Glamorgan with Robert Fitz-Hamon in 1091.
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de sang (stylised drops of blood), on to a previously plain chevron, the motto, ‘Frappe fort’, a
commemorative motto, ‘Agincourt’, and wild men as supporters.5
The instance discussed below was invented by or for William Cecil and aimed at
aggrandizing and reinforcing the family pedigree which he had caused to be concocted. Its
inspiration was clearly taken from well-known 14th-century causes of arms, with the aim
not only of adding verisimilitude to the pedigree, but also of establishing that his coat of
arms itself had a long pedigree, dating back to the earliest origins of heraldry in the 12th
century. It is also significant to note how the story, once it was drip-fed into the public
domain, was repeated by many contemporary and later writers, rapidly becoming accepted
as true. Citing a spurious cause of arms was indeed a very clever ruse, so let us consider the
historical background which gave rise to its invention.
The 14th and 15th centuries witnessed a number of celebrated disputes over the use of arms.
The most famous were the cases of Scrope v Grosvenor (1385-90), Lovel v Morley (13867) and Grey v Hastings (1407-10). Less well known, but equally significant, were Burnell v
Morley (1346-7) and Warbelton v Gorges (1347). Most instances arose when knights and
esquires from different parts of the country came together to serve in armies, only to
discover duplications of their arms: the last two cases mentioned above both occurred at
the time of Edward III’s siege of Calais; the disputes involving Lovel v Morley and Scrope
v Grosvenor arose as a result of Richard II’s Scottish campaign of 1385; an argument
between Hugh Poyntz and Brian FitzAlan over the arms, barry Or and Gules, took place
at the siege of Caerlaverock in 1300; while the Grey v Hastings case came about after Sir
Edward Hastings of Elsing, Norfolk, and Reginald, Lord Grey of Ruthin appeared on Henry
IV’s expedition to Scotland in 1400, both bearing the arms Or, a manche Gules.6

5

6

Blomefield, F., An Essay towards a Topographical History of the County of Norfolk, 11 vols, London, 1805-10,
vol. ii, pp. 542-49. In the 1820s, Sir Nicholas Harris Nicolas, the author of the History of the Battle of Agincourt,
London, 1827, had correspondence with the first Baron Wodehouse, in which he pointed out that the
muster roll for the campaign did not contain John de Wodehous’s name (Norfolk Record Office, KIM
13/17), thus he was not present at Agincourt. Nevertheless, in 1887, John Wodehouse, first Earl of Kimberley,
privately published The Wodehouses of Kimberley, which retained the story (Norfolk Record Office, KIM
13/2/1). When the first Earl had been offered his earldom in 1866, he had asked for the title, ‘Earl of
Agincourt’ which, understandably, was refused and ‘Kimberley’ granted instead. See Alban, J.R.,‘An Armorial
Coincidence?’, The Norfolk Standard. The Magazine of the Norfolk Heraldry Society, 3rd series, iv, part 2,
September 2014, pp. 42-50.
For more information on these cases, see, variously, Nicolas, N.H., The Siege of Carlaverock, London, 1828,
pp. 36-7; The Roll of Arms of the Princes, Barons, and Knights who attended King Edward I to the Siege of Caerlaverock
in 1300, ed. Wright, T., London, 1864, pp. 15-16; Ayton, A., ‘Knights, Esquires and Military Service: the
Evidence of the Armorial Cases before the Court of Chivalry’, The Medieval Military Revolution. State, Society
and Military Change in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, ed. Ayton, A. and Price, J.L., London, 1995, pp. 81104; Keen, M.H., ‘English Military Experience and the Court of Chivalry: the Case of Grey v Hastings’, in
Keen, M.H., Nobles, Knights and Men-at-Arms in the Middle Ages, London, 1996, pp. 167-85; The Scrope and
Grosvenor Controversy. De Controversia in Curia Militari inter R. Le Scrope et R. Grosvenor Milites, Rege Ricardo
Secundo, 1385-90. E Recordis in Turre Londinensi asservatis, ed. Nicolas, N.H., 2 vols, London, 1832, vol. i, pp.
219-20; Morley, J.O., ‘The Norfolk Morleys: the Tewkesbury Abbey Connection’, Norfolk Archaeology, xlvii,
part ii, 2015, pp. 227-39.The most recent consideration of these cases appears in Caudrey, P.J., Military Society
and the Court of Chivalry in the Age of the Hundred Years War (Woodbridge, 2019).
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In his Workes of Armorie of 1572, the heraldic writer, John Bossewell,7 referred to another
supposed 14th-century dispute over arms, which, he stated, took place at the Battle of
Halidon Hill, during Edward III’s Scottish expedition of 1333, a campaign which resulted
in the defeat of the Scots in the battle, and in the siege and capture of Berwick by the
English.8 A shorter account of the supposed incident had appeared earlier, in 1562, in Gerard
Legh’s The Accedence of Armorie, a work on which Bossewell had generally relied heavily.9
The parties in the case were named as Sir John de Sitsilt, an alleged ancestor of the Tudor
statesman, William Cecil, Lord Burghley, and Sir William de Fakenham. Their dispute
related to
a banner of arms, charged with this coat, viz. a field barry, of ten pieces, argent and azure,
on six escutcheons, three, two, and one, sable, as many lions rampant of the first: which
arms each challenged as their right, and offered to maintain the same by combat in their proper
persons.10
The arms in question were the Cecil arms (Figure 1, overleaf) which appeared in the first
and sixth quarters of Lord Burghley’s full achievement of arms. However, the various
accounts of the affair all state that Edward III stopped the two knights from actually fighting
and relied on the adjudication of Edward de Beaulisle and John de Mowbray to settle the
matter. As Bossewell’s contemporary, the Welsh historian, Dr David Powel, commented,
it pleased the king that iustice should be yéelded for triall of the quarell, without shedding of
bloud: and so the bearing of the ensigne was solemnlie adiudged to be the right of the said Sir
Iohn Sitsylt,11

7 Day, J.F.R., ‘Bossewell, John (d. 1580)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography [hereafter, ODNB], online
edn, 2004, at [http://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/2938] Accessed 12 December 2019. Possibly a member of
the Bosvile family from near Doncaster, little precise detail is known about his life, although he described
himself as a gentleman and notary public, and was sometime resident in Kingsclere parish, Hampshire.
However, he is best remembered as an armorist, most noted for his Workes of Armorie, which, over succeeding
centuries, has been heavily criticised for its inaccuracies, ODNB commenting that it ‘has been censured as
being of little value “even from an heraldic point of view”’, as well as being ‘arcane and full of remarkable,
if implausible, information’.
8 Bossewell, J., Workes of Armorie, deuyded into three Bookes, entituled, the Concordes of Armorie, the Armorie of Honor,
and of Coates and Creastes, London, 1572, fos. 79v-81.
9 Legh, G., The Accedence of Armorie, London, 1562, fos. 49-49v. Legh’s shorter account of the episode omits
Bossewell’s pièces justicatives. It is not known whether Legh and Bossewell ever met one another, although
they probably did and the latter was certainly well acquainted with the former’s work.
10 Brydges, E., Collins’s Peerage of England, 6th edn, 9 vols, London, 1812, vol. ii, p. 584. The volume also states
on p. 586 that ‘This Sir John had a charge of men at arms for the custody of the marches of Scotland in 11
Edward III’, a claim which cannot be substantiated from archival records.
11 Powel, D., The Historie of Cambria, now called Wales, London, 1584, p. 146. For Powel’s biography, see Jenkins,
R.T.,‘Powel, David (1552?-1598), Cleric and Historian’, Dictionary of Welsh Biography/Y Bywgraffiadur Cymreig
[hereafter, DWB], online edn at [https://biography.wales/article/s-POWE-DAV-1540] Accessed 14
December 2019; and Fritze, R.H., ‘Powel [Powell], David (1549x52-1598)’, ODNB, online edn, 2007, at
[https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/22643] Accessed 14 December 2019.
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Figure 1. The Cecil arms on the tomb of Sir William Cecil, Lord Burghley,
in St Martin’s church, Stamford. (Photo: J.R. Alban.)
the contemporary armorist, Gerard Legh12 adding that ‘the said William Faknaham was
expressly forbidden the bearing of the said arms, vpon pain of forfaiting his sharpe sworde
& guilt spurs’.13
This ‘great controversy’ between de Sitsilt and de Fakenham was not only mentioned in
the heraldic works of Bossewell and Legh, but also subsequently appeared in many other
studies, dating from the 16th to the 20th centuries.14 However, J.H. Round, in his discussion
12 Gerard Legh (d. 1563) was born the son of a London draper and himself became a member of
the Drapers’ Company, as well as a lawyer of the Middle Temple. The Accedence of Armorie was his
only published work. Its contemporary popularity is reflected in its six reprints, made between
1568 and 1612 . See Day, J.F.R., ‘Legh [Leigh], Gerard (d. 1563)’ ODNB, online edn, 2004, at
[http://dpi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/ 16362] Accessed 14 December 2019; Cooper, J. P., ‘Ideas of
Gentility in Early-Modern England’, in Cooper, J.P., Land, Men and Beliefs: Studies in Early-Modern
History, ed. Aylmer, G.E. and Morrill, J.S., London, 1983, pp. 58-9.
13 The Accedence of Armorie, fo. 49v.
14 E.g., D’Espagne, J., Anti-Duello.The Anatomie of Duells, with the Symptomes thereof ..., London, 1632,
p. 63; Kendall, E.A., An Argument for Construing largely the Right of an Appellee of Murder, to Insist on
Trial by Battle ..., 3rd edn, London, 1818, pp. 165-66; Neilson, G., Trial by Combat (Glasgow, 1890),
p. 168; Walford, E., Tales of our Great Families, London, 1890, p. 32.
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of the well-known 14th-century cases for determining rights to arms, referred very
cautiously to the case of ‘Fakenham and Sitsilt (1333), which’, he stated, ‘I do not cite, as
the documents are only known to us through Bossewell’.15 Round was all too aware that
much of what he called the ‘older genealogy ... consisted either in inventing pedigrees or
in repeating without question the unsupported statements of a herald’ and, in consequence,
he was particularly conscious of fabrications in the early pedigree of the Cecil family, who
claimed descent from the supposed early Sitsilts, but whose fortunes really began only with
William Cecil, Lord Burghley, the statesman and major political figure of Elizabeth I’s reign.
According to their official pedigree, the Cecils traced their ancestry back to a Robert Sytsylt,
who, they claimed, assisted Robert Fitz-Hamon in the conquest of Glamorgan, in 1091,
and subsequently became ‘barons of Beauport’, or Beaupre in the Vale of Glamorgan. 16
There is, however, no mention in official records of the family’s ever having held that
lordship. Nevertheless, Sir Edward Mansel of Margam, in his ‘An Account of the Cause of
the Conquest of Glamorgan by Sir Robert fitz Haymon and his Twelve Knights’ (1591),
stated that Fitz-Hamon ‘gave Bewper to a great Welsh Lord who took part with him, whose
name Is torn out in my Book of Pedigrees’.17 Tantalizingly, we therefore do not know
whether that ‘great Welsh Lord’ was supposed to be Robert Sytsylt, but, David Powel,
quoting from Sir Edward Stradling’s ‘The Winning of the Lordship of Glamorgan out of
the Welshmen’s Hands’ (1573), the text of which he had inserted en bloc into his The Historie
of Cambria, now Called Wales, noted that there were ‘men and gentlemen, ... some out of
Dyuet,18 and other places in Wales, which came thither ..., of whome Robert Sitsylt was
one’. Confusingly, however, Powel concluded by stating that Sitsilt ‘had no part of the said
Lordship of Glamorgan (that I can read of)’, but instead he was rewarded for good service
by an advantageous marriage to an heiress.19
The Cecil pedigree further recounted that, over the following four centuries, the family
allegedly made marriage alliances with many important Herefordshire families and
established itself at Allt-yr-Ynys in that county. However, researches by Round, Oswald
Barron, and Ravenscroft Dennis, among others, demonstrated that the pedigree had been
concocted in the middle of the 16th century by William Cecil, Lord Burghley himself, aided
by the researches of antiquaries, many of whom were not particularly conscientious searchers
for the truth.20 These early 20th-century commentators and, more recently, A.L. Rowse,
conclusively proved that the earlier parts of the pedigree had been completely fabricated.
It was shown that the family name did not, in fact, appear among the ranks of the
Herefordshire gentry before the late 15th century and that the first authenticated Cecil

15 Round, Studies in Peerage and Family History, p. xxi.
16 Powel, The Historie of Cambria, p. 142. David Powel carefully set out a very detailed supposed
Sitsilt pedigree in this work, pp. 142-48, including mention of the supposed cause of arms, which
had earlier been referred to by Legh and Bossewell.
17 ‘The Winning of Glamorgan: Documents’, in Cardiff Records: Vol. 4, ed. Matthews, J.H., Cardiff,
1903, pp. 6-47, online version, British History Online at [http://www.british-history.ac.uk/cardiffrecords/vol4/pp6-47] Accessed 15 December 2019.
18 Dyfed.
19 Powel, The Historie of Cambria, pp. 141-42.
20 Dennis, G. Ravenscroft, The Cecil Family (London, 1914), pp.1-14; Northamptonshire Families, ed. Barron, O.
(London, 1906), pp. 21-39. A facsimile of the pedigree appears in E. Nares, Memoirs of the Life and Administration of the Right Honourable William Cecil, Lord Burghley, 3 vols, London, 1828-31, vol. i, plate between pp.
8 and 9.
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ancestor of Lord Burghley, was actually his grandfather, David Sisell or Cecil of Stamford
in Lincolnshire, who was a younger son of Philip Sisell or Seisyllt of Allt-yr-Ynys.21
It therefore seems that Burghley, or some of the many antiquaries with whom he was
associated,22 invented the ‘picturesque story’ of the alleged dispute between de Sitsilt and
de Fakenham in order ‘to add further verisimilitude to the record’ of his supposed ancestry,
and that the inspiration for doing so was particularly derived from the Scrope v Grosvenor
case of 1385-90.23 As we have seen, 14th-century military operations frequently proved to
be flashpoints for armorial disputes, so, it must have occurred to Burghley, or to whoever
thought up the story, that a cause of arms occurring during the Halidon Hill campaign was
not improbable and, presented in the right way, could well be believable. To reinforce this
idea, Bossewell went to the elaborate lengths of including in his book the texts of two ‘very
originall wrytynges’, which had the appearance of being written in Anglo-Norman French
and which related to the judgment of the dispute.24 The first, bearing the date 4 April, 6
Edward III [1332], witnessed that Sir John de Sitsilt was lineally descended from Sir James
Sitsilt, ‘Lord of Beauport’, who was killed at the siege of Wallingford castle in 1142, where
he bore an ensign displaying the disputed arms (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Sir James Sitsilt, from Bossewell, J., Workes of Armorie
(London, 1572), fo. 80.
21 Rowse, A.L., ‘Alltyrynys and the Cecils’, English Historical Review, lxxv, 1960, pp. 54-76.The name appeared
in various forms – including Sitsilt, Sysill, Sisell, Cisell, Cysell – all derived from the Welsh Seisyll, before
eventually becoming Cecil, the version settled on by Lord Burghley himself.
22 For example, he of course knew Dr David Powel (Jenkins, ‘Powel, David’, DWB online) and also Sir Edward
Stradling, with whom he had a particular affinity, since both he and Stradling claimed descent from alleged
ancestors who had aided Fitz-Hamon in the conquest of Glamorgan (Griffiths, ‘The Rise of the Stradlings’,
p. 15. See also Griffiths, R.A., ‘The Twelve Knights of Glamorgan’, in Glamorgan Historian, iii, ed. Williams,
S., Barry, 1966, pp. 154-68). In his will, the armorist, Gerard Legh, bequeathed to Burghley a book (Day,
‘Legh [Leigh], Gerard’, ODNB online).
23 Dennis, The Cecil Family, p. 2.
24 Bossewell, Workes of Armorie, fos. 80v-81
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The second document, dated 4 June, 7 Edward III [1333], entitled ‘The final determinacion
of the controuersie aforesayde’ and issued in the names of Edward de Beaulile and John de
Mowbray, adjudged the right of bearing these arms to Sir John de Sitsilt, on the basis of
oral and written evidences, and les tesmoignes du Roy d’Armes and other lieges of the king.
Bossewell was very keen to stress that
The whyche sayde originall writings, being written in parchement, acordyng to the antiquitie of
the tyme, I my selfe haue seene being in the possession of the ryghte honourable the Lorde of
Burghley, to whome in blood the same belongeth.25
However, close analysis of the diplomatic of the two documents and of the forms of
language used in them shows them to be more than a little spurious,26 while the principal
parties named in them (with the possible exception of John de Mowbray) and the family
antecedents which are cited in them do not appear in ‘a single public record, or another
private document, even if those noted by Bossewell really existed’. At this early date, the
appearance of an English king of arms giving evidence is also a mystery. Moreover, the
Battle of Halidon Hill was actually fought on 19 July 1333, after the dates of these two
documents which purport to relate to an incident which took place at it! The documents
are therefore nothing but crude forgeries and, in Ravenscroft Dennis’s words, ‘this version
of the ancestry of the family may therefore be dismissed’, as can any idea that a cause of
arms between de Sitsilt and de Fakenham ever took place. 27
That may be so, but could the story hold even the smallest grain of truth, perhaps being
based on some now long-lost oral tradition? On the balance of evidence it must be said
that that seems unlikely and the episode appears to be a complete invention of the 16th
century. As previously mentioned, neither de Sitsilt nor de Fakenham appear in any
contemporary documents anywhere; certainly not in ones which relate to the Halidon Hill
campaign, or, indeed, to any of the military activities of Edward III in Scotland, or even on
the Scottish borders, despite Collins’s firm statement that ‘This Sir John had a charge of
men at arms for the custody of the marches of Scotland in 11 Edward III [1337-8]’.28
Moreover, while Legh’s work has been described as ‘perhaps the most popular heraldic work
of the later sixteenth century’, both it and Bossewell’s treatise contain many elements (such
as Legh’s invention of ‘Panther, an Heraught to the Queene of England’29 (Figure 3 overleaf))
which have long been regarded as questionable. Add to that the fact that Burghley – and,
doubtless, the many antiquaries always ready to help such a great man and gain his favour
– were not averse to inventing (or ignoring) traditions, as it suited them, then some strong
reservations have to be placed on the authenticity of this alleged episode of arms.

25 ibid. ‘I my selfe haue seene’ is in my emphasis. The antiquary, James Dallaway (1763-1834) noted that ‘The
original certificate and proofs by which the controversy between Sir John Sitsilt and Sir William de
Fakenham was decided, upon the adjudication of Edward de Beaulisle and John de Mowbray, are now in
the archives of the Earl of Exeter’ (Dallaway, J., Inquiries Into the Origin and Progress of the Science of Heraldry
in England ..., Gloucester, 1793, p. 79).
26 E.g., the second document is addressed A touts Angloys et Francoys and employs the salutation, gret, both
impossible usages in a genuine French-language document written in England in the fourteenth century.
By the sixteenth century, a convincing Anglo-Norman text, purporting to be from two centuries earlier,
would have been more difficult to fabricate than one in Latin (see Martin, G.H., ‘Doncaster Borough
Charters’, Doncaster. A Borough and its Charters, ed. Barber, B.J., Doncaster, 1994, p. 17).
27 Dennis, The Cecil Family, p. 3. In particular, Sir William de Fakenham’s identity remains a complete mystery.
28 Collins’s Peerage of England, ii. 586.
29 The Accedence of Armorie, fo. 133.
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It is perhaps not surprising that Bossewell should have perpetuated the fabrication of this
incident, since Burghley was his patron. Indeed, Workes of Armorie itself was dedicated by
Bossewell ‘To the right honorable and his singuler good lorde, Sir William Cecil, Baron of
Burghleigh, Knight of the moste noble order of the Garter, Lorde highe Treasorer of
Englande’.

Figure 3. The fictitious ‘Panther Herald’, believed to be a likeness of Gerard
Legh, from Legh, G., The Accedence of Armorie (London, 1562), fo. 133).
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The Manor of Maxey in 1595

alan rogers
In 1699, Sir William FitzWilliam of Milton, Northants, acquired from the descendants of
William Cecil lord Burghley the manor of Maxey, Northants, in which the FitzWilliam
family had long had extensive interests1. During the transfer, a survey of the manor which
Burghley had commissioned in 1595 was passed over. This was in a book which surveyed
four manors: Maxey, Stamford Baron and Stamford Lordship, and the combined manor of
Preston with Uppingham (Rutland). The four surveys were so tightly bound together that
it was impossible to separate the Maxey material from the rest of the contents of the book,
so the whole book passed into the family records of the FitzWilliam family and from them
into the Northamptonshire Records Office2.
The book records that the survey of 1595 was “taken by vertue of your Lo[rdship’s]
Comission dyrected to Richarde Wyngefeilde esquier,Thomas Balgaye, Richarde Frampton,
Frauncys Gosten and William Salter or anye three of them, bearinge date the xxiiijth daye
of Julye in the xxxvijth yeare of the Quenes Matie Raigne Anno Domini 1595”. It recorded
every tenanted property with the name of the tenant and the rent due under the headings
of chief rent (i.e. freehold subject to an annual rent), copyhold, leasehold, and ‘at will’
tenancies.
This paper summarises and discusses the Maxey entries in this book of surveys.
Maxey manor
Maxey lies on the gravels of the Welland Valley on the very edge of the fenland region. The
estate consisted of four settlements, Maxey manor (which included the former manor of
Ardennes3) which with its castle (crenelated in the 1370s) was in the fifteenth century the
long-term home of Lady Margaret Beauchamp, duchess of Somerset and mother of
Margaret Beaufort mother of Henry VII, and her successive noble husbands; after Margaret
Beauchamp’s death, the manor and castle came to her daughter Margaret Beaufort after
which it fell to the crown and was leased out.The Maxey part of the manor was held of the
abbey of Peterborough, the Ardennes part of Torpel manor4. Early in her reign (c1561),
Elizabeth passed the manor to William Cecil and it remained in the Cecil family until 1699
when it was sold to the FitzWilliam family.
In 1595, then, the main manor of Maxey had been in the hands of Cecil for over 30 years.
By now, the castle had become a farm, and the settlement seems to have become somewhat
dispersed, with outlying farmsteads. It was largely pastoral, with a great deal of intercommoning between Maxey and neighbouring parishes; but there were arable fields farmed
in common.
There were three separate settlements in the parish: Nunton, Lolham and Deeping Gate.
By 1346, the so-called ‘manor’ of Nunton (which belonged to the chamberlain’s office of
Peterborough abbey) had been added to Maxey manor and absorbed into the main manor,
1
2
3
4

VCH Northants ii pp 503-5; in this 1595 survey, Sir William FitzWilliam held more tenancies than any other
tenant
NRO FitzWilliam (Milton) Mss 433
The name of Ardenes as a placename survives in this survey
For Torpel in Bainton parish but in Helpston village, see VCH Northants ii 460-61; F Gosling, S P Ashby
and A McClain, Torpel Manor: biography of a landcape, 2017, at http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/129547/
1/Torpel_biog_PASSEDr.pdf
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although the settlement remained distinct. Lolham manor also held of the Torpel manor
had relatively recently (1568) come into the possession of the Claypole family of
Northborough. It was later (1681) to be sold to the FitzWilliam family. The hamlet of
Deeping Gate, where the Fairfax family’s dominant interest had given way to the Worsleys
from 1505, was also mostly held of Maxey manor; when Cecil acquired the manor of Maxey
in or about 1561, he also acquired the free chapel of Deeping Gate5. The survey then of
Maxey manor in 1595 included the whole of the parish except the Claypole’s manor of
Lolham6.
Maxey itself had of course the castle which still appears to have been a substantial building
with a large number of outbuildings.Tenants in Maxey paid rents for 12 land-only tenancies,
and many other lands were attached to properties in the village (including ‘the Swannes
land’, ‘Scryvenereslande’, and the lands formerly belonging to the college of Fotheringhay).
A good deal of the land had been enclosed, some ‘latelye’ (Crakeholme gate).The tenant of
the castle held 125 acres, half of it in closes and half in meadow in Nunton. At least 25
named closes are listed, some very small but some large (‘meadowe close’ was said to be
125 acres, perhaps ‘the longe meadowe’ mentioned). But there were still large ‘common
fields’, including Churchfield, Marchfield, Southfield, Westfield, Eastfield and Millfield
(presumably where the ‘watermylne ... with a banke called the mylnebanke’ stood).
Common meadows can be seen in ‘easte meadow’. Twynnedykes, Grassecrofte and
Westynges appear frequently, as does the town Cowpasture of 106 acres.
The manorial estate in Maxey included seven messuages, one called Knackville, one called
Gardeners House and a third (stated to be ‘in the parish’ of Maxey, which suggests it lay
outside the village) called Walterhamehall.We might note that another survey in the
FitzWilliam collection dated to the 1550s states that “Waldranhall is an Inne sometime [i.e.
formerly] greatly frequented by pilgrymes passing to Walsingham and then let for vij li and
now lett for xls.”7 The manor had six tenements (one the ‘town house’), 9 cottages (one
‘newelye builded uppon the lordes wast’), two tofts (one in Eastgate, and one formerly ‘in
the tenure of the Chantrye preiste’), a watermill, and two holdings in bondage - 43 tenancies
in all.
There were other hamlets in Maxey parish, the residents of which shared in the common
fields of Maxey. Woodcroft in Maxey recorded three land tenancies including ‘Shippesclose’.
Lolham belonged at this date to the Claypoles, but the Claypole family held an interesting
mixed farm of arable, meadow and pasture of Maxey manor, partly in closes (e.g. Shepecote
close) and partly in common fields of Westfield and Marchefield at a substantial rent of £2
p.a. Some ten holdings lay in Nunton; its territory included Mylneholme alias Nunton
holme, but the only tenement recorded was the church house.
The biggest settlement in Maxey parish was Deeping Gate, a village in its own right. By
now the Worsley family were dominant here and appear as tenants of Maxey manor8. The
manor had ten land tenancies in Deeping Gate, one the former ‘Chapel lands’, presumably

5
6
7
8

VCH Northants ii pp 503-5; for Fairfax, see Alan Rogers, A fifteenth century family Bible from Northamptonshire? Nottingham Medieval Studies LI, 2007, pp 167-179
In 1595, the Claypoles held tenancies in Maxey manor of the Cecils
NRO F(M) Charter 2287, Particular of Maxey lands, p.5. I owe this reference to Andy North of the
Northants Record Office
VCH Northants ii 505
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the glebe belonging to the free chapel there which Cecil acquired in 1561). Other tenancies
lay at ‘Otelande uppon Burwardes dyke’, ‘at the Crosse’, and in ‘Depingegate meadowe’. It
had its own common field, Depingegate field, and its common meadows and cowpasture
(only 15 acres compared with Maxey’s 106 acres). The ‘tolle at Depingegate bridge’ was a
valuable asset for the manor. Four messuages, two tenements and two cottages (one also
‘builded newelye uppon the lords waste’) were listed.
But a large part of Maxey manorial holdings lay in the neighbouring parishes. It is not
always clear if the tenants lived in Maxey and held property outside the parish or if they
resided where their holdings were and owed suit of court to Maxey.
There were five land tenancies in Helpston, in Northfield, Southfield and ‘the parkefield’;
there were also oldefield, meadowehirste, Tyndallgate and Chappell field. In Helpston, one
messuage, one cottage and one bondage tenancy were part of the manor of Maxey. Helpston
also included Etton with four land tenancies, some in Etton Westfield, and Ashton (also in
Helpston parish) had three land tenancies.
The neighbouring parish of Northborough had ten land holdings. It too had a cowpasture
abutting on ‘the north fryth’. Maxey manor had common land in Northborough’s open
fields, in Millfield, Middlefield, Great Clayfield and Brekelandefield. There was a meadow
called ‘the Pingle invyronde with a dyche’. Other lands in Northborough which feature
prominently are ‘Norboroughe meadowe called Grindall’ (abutting on Cardyke) which
carried with it the office of ‘dryfte of the fenne9 in Gryndall and Caredyke’ with ‘the profitte
of the treadinge sylver’10, and north and south ‘fryth’11. The manor took rents from two
messuages, five tenements (one the tanhouse), nine cottages, one croft, one toft and probably
one bondage tenancy.
Other neighbouring settlements had smaller commitments to Maxey manor. Bainton
registered one land tenancy, one messuage, and rent from its own meadow. The manor had
an interest in one land tenancy in Marham (called ‘marholmehurne alias melle meadow’).
There were lands in Ufford held of Maxey manor by one of the commissioners, Robert
Wingfield esquire. One manorial tenant even owed rent for some land held in Spalding.
It may be suggested that, as often in these fenland and near-fenland regions, a good deal of
this sharing represents inter-commoning12; much of the land was meadow and pasture. But
there was also a good deal of arable, mostly in common fields - no less than 30 manorial
tenants held arable land amounting to more than 620 acres.

9 For the fen drifts, the census of animals on the fens, see ‘The medieval and early modern fen’ at
https://www.dur.ac.uk/east-lincs-history/investigations/the-medieval-and-early-modern-fen/
10 I have been unable to trace the meaning of this but several pits in the fens were called ‘silver pits’; they may
be water holes in which animals were washed.
11 For North and South Fryths in Northborough, see T Partida, D Hall and G Foard, Atlas of Northamptonshire:
medieval and early modern landscapes Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2013, pp 109-110
12 See reference in note 11
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Summary of holdings
There were 52 chief rents on the combined estate yielding a total of £8 19s 1¼d,
approximately 3s 5d on average. There were 15 copyhold, 4 in Maxey, 9 in Northborough
and one each in Deeping Gate and Helpston; they yielded £16 5s 10d, approximately
£1 1s 8d on average. There was only one leasehold (for 21 years), a substantial farm in
Maxey, Nunton and Bainton, yielding £4 4s 6d. In all there were 39 at will tenancies with
a total yield of £80 6s 9d.
Holding
Chief rents 52
Copyholds 15
Leasehold 1
At Will 39

Total yield
8 19s 1¼d
£16 5s 10d
£4 4s 6d
£80 6s 9d

Average yield
3s 5d
£1 1s 8d
£4 4s 6d
£2 1s 2d

Omitting the one leasehold, the most profitable holdings were at will.The chief rents were
by now a relatively small source of income; the future seemed to lie in developing the at
will tenancies.
Perhaps most interesting is the fact that there were four tenancies described as bondage –
one in Maxey, one in Helpston and two in Northborough. All are small farms with a house
or cottage, yard or close, some meadow and arable land scattered in the various fields. The
rents however seem high for small holdings – 19s for just over 9 acres, 16s 8d for just under
14 acres, 6s 8d for 5 acres and 10s for just over 10 acres. It is unlikely that these rents reflect
yield per acre for – being bondage rents – they must presumably include long-standing
manorial dues of various kinds. Here is some survival of feudal tenancies although there
are no signs of any feudal incidents on these holdings13; but the manor was still very
occasionally receiving rents in terms of spurs and capons as well as cash.
Serveral tenancies were held by the same person, so the total number of individual tenants
is smaller. We have no indication of their places of residence, so it is impossible from this
survey to estimate the population of Maxey at this time. Some clearly lived outside the
manor and were paying rent for land held in the manor. Sir William FitzWilliam was already
holding substantial interests in the manor, seven tenancies in all. The Claypoles not only
held their own manor of Lolham but also six tenancies, mainly in Northborough. The
Worsley family of Deeping Gate held six tenancies, the Wingfields four. Among the leading
families were Stokes, Graunt and Barnwell.
The highly fragmented nature of these holdings is revealed clearly by the tenancies of the
Smythe family and of Matthew Robinson. Charles Smythe leased two tenements, 4 closes
amounting to 10 acres, 9 and a half acres of meadow in four separate plots and 59 acres of
arable scattered in six of the the common fields. Matthew Robinson gentleman held the
castle at will with ranges of outbuildings described in some detail, and 125 acres in 18 closes
and pingles as well as the park and park close of 14 acres, some 68 acres of meadow in six
holdings and 176 acres of arable distributed across eight of the common fields together
with the toll on Deeping Road and a small amount of pasture.

13 See Mark Bailey, The Decline of Serfdom in late medieval England: from bondage to freedom Woodbridge: Boydell,
2014.
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The survey of Maxey ends with three important notes. The only mention of woodland is
to a wood called Tyndehawe, half with standing timber, half cleared. Secondly, there was a
cattle common called North Fen; the land lying between the town (of Maxey) and this
North Fen was reserved as a cowpasture for part of the year and then ploughed. There was
another cowpasture in Nunton, and several tenants held rights of common in the Great
Fen (called ‘Boroughe ffenne’), and in Northborough ffrythes. Finally it was stated that the
advowson of the Rectory of Maxey belonged at this date to the Dean and Chapter of
Peterborough.
What can be seen here must, I think, reflect the remnants of the large regional estate owned
by the castle at Maxey, with some landholders in a number of different villages still owing
suit of court to the manor of Maxey. How many residents in Maxey were not part of the
manor cannot now be determined.

Figure 1. A drawing of Maxey Castle from TNA MPI 1/251,
photographed by Rachel Delman.
(Courtesy of The National Archives and Dr Delman)
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THE 1595 SURVEY OF MAXEY
This is a summary, not a transcript, of the Maxey section of the 1595 survey. All place names are as
in the original. Personal first names have been standardised but all surnames are as in the original.
The entries have been abbreviated but the first entry for each section is translated fully to indicate the
remaining entries in that section. Notes in italics are marginal notes in the original. Entries have been
numbered for ease of reference – these numbers are not in the original.
The Book of Survey for the manors of Maxey, Stampforde Barron, Stampforde
Lordshippe and Preston and Uppingham in the counties of Northampton, Lincoln and
Rutland, taken by virtue of your Lordship’s [Lord Burghley] commission directed to
Richard Wyngefeilde esquire, Thomas Balgaye, Richard Frampton, Francis Gosten [or
Goften] and William Salter or any three of them, dated 24th July in the 37th year of the
Queen’s [Elizabeth] reign AD 1595
Maxey ad Castrum
Chief Rents
1.

Robert Styles of Baynton for a chief rent going out of his lands in Maxey payable at
Michaelmas only, per annum viijd Now Noah? Neal Esq14

2.

The same Robert Styles, Robert Kellsull and William Johnson in right of their wives,
the heirs of Henry Sharpe, for their lands in Helpeston, p a 23d 18d

3.

Dennis Awger for his lands in Etton p a 2d

4.

Thomas Warren for a cottage and certain lands in Helpeston p a 21d £6

5.

John Falles for a cottage and a toft in Maxey in Eastgate p a 3s late Robert Bocher

6.

Thomas Addeson for a cottage and one acre of land in Maxey p a 3s 4d

7.

John Northerne for a cottage in Maxey and two acres of land there p a 2s

8.

Frauncis Trigge for his lands in Maxeye called Swannes Land p a [16½d deleted] nil15

9.

Richard Worseley for a messuage and 17 acres of land and pasture called Scryveneresland in Maxey p a 5s 9d

10. Robert Weldon for a messuage and [17 acres of deleted] [certain inserted) lands in Maxey
late Burton’s lands p a 5s 6¾d
11. Susan Stokes the daughter of John Stokes for a messuage and 10 acres of land and one
acre of meadow in Northboroughe p a 5s 1½d
12. John Graunte for a toft in Maxey containing 5 roods of land p a 6d
13. William Cockes for a cottage and half an acre of land in Maxey p a 2s 6½d late
Richard Cocks
14 In left-hand margin
15 An illegible note starts “Because…” ; it is almost certainly to say that this entry is elsewhere in this survey
– see entry 44 below
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14. George Clarke for his lands in Maxey p a 3s 7½d
15. Robert Templer for a cottage and 3 acres of land in Maxey p a 3s 1d
16. John Barnewell for 5 acres of land late Barrett’s in Northboroughe p a 4s 10d
17. The same John Barnewell for other lands there p a 6s
18. George Hornebye for a meadow called the Shippeclose16 in Maxey paying p a one
pound of pepper
19. The same George Hornebye for a third part of a messuage called Knackvill and one
messuage sometimes of Robert Silkes in Depingegate p a 4s
20. The Churchwardens of Maxey for a tenement and 12 acres of land in Maxey p a 10d
and a quarter of a pound of ginger my..le has the land
21. Sir William Fitzwilliam knight for a meadow called Marholmehurne alias Marham
melle p a 3s
22. James Cleypole for his lands in Norboroughe late Poulter’s p a 47s 7d
23. The same James Cleypole for his land in Norboroughe late Nicholas Phillippe’s p a
8s 6d
24. The same James Cleypole for his land in Norboroughe late Mackworthe’s p a 6d or a
pair of gilt spurs
25. The same James Cleypole for his lands in Northborowe late Jones’s land p a 2s 6d
26. Margaret Baker widow for a cottage and one acre of land in Norboroughe, late
Freysonn’s land p a 6d
27. Richard Burke for his lands in Depingegate p a 2s
28. Richard Worseley for a messuage in Depingegate late Jackson’s and now two
hemplands p a 3s
29. The same for a messuage there called Gardener’s house p a 12½d
30. ,John Tighe for a tenement and certain lands in Depingegate sometime in the tenure
of Hugh Leverett 18d
31. Robert Wingefeilde17 esquire for one acre three roods of land called the White in
Helpeston p a 2d
32. Sir William Fitzwilliam knight for lands in Helpeston late Molesworthe’s p a 5¾d

16 This could be the Sheeps Close mentioned below; or it could refer to the family of Shippe also mentioned
below
17 The chief surveyor
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33. The same Sir William Fitzwilliam for the lands in Etton late the lord Russell’s p a 12d
34. The said Sir William Fitzwilliam for Shippes land in Woodcrofte p a 18d
35. Sir William Fitzwilliam for lands in Woodcrofte late belonging to the College of
Fotheringhay p a 5s 2½d
36. The same Sir William Fitzwilliam for the lands in Woodcrofte late of Henry Shippes
p a 17½d and two capons
37. Francis Quarles for 18 acres of land and meadow in Asheton and certain lands and
tenements there p a 18s 8d
38. James Cleypole esquire for his lands in Asheton and Baynton late Walker’s land p a
21½d
39. The heirs of Birde for lands in Asheton late Thomas Hochon’s p ann 11d
40. The same heirs for a messuage and lands late Chessham’s in Baynton p a 2s
41. The inhabitants of Nunton for the Churchehouse and six acres of land and one acre
of meadow belonging thereto p a 23½d
42. The inhabitants of Maxey for their town house and lands belonging to the same 2s
6d
43. Francis Trigge for his lands in Nunton p a 3s 5½d
44. The same Francis for his lands in Maxey called Swanne lande p a 16½d
45. Martin Grene for his lands in Spalding p a 1d
46. Peregrine Hall for a tenement and land in Maxey in the tenure of Richard Addyson
p a 18d
47. William Worseley for a cottage and two acres of land in Depingegate late Pavy’s p a 5½d
48. The same William Worseley for certain lands in Depingegate late John Measures’ p a
2s 2½d
49. Widow Butler for three acres and a half of land in Depinge gate belonging to the
Chapel there p a 7½d
50. Robert Tighe for his lands in Depingegate in the tenure of Michael Lyttle and [space]
Angell p a 5¾d
51. Richard Worseley gent for six acres of land, viz. 3 acres in Depingegate field and 3
acres in Etton field p a 6d
52. John Harryson for a messuage with a croft in Depinge gate wherein he now dwells p a 5s
Total of all the chief rents in Maxey and the members thereof p a £8 19s 1¼d
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Tennauntes by Copye
Norboroughe
53. John Barnewell, Jane his wife and Robert their son hold by Copy for the term of their
lives, and the longer liver of them, one tenement called a Tannehouse in Norboroughe
and two barns with 18 acres of arable land, 15 acres of meadow in Gryndale in the
South Fryth, three acres of meadow in Gryndall abutting upon Caredyke, and 4 acres
and a half in the North Frith called the Cowepasture together with the office of dryfte
of the ffenne in Gryndall and Caredyke, with the profit of the treadinge sylver, and pays
by the year 43s
54. John Stokes holds by Copy for the term of his life one tenement with a barn in
Norboroughe and ten acres and a half of arable land, viz. three acres in Milfeilde, two
acres and a half in Midlefeilde, three acres and three roods in Clayfeilde, and two acres
and one rood in Brekelandefeilde p a 14s 4d now Bolter
55. Thomas Oliver Copy for the term of his life one cottage in Norborughe standing on
a rood of ground and four acres of arable land there, viz. one acre and three roods in
Clayfeilde and two acres and one rood in Mydlefeilde p a 4s
56. Jane Tighe the wife of William Fletcher Copy for the term of her life one Bondage in
Norboroughe, a barn within an orchard, four acres of meadow called the Pingle
environed with a ditch, and 5 acres one rood of arable land, viz. one acre and a half in
the North Frythe, one acre and a half in the Midlefeilde, one acre and three roods
in the Millfeilde, and half an acre in Clayfeilde, p a 19s Fletcher
57. Richarde Shippe Copy for him, his heirs and assigns, one tenement in Norboroughe
standing upon an acre of ground, one acre of meadow and 9 acres of arable land, viz.
three acres one rood in the Millfeilde, two acres in the Idlefeilde, and three acres three
roods in Clayfeilde, and pays p a 11s 4d
58. James Stokes Copy for the term of his life one Bondage with the appurtenances in
Northboroughe standing on a rood of ground, three roods of meadow, two acres of
ground enclosed, and 11 acres in the fields there, viz. three acres in the Midlefeilde,
four acres and a half in the Clayfeilde, and three acres and a half in the Midlefeilde p
a 16s 8d Pavy
59. James Thacker Copy for the term of his life one tenement in Norboroughe, one acre
and a half of meadow there and 8 acres and a half of arable land, viz. two acres in the
Midlefeilde, three acres and a half in Clayfeilde and three acres in Millfeilde p a 14s
60. John Gunton Copy for the term of his life one messuage and a toft with a barn in
Norboroughe, two acres and three roods of meadow in Gryndall and 17 acres of arable
land, viz. 4 acres and a half in Millfeilde, four acres and a half in Midelfeilde, and 8
acres in Clayfeilde, pays p a 24s 10d
61

Sir William Fitzwilliam knight Copy a messuage with a croft of half an acre in
Norboroughe, two acres of meadow in Gryndall, one acre enclosed and three acres of
arable land in the fields p a 13s
Total of the rents of the Copyholders in Norboroughe p a £8 0s 2d
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62. Robert Spencer Copy for the term of his life one watermill in Maxey with a bank
called the Mylnebanke and three roods of arable land in Maxey Churchefeilde and
pays yearly £6
63. Anne Harvye widow Copy which is now expired one close lying at Crakeholme gate
lately enclosed, part thereof arable and the rest meadow, containing 14 acres and pays
yearly 14s Grove
64. Robert Wilbore Copy to him, his heirs and assigns, half a Bondage with the
appurtenances in Maxey, one close adjoining to the house containing one acre, half
an acre of meadow in the east meadow there and four acres two roods and a half of
arable land, viz. one acre in Marchefeilde, one acre two roods and a half in the
Westfeilde, one acre in the Mylnefeilde and one acre in Maxey Eastfeilde, the rent p
a 6s 8d Ric’Thorpe
65. John Tighe Copy one close called Tighes close in Maxey containing 8 acres and one
acre of land lying near the same close on the west of the same p a 10s 6d Mr Borne
now lease
Helpeston
66. Robert Styles Copy to him, his heirs and assigns, one Bondage with a yard containing
one rood of ground, one acre of meadow in Westynges and nine acres three roods of
arable land, viz. one acre three roods in the Northfeilde, two acres in the Southfeilde
and six acres in the Parkefeilde p ann 10s
Depingegate
67. John Daye of Depingegate, Jone his wife Copy for the term of their lives two acres of
arable land in Otelande, one acre lying upon Burwardes dyke, half an acre lying at the
Crosse and three roods of meadow lying in Depingegate meadow p a 4s 6d
Total of the rents of all the Copyholders aforesaid p a £16 5s 10d
Tenants by Indenture [i.e. Leases]
Maxey
68. Charles Smythe holds by Lease two tenements or messuages in Maxey, two closes
adjoining the same tenements containing 6 acres, one close called Ropercrofte
containing two acres, and one close called Coxpitt containing two acres in all being
enclosed 10 acres. Meadow: 9 acres and a half, viz. Nuntonholmes one acre,
Twennedykes four acres and a half, Couleholmes one acre and Baddington alias
Baynton meadow three acres. And 59 acres of arable land viz. in the Little Field one
acre and a half, the Southfeilde 12 acres and three roods, Grassecrofte Field 3 roods,
Marchfeilde one rood, Churchfeilde 14 acres and one rood, Mylnefeilde 19 acres 3
roods. In all by lease for 21 years from the feast of St Michael the archangel in the 26th
year of the Queen’s Majesty’s Reign [1584] p a £4 4s 6d 10 years at Michaelmas
1595 remaining - now Pavy
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Tenants at Will
Maxey
69. Mathewe Robynson gent holds at will the Castle of Maxey, one stable, a longhouse
called the oxehouse with a hay barn at the end of it, one other house called the pinfold
house, one hay barn, one row of buildings formerly used for lodgings, one corn barn
called the great barn, one kilnhouse, and one barn called Emmons barn;
125 acres and half a rood of ground enclosed, viz. one close called the Greate
Crackeholmes 13 acres, the second close called Crakeholmes 9 acres, the third close
called Crakeholmes 6 acres, the fourth called the Meadow Close 11 acres, a little pingle
containing one acre, the Park and Park Close 14 acres one rood, Mydle Close 12
acres and a half, Ashe Close 6 acres one rood, Lambertgate Close and the pingle 8
acres, Bridgegate Close with the pingle 8 acres, Ladyebrigge Close 2 acres, Emmons
Close 1 acre 3 roods, Jones Close 11 acres, Pinfolde Close 10 acres, a close in Estgate
called Idell Close 3 acres and a half rood, Speckes Close 2 acres, a close in Westgate 2
acres, Harrysons Close 2 acres, and Margeryes Close 2 acres;
67 acres 3 roods of meadow, viz. in Mylneholme alias Nunton holme 9 acres and half
a rood, Twynnedykes 7 acres and half18 a rood, Longe Meadow alias Westynges 13
acres, Gryndall 11 acres 1 rood, Depingegate Meadow 7 acres and Bainton Meadow
14 acres one rood;
176 acres and a half of arable land in the common fields, viz. in the Southfeilde 40
acres and a half, Churchfeilde 33 acres 3 roods, Grassecroftes 5 acres 1 rood,
Marchfeilde 7 acres, Mylnefeilde 22 acres, Parkhurne Feilde 16 acres and a half,
Depingegate Field 49 acres and a half, and Baynton Field 2 acres.
The toll at Depingegate bridge, and a horse pasture for a month to end at Mayday in
Nunton Holme and Gryndall,
in all p a at Lady Day and Michaelmas £45
70. John Grante at will one tenement with a yard and a little barn, one acre one rood and
a half of meadow, viz. in Nunton Mylne Holme 3 roods, Twynnedykes 1 rood and
Westynges 1 rood and a half, And twelve acres 3 roods of arable land in the common
fields, viz. in the Southfeilde 3 acres 3 roods, Westfeilde 2 acres 2 roods, Marchefeilde
1 acre 3 roods, Milnefeilde 1 acre 3 roods, Blackepoolehurne 2 roods, Eastefeilde 1
acre 2 roods and in the Little Field 1 acre: in all payable at the same feasts p a 14s 1d

71. John Addington at will one tenement and a barn, one acre three roods of meadow,
viz. in the East Meadow half an acre and in Westynges 1 acre 1 rood, and 17 and a
half acres of arable land, viz. in the Southfeilde 4 acres 3 roods, the Little Field 3 roods,
and in the Easte Feilde 12 acres. In all payable at the same feasts p a 20s 10d
72. Thomas Addeson at will one acre and one rood of meadow in Nunton holmes and 4

18 The original has di’ di’ rood (this occurs twice in this section; it could mean half of a half of a rood (i.e. a
quarter)
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of arable land, viz. in the Eastefeilde 1 acre, Churche feilde 1 acre, and Mylnefeilde 2
acres; pays by the year at Lady Day and Michaelmas 12s Purchased of Mr Quarles
73. The same Thomas at will three roods of meadow in the Eastmeadow, two little closes
containing two acres, and five acres of arable land, viz. in the Eastefeilde 2 acres [a
half ins], Little Field 1 acre 1 rood, Southfeilde 1 rood, and in the Churchefeilde 1
acre. In all held by him at the will of the lord, paying yearly at the feasts of the
Annunciation of St Mary the Virgin and St Michael the Archangel by even portions
9s 4d
74. Anthony Gaunte at will one tenement with a backside, half an acre of meadow in the
Westynges, and 8 acres 1 rood of arable land, viz. in the Southfeilde 2 acres, Millfeilde
2 acres 2 roods, Depingegatefeilde 3 acres and Eastefeilde 3 roods; in all by the year 8s
75. George Clarke at will a messuage in Maxey called a gardensteade within his own yard,
one close called Ardens Close containing three acres three roods, one acre and a half
of land in the Mylnefeilde, and one acre and a half of meadow in Nontonholmes p a
19s 4d
76. William Sansome at will one messuage, a barn and a stable called Walterhamehall19 in
the parish of Maxey, four acres of meadow enclosed adjoining to the house, and six
acres of meadow in Norboroughe meadow called Grindall, and pays by the year at
Michaelmas and Lady Day 40s
77. William Cockes at will a certain piece of ground called a gardensteade in Maxey
containing 16 yards in breadth and 40 in length, p a 4d
78. John Falles at will a piece of ground in Maxey formerly a garden containing 46 yards
in length and 9 yards in breadth, p a 2d
79. Hugh Graunte at will one cottage and half an acre of land in Maxey, p a 3s 4d
80. Bartholomew Shorthouse at will one close called Barneclose with a barn in the same
containing three acres and pays by year 20s
81. Margarett Baker widow at will one messuage or tenement in Maxey, two barns, one
stable and a yard, two closes containing three acres, one acre and a half of tofts and
crofts, two acres and a half of meadow in the Longe Meadow and Twynnedykes, and
52 acres and a half of arable land in the common fields, viz. in the Northfeilde 10
acres 1 rood, Churchfeilde 18 acres, Marchefeilde 2 acres, Grassecrofte 5 acres 1 rood,
and in the Southfeilde 17 acres; in all p a £3 5s
82. The inhabitants of the town of Maxey for the rent of their Cowpasture in Maxey
which they hold of the Lord by will containing 106 acres; p a £7
83. William Northren at will one toft in Maxey sometime in the tenure of the Chantry
priest there p a 2s

19 NRO F(M) Charter 2287, Particular of Maxey lands, p.5 has the following note: “Memorandum, that the
ferme of Waldranhall is an Inne sometime greatly frequented by pilgrymes passing to Walsingham and then
let for vij li. and now lett for xls.” I owe this reference to Andy North of NRO
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84. John Northren at will two little barns, one close called Harpes Close containing 3
acres, five acres one rood and a half of meadow, viz. in the Westynges 4 acres 2 roods
and in the Twynnedykes 3 roods and a half, and 38 acres of arable land in the common
fields, viz. in Depingegatefeilde 11 acres 3 roods, Little Field 2 acres 3 roods, Southfeilde
3 acres 1 rood, Churchefeilde 7 acres 2 roods, Grassecrofte 2 acres, Marchefeilde 2
acres and in the Mylnefeilde 8 acres 3 roods, in all p a 44s 5d
85. Thomas Ryce at will one cottage in Maxey and half an acre of land at the vicarage
gate p a 6s 8d
86. John Smyth at will three acres and one rood of land in Maxey Westfeilde p a 2s 2d
87. William Tasker at will a cottage in Maxey newly built upon the lord’s waste there p a
12d Gray
Total of the rents of the tenants at will in Maxey p a £66 8s 8d
Helpeston
88. Jane Smythe widow at will one messuage in Helpeston with a toft containing one
acre of land, two acres and one rood of meadow, viz. in Meadowhirste 1 acre 3 roods
and in the Westholmes 2 roods, and 19 acres of arable land, viz. in the Northfeilde 4
acres 1 rood, Oldefeilde 4 acres 2 rood, Etton Westfeilde 3 acres 3 roods, and in the
Southfeilde 6 acres 2 roods, in all payable at Lady Day and Michaelmas p a 20s
20
Purchased of Mr Eresbye 21waterfall
89. Roberte Turley at will there one cottage with the appurtenances, p a 1d. Purchased
as above
90. Jane Smyth aforesaid at will one acre of arable land in Etton Westfeilde, one acre at
Tyndallgate, two acres in Chappellfeilde, and one ley in a close in the Waightes
containing half an acre, p a 5s
91. Thomas Warren at will a garden plot and one acre of land in Helpestone late William
Huchinson’s, p a 6d
92. Roberte Wyngefeilde esquire at will seven acres of arable land and five roods of
meadow in Helpeston p a 4s
Total of the rents of tenants at will in Helpeston 22s 7d
Nunton
93. Roberte Hawe at will one tenement in Nunton, a barn and stable, two small closes
containing one acre and a half, one half acre of meadow in the Westynges, and 36 acres
and half a rood of arable land in the common fields, viz. in the Grassecroftes 6 acres 1
rood, Marchfeilde 15 acres, Churchefeilde 10 acres 1 rood, Mylnefeilde 4 acres 1 rood,
and Southfeilde 2 roods, payable at Lady Day and Michaelmas p a 30s 8d

20 in left hand margin
21 in right hand margin
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Depingegate
94. John Cole of Depingegate at will one tenement with a barn formerly called the
Guildehall and a yard called the Chappell yard, two acres three roods of meadow, viz.
in Nuntonholmes 3 roods, Westynges 1 acre and Cranmer 1 acre and twenty seven
acres and a half of arable land, viz. in the Marchfeilde half an acre, Southfeilde 4 acres
3 roods and a half, Littlefeilde 3 roods and a half, Mylnefeilde 4 acres, Churchfeilde
2 acres 2 roods, Depingegatefeilde 12 acres 2 roods and Parkehurne 2 roods, p a 32s
2d parcell Capellam ibidem
95. The same John Cole at will likewise half an acre of ground enclosed, seven acres three
roods of meadow in Depingegate meadow, and 33 acres one rood of arable land in
the common fields there, pays at Lady Day and Michaelmas by even portions p a 40s
3d
96. The inhabitants of Depingegate hold of the lord at will a meadow called Depingegate
Meadow used for a Cowpasture containing 15 acres, p a 15s 4d
97. Drughe Measure at will two acres of meadow enclosed, and four acres one rood and
a half in the common meadows, and likewise 34 acres 3 roods of arable land in the
common fields and pays at Lady Day and Michaelmas p a 32s 9d
98. Thomas Baker at will a cottage in Depingegate built newly upon the lord’s waste there,
p a 6d
99. John Tighe at will one acre of land in Depingegatefeilde p a 4d
Total of rents of the tenants at will in Depingegate p a £6 16d
Norboroughe
100. John Barnewell at will two acres and a half of arable land in the Greate Clay Feilde in
Norboroughe, p a 2s 2d
101. William Bridgeson of Northborowe at will one cottage there with three roods of
ground wherein the same cottage now stands, p a 5s ye Leas
102. Richarde Shippe at will one acre of pasture enclosed formerly a messuage, three acres
of ground in the Cowepasture, and five acres and a half of meadow in Gryndall, p a
16s 8d
103. James Stokes at will one acre and a half of meadow in Gryndall, and one acre of ground
in the Cowepasture in Norboroughe, p a 5s
104. Roberte Wyngfeilde esquire at will one close of pasture called Norboroughe hills
containing 45 acres, 20s
105. John Gunton at will one acre and a half of pasture in the Northe Frythe at
Norboroughe, p a 12d from Mr Haskells
106. Thomas Moulson at will a cottage in Norboroughe near the Pynfolde built upon the
waste there, p a 6d
Total of rents of the tenants at will in Norboroughe p a 50s 4d
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Lolhame
107. Adame Claypole gentleman holdeth at will in one close called Shepecote close in
Lolhame ix acres, two acres of leyes and one leye in the westfeilde of lolhame, two
acres of meadow in Durteholme, and two acres of land in the marchefeilde p ann
payable at our ladye daye and Mychas xls
Ufforde
108. Roberte Wyngefeilde esquire at will certain lands in Ufforde payable at Lady Day and
Michaelmas p a 13s 4d
Total of all the rents of the tenants at will aforesaid p a £80 6s 9d
Sum Total of all the rents and revenues within the Manor of Maxey, viz.
Chief Rents £8 19s 1¼d
Tenants by Copy £16 5s 10d
Tenants by Indenture £4 4s 6d
Tenants at Will £80 6s 9d
Total: £110 6s 2¼d
whereof Outgoings yearly of the same Manor, viz. for
The steward’s fee 13s 4d
The keeper of the woods there 6s 8d
Keeping the leads of the Castle 4s
Extinct rents by union of possession nil for that is not charged upon this account
Total 24s
And so remains clear £109 12s 2¼d
Additional note:
109. There belongs to this manor a wood called Tyndehawe divided into two parts, the
one standing with fair timber, oaks and underwood within the same, containing 43
acres, and the other part of the same wood wherein is no timber growing contains 9
acres
110. There belongs to this manor a common for all manner of cattle, called the North Fen,
another common called the Owtwonge from the town to the North Fen, reserved
for a cow pasture until Lammas, afterwards it lies to the field; a cow pasture at Nunton
until Lammas; also the several tenants of this lordship are commoners in the Great Fen
called Boroughe Fenne, and Norboroughe Frythes
111. The Advowson of the Rectory of Maxey belongs to the Dean and Chapter of
Peterborough
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Boundaries and Buildings ‘Lost’ and Rediscovered

david hall and martin izzard
Introduction
This paper brings together a variety of items including some little known buildings, ‘lost’
buildings, and markers of ancient boundaries. Some are not readily accessible, or have not
had adequate photographs published before.We make use of the high quality digital imaging
that is now possible and hence this report is primarily an illustrated account of interesting
aspects of the county, few of which have been fully recorded before.
Boundaries
Rivers, brooks, stones and trees were used to mark significant boundaries between estates
and parishes in the Middle Ages. They were important in the days of wide open-field
landscapes where a marker was needed when a boundary left a natural feature such as a
stream and traversed higher ground. Some of them were stones marked with crosses that
were defaced and lost after the reformation.There was further loss after enclosure at various
dates when hedges were set along parish boundaries and markers were not necessary.
The River Welland rises in the Hothorpe Hills near Sibbertoft and forms the county
boundary between Northamptonshire and Rutland. At Wakerley it is crossed by a stone
bridge bearing the road from Wakerley to Barrowden, Rutland. It is one of the surviving
medieval bridges in the east of the county along with Thrapston, Aldwincle and Oundle.1
Bailey et al2 describe the bridge as ‘medieval, five pointed arches.’ The images show the
bridge from the west and detail of a gargoyle on the central arch (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Wakerley medieval bridge. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
1
2

Bridges have been the subject of a recent publication, Spanning the centuries: the historic bridges of Northamptonshire. 2017, Julian Bowsher.
Bailey, Bruce, Pevsner, Nikolaus, and Cherry, Bridget, The buildings of England: Northamptonshire, Yale
University Press, 2013, p622.
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Figure 2. Gargoyle on Wakerley bridge. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
Woods and forest greens were often in dispute over common right access, and the
boundaries of such rights within open fields. Surveys, maps, and perambulations were made
from time to time. Kings Cliffe is hemmed in by the forest woods of Westhay, Morehay and
Sulehay, and has a fine stone cross marking the meeting point of the parishes Kings Cliffe
and Blatherwycke. It served as a boundary in the royal forest, and so escaped the fate of
most medieval parish boundary crosses that have been removed, probably as ‘popish’ symbols.
It is marked on the Forest Cliffe Bailiwick map dating from about 1640 named as ‘Cliffe
White Stone’.The map was made to show the boundaries of a written perambulation made
in 1299, where it is called alba cruce.3 Figure 3 shows the stone today.
A stone of later date than Cliffe White Stone is the Bocase Stone, a scheduled monument
(Historic England UK/232724). It lies on the boundary between the royal forest coppices
near Brigstock and Benefield Plain. Benefield Plain was an open pasture, being a common
grazed by the cattle of Weldon, Brigstock and Benefield. It was approached from the west
by three droves leading through Farming Woods, Brigstock, which were the Wold (Old)
Drove and two roads, one leading to Benefield and the other to Lyveden. The Wold Drove
was referred to in 1229 as ‘the drove of Brigstock beyond Ferminwod.’ 4

3
4

Illustrated in Foard, G., Hall, D., and Partida, T., Rockingham: An Atlas of the Medieval and Early Modern
Landscape, Northamptonshire Record Society, 44, 2009, p.21. First pointed out to DH in 1975 by Canon
P M J Bryan, rector of Kings Cliffe, and now a scheduled monument, Historic England UK/115830.
Cal. Close Rolls 1227-31 (1902), 269.
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Figure 3. Stone cross marking the boundary of Kings Cliffe and
Blatherwyke parishes. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
The rights of Brigstock commoning on the Plain and the droving of sheep were listed in
Brigstock manorial customs, and were often in dispute. An agreement was made in 1635 to
assign an allotment of 76 acres for the sole use of Brigstock, lying next to Farming Woods,
and the Bocase Tree defined the boundary against the Weldon part.5 The spot was once marked
by a tree, but when the tree died it was replaced by a stone. The stone, now leaning, stands
about one yard out of ground, inscribed towards the top ‘IN THIS PLACE GREW BOCASE’
at the bottom ‘HERE, STOOD BOCASE’ (Figure 4). A few yards to the north-west is a new
oak about 15ft high with a plaque noting: ‘December 1987, planted by Mrs. M.V. Maxwell.’
5

NRO, Buccleuch 13/1 in Box X356.
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Figure 4. Brigstock, the Bocase Stone pasture boundary.
Photograph by Martin Izzard.
The etymology of bocase is obscure, but it probably stands for ‘bow case’, meaning that the
tree was wide and hollow by the 17th century. Gover et at al record Bow Case Tree in 1642.6

6

J. E. B. Gover, A. Mawer and F. M. Stenton, The Place-names of Northamptonshire , Cambridge, 1933, 161.
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As the Bocase Stone demonstrates, trees were used as markers. Some impression of what it
may have looked like can be found in the woodland boundary of Westhay Coppice near
Kings Cliffe. It is an ancient tree, partly hollow, which has been pollarded about 10 feet
above the ground where it widens to support nine new trunks each about three feet in
diameter (Figure 5).

Figure 5. A boundary tree at Westhay, Kings Cliffe. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
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Large plain pebbles were used to mark out meadow divisions. One was found at Bozeat in
about 1985, now kept at the Community Primary School. Long Buckby had a meadow
boundary stone in the fields of Buckby near Surney, at the south towards the Wharf. It was
a brown marlstone slab which after enclosure in 1765 was incorporated into a barn built of
local early narrow brick of late 18th-century date. The stone was pointed out to us in
November 1976 by Harrold Clifton.
The building has since been demolished and the stone removed or lost. We would be
interested to discover if anyone knows of its whereabouts. A record is made here to preserve
a memory of this monument. The stone was about 30 inches wide and at least 3 feet long,
the lower parts being buried below ground level in the barn wall footings. It was inscribed
as below, some obscured where buried:
…[J]OHN (ANDREW?) OVERSEERS [W]HEN THIS MEAR STONE WAS SET
DOWNE IN THIS MEADOW 1706 THIS...
The stone was likely set to mark out the boundary between ancient meadows that were
not titheable and the open-field lands which were.The enclosure Act of 1765 noted that it
excluded the ancient closes and meadow grounds called Great Holme, Little Holme and
Beals Holme, belonging to Richard Clarke.7
Another surviving stone is the Judith Stone at East Farndon. It is not a boundary marker
of a forest or of a parish, since it lies within the parish and is a geological curiosity. It probably
marks out a now lost boundary of the manor belonging to Countess Judith, one of the
Domesday owners of East Farndon recorded in 1086, from whom it takes its name.
It was in its present location in the Middle Ages because ridge and furrow strips of the
medieval fields curve round either side of it, where the stone interfered with the regular
layout of a uniform block of parallel strips in a furlong. Figure 6 shows the stone lying
amongst ridge and furrow of the former open fields. The ridges avoid the stone leaving a
triangular area partially infilled by two small dart-shaped pieces, called gores.

Figure 6. The Judith Stone, East Farndon. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
7

Act and copy of the award NRO D69D.
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It is a massive granitic igneous boulder similar to exposures at Charnwood Forest to the
north, lying west of Leicester. Igneous rocks occur deep under the north-west of Northamptonshire at Thornby; boreholes made about 30 years ago struck igneous rocks at 500 feet
below the surface. The Judith Stone looks to be a free-standing boulder in the illustration,
rather than the top of a buried peak.
Buildings
The medieval churches of Lilford and Clopton have been destroyed but some of their
architectural fragments have been preserved away from their original sites.
Lilford parish contained the settlements of Lilford and Wigsthorpe as well as open fields.
Conversion to pasture began early, with 200 acres of old enclosure recorded in 1595 in Lilford
parish.8 Lilford was still substantially open in 1624 when the hamlets and fields of Lilford
and Wigsthorpe were referred to.9 Barnwell glebe terriers refer to ‘Lilford pasture’ in 1632
suggesting it was then put down to grass, if not enclosed. In 1633 William Elmes, the lord,
had permission to enlarge his (manor) house over a public road, indicating an early predatory
development of the Hall, and probably enclosure was associated with this. Closes were named
in 1652, being 110 acres plus Lilford Great Pasture and other unquantified closes.10
The Powys family owned Lilford from 1711 and took various steps to remove the village
away from the Hall, moving tenants to other parts of the estate. These actions left only the
church and vicarage by the side of the Hall in 1777. Thomas Powys petitioned the Bishop
of Peterborough about uniting the parishes of Lilford and Achurch by which the church
and vicarage of Lilford would be redundant and could be removed. The Bishop gave his
consent on 22 January 1778, which stated the terms and had been agreed by Thomas Powys
the lord and patron of both churches, and by Littleton Powys the rector of Achurch and
vicar of Lilford, as well as by several parishioners.The tithes and glebe of Lilford were to be
compensated by money payments and a new site given in Achurch for a vicarage.The extra
income to Achurch church was to be used to repair it, as were the materials from Lilford
church and vicarage.The sites of both were to be transferred to Thomas Powys, thus leaving
Lilford Hall in solitary privacy.
A petition to Parliament was made on 13 Feb 1778, which was referred to a committee, as
normal, on 19 Feb. The committee checked the Bishop’s agreement and recommended (24
Feb) that an Act be sought.The Royal Assent was granted on 6 March 1778.11 Lilford vicarage
was removed and the church nave re-erected as a romantic ‘ruin’ in the Lynches Plantation
next to Achurch churchyard. It was described as a ‘ruin’ on an estate map.12 Now only the
chancel arch and half the easternmost north aisle arch survive, the remainder having fallen
since the drawing of 1930 was published.13 There were three arches; the overall dimensions
of the reconstructed building were 50ft by 23ft. Figures 7 and 8 show two views of what is
still standing.The social history of 18th-century Lilford has been discussed by McDonagh.14

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

NRO Volume of Estreats compiled by Edward Montagu, f.71.
NRO Powys deed no.1 in Box X4987.
Idem, deed no.2.
Journal of the House of Commons Vol. 36, pp. 658, 689, & 791.
NRO Map 3773.
Victoria County History (Northants) Vol 3, 230.
As an example of Parliamentary enclosure, which it was not; B. McDonagh, ‘Enclosure, agricultural change
and the remaking of the local landscape: the case of Lilford (Northamptonshire)’, Northamptonshire Past &
Present 64 2011, pp. 45-52.
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Figure 7. Remains of the rebuilt Lilford church. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
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Figure 8. Remains of the rebuilt Lilford church. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
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Clopton church has a remarkable history. Bailey et al describe the present Victorian church
and the monuments that were removed from the old church.15 The present building is
entirely new, of 1863, but has reused several items of medieval fabric. The old church and
its architecture have been described by Mary Dean in 1985 in a paper titled ‘Lost churches
of the Nene Valley and the rediscovery of St Peter’s, Clopton’16. The church has only been
temporarily ‘lost’ to the literature. Amongst local people it was always known and there was
an attempt to establish public access to it in the 1970s.17 Dean describes and illustrates fully
the history of the rebuilding and of the extensive recording of the old fabric made by S.
Moore in 1862 and the large number of drawings made by Sir Henry Dryden in the same
year, housed in Northampton Central Library.
The medieval settlement of Clopton was planned on a large scale with a network of roads,
now obscured as hollow ways in the pasture fields lying south of the existing village street18.
The church lay to the south of the manor house, and in the early modern period, after
village shrinkage, it became inconveniently located. When the church needed structural
attention in 1862, it was relocated to its present position rather than repair it, (or followed
Lilford, leaving the manor-house in isolation).
Clopton medieval church is remarkable because of information provided by the 13thcentury cartulary of the Hotot manorial family19. In the mid-12th century the cartulary
records that Reginald Hotot re-built the church in stone which had first been made of
wood.20 The surviving fragments in the Victorian church do not belong to the first 12thcentury stone church, but date from the 13th century.
What survives in the present building, apart from funerary monuments, is one pier of
quatrefoil section and stiff leaf capital (Figures 9 and 10), and one octagonal nailhead capital.
This capital is copied on other piers and on the chancel arch piers (Figure 11).

15
16
17
18
19
20

Bailey, 2013, pp. 179-80.
Northamptonshire Past & Present VII no.2, 1985, pp. 83-93.
Information from Mrs Helen Belgion, Titchmarsh.
D. Hall ‘The Late Saxon Countryside’ in D. Hooke (ed.) Anglo-Saxon Settlements, 1988, plan p.110.
E. J. King, A Northamptonshire Miscellany, Northamptonshire Record Society Vol. 28, 1983, pp.1-58.
Ibid, p18.3.
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Figure 9. Clopton church; reused 13th century pier. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
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Figure 10. Clopton church; 13th century pier capital. Photograph by Martin Izzard.

Figure 11. Clopton church; 13th century nailhead capital.
Photograph by Martin Izzard.
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One Hotot tombchest was brought to the new church (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Clopton church; 13th century tombchest. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
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At the original site there are tombstones of some 14th century Hotots (Figure 13) as well
of other gravestones up to 1862.

Figure 13. Clopton old church site; 14th century tombstone.
Photograph by Martin Izzard.
Farthinghoe Grange
The Abbey of St Mary de Pratis, Leicester, was given the demesne of Farthinghoe with
manorial buildings next to the church in the 12th century.21 The manor became a grange
of the abbey. A description of the lands belonging to it made in about 1510 22, refer to a
windmill and the gresse croft dyke and burydyke – the boundaries of manorial enclosures.
Earthworks lying near the present church include some remains of the grange complex,
with a large mound, possibly the site of the windmill, and three (drained) fishponds lying
terraced one below the other.23
The grange site, the present Abbey Lodge, contains the remains of a 15th century Hall,
subsequently subdivided.24 Figure 14 shows the front door and Figure 15 shows the building
viewed through a garden arch of likely Elizabethan date, agreeable with the date 1581 on
the front door datestone.

21
22
23
24

Baker i, 622-3.
British Library MS Cott. Galba E iii ff104d-108r.
The mound has been asserted to be a garden feature RCHM(E), Northants IV, 56.
Bailey, p.268.
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Figure 14. Farthinghoe Abbey Lodge front doorway. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
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Figure 15. Farthinghoe Abbey Lodge rear doorway and garden arch.
Photograph by Martin Izzard.)
Next to Abbey Lodge is a tithe barn of monastic date (Figure 16) with a fine blocked
doorway dwarfed by newly inserted inappropriate windows for its conversion to a tea-room
and farm shop (Figure 17).
Woodend manor-house has an unusual history. It was a newly created ‘manor-house’ for
an estate that consisted primarily of adjacent Plumpton. Plumpton was enclosed by Sir
Valentine Knightley during 1590-1604. It was then divided into several enclosed farms and
most of them sold to Sir Roger Wilbraham to re-create an estate. What was not available
was the farm that had the site of the shrunken village and the Plumpton manor-house lying
next to the church. So a chief messuage was built soon after 1607 at Woodend, lying at the
back of a medieval plot. Sir Roger died in 1616 and the estate passed through several hands
and was purchased by Sir Francis Watkins in 1665.Watkins sold his possessions in 1684 and
emigrated to Jamaica, the estate coming to Jesus College, Oxford, by 1686.
The College looked very thoroughly into the title deeds of both the land and the manorhouse (then called Woodend House).The dwelling concerned was not the house of c.1608,
but the present manor-house stated to have been ‘newly built’ in 1684 and would need no
money spent on repairs for 20 years. An inventory of the possessions left by Watkins show
that what was sold from the manor-house was little more than lumber which was bought
by the villagers. Fairly useless items were:
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Figure 16. Farthinghoe late medieval barn. Photograph by Martin Izzard.

Figure 17. Farthinghoe barn doorway. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
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Five glasses & 10 other glasses, almost all broke 4d
One stool, broken [sale price blank]
In two garrett rooms 3 bedmatts, rotten
The solicitor in charge commented ‘sell the sooner the better for the old trumpery is so
much decayed’.The description of the new house was very favourable:
The house is very well built with stone covered with tyles, three rooms upon a floor. The hall and
kitchen paved with stone. A great parlor, a withdrawing room, and studdy wainscoted with deale &
pained and well layd with bords.The kitchin hath two necessary rooms behind itt.There is a large
celler divided under ye parlour and the other two rooms, some part of it paved, a very good stair case
leading up to three rooms on a floor over those three rooms, a galley only a lodgeing roome taken out
att one end with the other little rooms, which lye convenient to ye chambers. A good stable of five
bays built with stone and covered with tyles a large garden and orchard walled in.The orchard and
garden being divided by a particon of quick trees. Itt is all well built with in 8 years and in very good
repair and well scittuated.
The cottage belonging to the plot on which the house had been built was owned and
occupied by two orphaned illiterate girls in 1684. There were enquiries as to the title of
the land on which the manor-house stood and whether the girls possessed any ‘writings’.
They said they did not. 25
Figure 18 shows the internal courtyard of the present house (2018). All architectural features
of windows and doors have modern replacements, but the staircase mentioned in 1684 still
remains.

Figure 18. Woodend manor-house from rear. Photograph by Martin Izzard.
25 The source for Woodend and Plumpton are the estate records of Jesus College, Oxford; deeds ES:NH1/1/172 and other papers.
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Northamptonshire’s Parish Registers:
Survival Estimates and Curious Content

stephen swailes
A recent article in NP&P1 explored the completeness and reliability of Northamptonshire’s
parish registers in the sixteenth century. As we celebrate Dr Joan Wake’s commitment to
preserving records for this county, this article explores the survival of early registers and
estimates the impact of later losses on registration in the seventeenth century. Contemporary
sources are used to reveal the events in various parishes that led to the loss and neglect of
registers. Second, registers often contain supplementary information over and above the
basic lists of baptisms, marriages and burials. Some of this information is historically valuable
or at least curious, and the second part of the article draws together a range of unusual
register content providing insights into county life over three centuries.
Losses of early registers
Examples of lost registers are evidenced through information in John Bridges’ History and
Antiquities of Northamptonshire and George Baker’s History and Antiquities of the County of
Northampton since they often recorded the start dates for registers extant in their time.
Indeed, Baker (writing around 1830) says how he was mortified to discover that many of
the registers that Bridges saw about a hundred years earlier were lost ‘by modern apathy
and neglect after safely weathering the political and religious storms of the seventeenth
century’2.
Bridges noted that Flore, Geddington, Grafton Underwood and Litchborough had registers
dating from 1538 but these are now lost3. Abington’s register existed from 1558 but now
dates from 1637. Braybrooke had ‘a much defaced and torn’ register from 1564 but registers
now survive from 1653. Collingtree’s early registers were lost to fire and now a near illegible
book exists from 1719. This register and its successor covering 1771-1801 have been
damaged by damp and although they survive they are barely useable4. Strixton’s early
registers dated from 1594 but were lost along with those for Bozeat in a fire in 1729 and
now date from 1730. Others lost to fire5 include Clipston, Evenly, Greatworth, Sulgrave
and Syresham.
Other registers have been lost more recently. At Wittering, for example, Bridges recorded a
register in bad condition beginning in 1678 and since lost as the surviving register dates
from 1783. Registers for Marston St Lawrence dating from 16516 to 1812 were lost in a
fire around 1920. Holdenby marriages begin in 1754 but there are no christenings or burials
until 1795 and Baker tells us that the early registers were destroyed.

1
2
3
4
5
6

S. Swailes, Rural parish registers from sixteenth century Northamptonshire: how good are they? NP&P, 71,
2018, pp.7-16.
G. Baker The history and antiquities of the county of Northampton, vol. 1, London: J.B. Nichols & Son, 1830,
p.14.
Registers were first introduced in England in 1538. Pre-printed books containing a template for the
recording of marriages were introduced in 1754 and for baptisms and burials in 1812. Although first
commissioned in 1538, it is unclear whether registers commenced in every parish so early.
NRO. 74P/01 and 74P/02
See Baker’s notes on the registers for each parish.
Baker, volume 1, p. 643.
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Barton Seagrave’s registers now begin in 1609 and around the middle of the seventeenth
century the minster William Henchman made a note about the baptism in 1592 of the
then Bishop of Salisbury Humphrey Henchman taken from ‘ye old register mangled in ye
late years’. Unusually, he transcribed a single entry from the older, now lost, register under
the heading, ‘the maner of Registring of Christenings of old as hath appear’d by an Ancient
Register’. A sample entry from 1589 gives the date and time of birth, the date of baptism,
and the names of a godfather and two godmothers.Whether this level of detail was routine
throughout the lost register is unknown, but it would have constituted a storehouse of
information had it been so.The unusual practice of recording godparents, however, occurred
at Hardwick from 1561 to 1628 and stopped only when the incumbent died.
We can be grateful to a parish meeting held at Great Addington in 1810 that instructed the
Rector to produce a transcript of the two existing registers; the oldest commencing in 1692
being ‘imperfect and mutilated’.The Rector recorded in the transcript that the oldest book
was ‘rescued from the bacon-rack’ of the parish clerk ‘where it would shortly have been
the prey of rats and mice’ and by its appearance he noted that their attack had already started.
No enquiries at the time could find the previous register books but they existed in the
early eighteenth century as Bridges7 observed that Thomas Cox, the rector from 1578, had
included notes about ‘insurrection of the common people in many counties’ in 1607 and
in this county at Rushton, Pytchley and Newton8.
While the losses in some parishes are substantial, later losses are often offset by Bishops’
Transcripts which were copies of each year’s entries returned to the Diocese. Registers
often note that a copy was made for the Bishop’s Registry but, although they were first
ordered in 1597, surviving Transcripts for Northamptonshire parishes usually date from the
early 1700s9. To get a sense of what might have been however, the Bishop’s Transcripts for
Bedfordshire have mostly survived from 1602 and were used to compensate for missing
and damaged pages in transcripts of Bedfordshire parish registers.
The extent of early losses
The national census of 1831 included a question to every parish as to the state of the parish
registers.These returns were summarised10 and are shown in Table 1 along with comparative
data for Northamptonshire taken from current sources.The main feature is that Northamptonshire appears to have a much higher survival rate of pre-1603 registers (63.7%) compared
to 46.7% nationally. For Northamptonshire, 17 registers begin in 1538 and nine more begin
in the 1540s. Fifty two date from the 1550s and a further 52 date from the 1560s. There is
no particular pattern after 1600 although 13 begin in the 1650s with nine of those starting
in 1653 coincident with the commencement of a new Act that set out new requirements
for the maintenance of parish registers11 (see Table 1).

J. Bridges, The History and Antiquities of Northamptonshire, volume II, 1791, p. 206.
See, R.G. Page, New insights into the Newton riot of 1607, NP&P, 71, 2018, pp. 17-35.
The only exception seems to be Thurning for which some BTs for the seventeenth century are held at
Huntingdonshire Records Office.
10 T.P. Taswell-Langmead, Parish Registers: A plea for their preservation, London: Samuel Palmer, 1872.
11 See, D. McLaren ,The Marriage Act of 1653: Its influence on the Parish Registers, Population Studies, 28(2),
1974, 319-327.
7
8
9
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Table 1. Comparison of national and county coverage of register start dates
National coverage of registers existing in 1831

Northamptonshire (current)

Start date of parish register

%

%

1538

7.5

5.8

1539-1557

16.7

9.1

1558-1603

22.5

48.8

1604-1649

8.9

8.1

1650-1669

25.3

20.3

1700-1749

13.6

5.4

1750-1800

5.5

2.0

Total number of parishes covered in 1831 was 10,884. The number of parishes included
from current information for Northamptonshire was 295.This is slightly less than the total
number of ancient parishes because a few were excluded as they registered at other parishes
until relatively recently and one parish has no registers prior to 1800.

Based on surviving registers, the average start date for Northamptonshire’s Church of
England pre-1812 registers is 1603. Assuming that they all began in 1538 this is equivalent
to 23.8% of the ‘parish years’ that could be available up to 1812 being missing. Assuming
that lost registers are equally distributed across large and small parishes then about a quarter
of entries are now lost due to missing registers alone. The true extent of missing years
before1812 is, however, much greater than 23.8% since many of the registers that have
survived are not continuous. Chelveston’s first register ends in 1662 and the next begins
in 1723. Barby has registers up to 1573 but then nothing until 1748. Everdon has a gap of
45 years from 1638. No register exists for Eye between 1670 and 1727 but clearly one
existed as a later register contains a few entries from this period copied out of ‘an old paper
register book’. Eye’s first register dating from 1563 to 1669 contains a note dated 1711
stating that it was lost for ‘above fourty years’ before being found and returned to the parish.
Even when there is continuity between registers in a parish there may be gaps within a
register for a variety of reasons. The Potterspury register starting in 1727, for instance, was
presumably at one time complete but the pages covering 1741-1767 are missing. The new
Rector12 wrote in the mutilated register, ‘I received this book on the 16th day of March
1793 of Mr John Smith of Yardley Gobion, all the leaves after this [page] being cut out of
it in which state he informs me, he lately received it from Mr William Clare of Grafton
Regis’.

12 John Hellins was instituted in 1790. He was a distinguished mathematician and Fellow of the Royal Society.
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Causes of lost and depleted registers
Fire and damp are common reasons why registers no longer survive but there are others.
Causes noted in other counties13 include parishioners unwilling to pay for a new register
book, minsters lending registers for dubious reasons, non-return of registers from official
sources such as a solicitor, seizure of registers by local nobility, and theft. Causes of mutilation
and missing entries include; failure to write-up notes made in pocket books, high mortality
rates at times of disease, pages removed by a parish clerk to wrap groceries, omitting entries
to avoid paying tax, a curate’s wife using pages as kettle holders, cutting out pages instead
of transcribing them for official purposes14, removing pages for fraudulent purposes, use as
children’s playthings, and simply discarding completed registers because they were deemed
too old to be of further use.
In copying up entries from ‘the originall booke and certayne parchment rowles’ into a new
register at Earls Barton, the vicar and churchwardens added, ‘Anno domini 1588 & 1589
we find nothinge recorded, and these were the towe last years of Richard Raynsford vicar
of Barton’. Raynsford moved on to minister elsewhere and the reason why he neglected
entries for two years remains unknown. Elsewhere, the vicar added, ‘Understand gentle
reader that from 1592 to 1597 Renold Eastwood the clerke was put in trust to write the
weddings, christenings & burialls, wch in p[ar]t he somewhat negligentlie did but omitted
some’. The use of ‘gentle reader’ suggests that the vicar, Francis Hodgekin, was concerned
that the register was defective and he is almost apologetic in his choice of words that still
call for our understanding today.
Northborough’s registers run from 1671 and an earlier register now lost was, according to
the Rector, mutilated by John Cleypole, son-in-law of Oliver Cromwell, who tore out
pages covering 30 years15. This is presumably the same John Cleypole who was a Justice of
the Peace at Glinton (see below). Cleypole’s motives are unknown but he was born in
Northborough and may have had interests in possessing or destroying records relating to
his family. Hartwell’s earliest register effectively begins 1684 but contains a handful of earlier
entries under a note made by the new Rector in 1683, ‘Memorandum of as many as could
be called to mind the register being neglected for many years.’ Baker16 provides an insight
into the situation at Hartwell noting that in 1641 the ‘poore Minister that doth serve the
Cure is so very poore and miserable, that no marvell there is no preaching he hath beene
there some thirty or forty years’. Despite his seemingly desperate situation, the minister
was still there in 165517 and it would seem that to him the upkeep of a register had lost any
importance it might have had.
An account of parish registers published in 186218 noted that in an unnamed Northamptonshire parish a ‘clergyman discovered at the house of one his parishioners an old
parchment register sewed together as a covering for the ‘tester of a bedstead’. In another
parish the register was kept by the parish clerk whose ‘daughters were lace makers who
were allowed to cut it up for a supply of parchment to be used in their manufacture’. The

13 J. Southerden Burn, The history of parish registers in England. London: John Russell Smith, 1862, pp. 40-64.
14 Nassington’s register contains a list of fees in 1625 which include, ‘for serchin and giving in a note the name
of any here Regestored ...the fee is sixtenepence’ and two shillings for ‘writing the whole yeares chrisning
marying and burying’ (NRO. 217P/1)
15 J. Cox, The parish registers of England, London: Methuen & Co., 1910, p.201.
16 Baker,Volume II, page 186
17 Baker,Volume II, page 185
18 Burn ,The history of parish registers, p. 43.
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earliest surviving register for Wootton starting in 1707 contains a postcard written in 1899
by the incumbent whose father had at one time been Rector there. He wrote, ‘There were
no earlier registers in my Father’s time than you have now. I have heard him say they were
made away with at the end of the 18th or beginning of the 19th century’.
In addition to localised random events that led to loss and depletion of registers, political
and religious upheaval around the mid-seventeenth century impacted upon registers across
the country.
Civil war and the Restoration
The Burton Latimer register for 1643 records,
‘The three years following were most of them lost in the tyme of the warre; wt could be found
was incerted as appears. Michael Swinson being then clerke (as he saith) lost the notes of the
names wch hee had taken in paper so that they could not be ingrafted. As of baptizings, so of
marriages and burialls’.
Likewise, in the small village of Brockhall,
‘May 14th, 1643 Brockhall parsonage was by Mr James Cranford resigned to the present rector
thereof Mr William Bailee who by reason of the wars between Royalist and Parliamentarians
not being constant resident untell February 2nd 1646 noe just account could be taken of the
several Baptisings, Marriages and Burialls’.
Compounding problems brought about by the conflict, many clergy deemed ‘scandalous’,
‘malignant’ or ‘delinquent’ were removed from their livings in the 1640s. The removal rate
for Northamptonshire was between a third and a half with the peak of the persecution in
1645-4619. Although accusations about lifestyle were given as reasons for removal there is
little doubt that political affiliations such as sympathy for the Royalist cause and personal
dislikes lay behind many of the cases heard20. An Act of Parliament21 in 1653 set out new
requirements for legal marriage and the recording of marriages, births (not baptisms) and
burials. Marriages were to be conducted by Justices of the Peace. Parishes were required to
appoint a Register (effectively a person functioning as a registrar) and many registers contain
a note identifying who was appointed. The Glinton register provides a little more
information than usual.
‘I John Cleypoole of Norborrow in the County of Northampton Esqr one of the Justices of the
Peace for the Liberty of Peterborough and County of Northampton. Doe by virtue of an Act of
Parliament dated the 24th August 1653 approve of the election of Hammond Utting of Peakeirke
Clerke22 to be parish Register for Glinton and doe Authorize him to keepe the Register booke
for the said towne for all Marriages Birthes and Burialls according to the purport and tenor of
the said Act, And for the due Execution of the said place, I have given him his Oath, as by the
same Act is appointed Witnesse my hand the 11th Aprill 1654’

19 See I.M. Green The persecution of ‘scandalous’ and ‘malignant’ parish clergy during the English Civil War,
The English Historical Review, 94 (372) 1979, pp.507-531
20 See F. McCall, Scandalous and malignant: Settling scores against the Leicestershire clergy after the first civil
war. Midland History, 40(2), 2015, pp. 220-242.
21 ‘ An Act touching Marriages and the Registring thereof: and also touching Births and Burials’, August 1653
22 Ordained Peterborough 1636.Vicar of Baston, Lincolnshire 1664.
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These arrangements did not bode well for Glinton’s registers which were maintained until
1656 but are then deficient until 1665. The culprit it seems was Mr Utting who despite
keeping the register for a time after his appointment inspired the following entry presumably
written by his successor, ‘Mr Utting being Curate ye Register in ye time of usurpation no
notes is able to be found except this Register is defective’.
As well as specifying new procedures for marriage, the new Act required that all existing
register books should be ‘delivered into the hands of the respective Registers appointed by
this Act, to be kept as records’. In many parishes, records continued to be made in the
registers that were in use previously. The transfer of register books into the hands of the
newly appointed Registers, however, was associated with their subsequent loss in some
parishes. Nine Northamptonshire parishes now have nothing surviving before 1653 leaving
little doubt that whatever books or papers were handed over to the Registers did not survive
in their possession.The Rector of Old, John Bullyvante, recorded that his register book was
taken away from him in September 1653 in accordance with the recent Act and he clearly
hoped that the omission of baptisms, marriages and burials ‘might not in posteritie bee
imputed unto mee’. Later in the register he recorded,
Md, that the ancient Register booke of this parish was taken from mee by a pretended Act of
Parliament in Cromwell’s usurpation and by the Justices of Peace (then in power) [and]
committed to Edward Corbie blacksmith and parish Clarke of the same who was chosen and
sworne by them into that office September 30th 1653. So that all omissions of baptisms, marriages
and burialls from the day aforesaid until May 17th 1663 are through his default and neglect the
booke being not returned to mee till the day last above said.This I testifie.
Mr Bullyvante, it seems, took exception to the transfer of his parish register into the hands
of a blacksmith. His concerns were justified since the register for Old is very defective from
1653 to 1663. However, damage to registers at the time was not entirely down to the Civil
War and its aftermath. At Paston, the incoming Rector, Edward Dickinson, wrote,
‘When I came to Paston which was in October 1653 the Parish had noe Register booke the old
one being written full and the former Minister writ the bapt: burialls and marriages in many
loose papers which after I had been at Paston about eight years Robert Brockwell delivered unto
me which I have Registered just in the same order as they were found in the sayd loose papers.
These were confusedly Registered by Mr Laxton then incumbent in wch many are quite left out’.
The earlier register that Dickinson refers to and which was full by 1653 has not survived but
due to his diligence in preserving notes made on loose papers the Paston register commences
in 1644. Robert Brockwell was chosen by the parish to be the Register during the
Protectorate. It seems that Brockwell had gained possession of the loose notes and handed
them over to the minister after the Restoration of the Monarchy in 1660.The use of Registers
(registrars) continued until the Restoration and alongside the baptism of Alexander Teere on
15th July 1660 the Draughton register records that he was the first to be baptised at the font
‘since the happy restoration of his now Majestie Charles II’. Further turbulence followed with
the passing of the Act of Uniformity in 1662 that required clergy to align with the Book of
Common Prayer. Clergy who did not comply were ejected from their posts and this ‘Great
Ejection’ fuelled the development of non-conformity in later years23. Where ejections

23 Details of individuals and parishes in Northamptonshire affected are given in, E. Calamy, The Nonconformist’s
memorial; being an account of the lives and sufferings and printed works of the two thousand ministers ejected from the
Church of England, chiefly by the Act of Uniformity, Aug. 24 1662. Second edition, volume III, 1803.
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occurred, there was sometimes a detrimental effect on the upkeep of registers and disruptions
to regular upkeep in the mid seventeenth century had a lasting effect in some parishes. At
Brington, for example, the following note occurs underneath some entries for 1693.
‘The very true reason why this register, is found so imperfect in some years as from 69 to 75 is
because the parishioners could never be persuaded to take to see it done, nor the churchwardens
as ye canon did require, and because they refuse to pay such dues to ye curate as they ought by
custome to have payed’.
Likewise, about 1670 the minister at Long Buckby noting that the register had been
neglected for a few years lamented the fact that in spite of his notices in church few parents
and others came forward to provide missing information. It seems that parishioners were
not so bothered about having services recorded.
The extent of disruption to registers in the seventeenth century can be estimated by
analysing the total numbers of events recorded.Table 2 shows the decadal totals for a sample
of 55 parishes (about 18% of all ancient parishes). Taking the average of the first four decadal
totals as a reference point, christenings fell by 16.3% in the 1640s, 28.3% in the 1650s and
29.7% in the 1660s before recovering. Recorded marriages fell by 40.9% in the 1640s,
16.1% in the 1650s, 45.6% in the 1660s and 52.8% in the 1670s. Burials fell 20.6% in the
1640s but then rose 10.7% in the following decade only to fall 32.5% in the 1660s before
recovering. It is difficult to disentangle events and their effects here. The 1640s saw the
persecution of some ministers, civil war and accompanying disruption to the population.
The Marriage Act of 1653 affected how registers were maintained, the Act of Uniformity
in 1662 brought about the ejection of certain ministers and the times were troubled by
outbreaks of the plague which would have inflated burials where they were being recorded.
What is clear, however, is that the recording of vital events fell sharply in the midseventeenth century and took decades to recover. Assuming that christenings and marriages
continued to occur at about the same rate as pre-1640, the data suggest that from 1640 to
1699 about 22% of christenings and 35% of marriages are lost to us because of deficient
register keeping.
Table 2. Decadal totals for vital events, 1600-1699
Event 1600s 1610s 1620s 1630s 1640s 1650s 1660s 1670s 1680s 1690s
C

5544

5743

5831

5727

4781

4087

4015

4142

4882

4719

M

1442

1539

1471

1336

790

1121

730

629

728

841

B

3297

3744

4066

4285

3056

4262

2597

2951

4250

3912

C= christenings, M=marriages, B=burials. Data taken from FreeReg for 55 parishes. Missing
years in FreeReg were replaced with data taken from original registers as necessary.
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Having illustrated the extent and causes of losses to Northamptonshire’s registers the article
now considers some of their more unusual content.
Curious content in Northamptonshire’s parish registers
Over and above their primary purpose, registers often contain memoranda and additional
material that help to illustrate county life in past time. Common topics concern church
possessions, repairs and collections for distressed parishes (briefs). The Bishop of
Peterborough, White Kennett, is said to have encouraged clergy to use their discretion to
record ‘notable incidents’ relating to weather and longevity among other things in order to
capture events that would never otherwise be known and provide a service to posterity24.
Some examples of unusual content are described below.
Registers were first introduced in 1538 during a time of radical transformation. For the
first time in English history the key events in the lives of all people were to be recorded.
The cover page of the first register for Newbottle contains a long oath of loyalty which
captures how one vicar felt about the events that were occurring. The second part of the
oath is given below.
…The Lord Thos Crnwell Lord p[ri]vy seale and vicegerent to hys hyghnese of ye ecclesiastycal
jurisdiction exhibiting to us of ye clergye ye same wt dyverse others at ye time lyke fruyteful and
laudable inventions meted to ye glorye of God to the Kynges honr and to ye great benefyt of ys
hys realme and annihilatynge of ye bysshop of Rome hys long falsly p[re]tensyd and usurped
power. I Edward Medley beynge Vicar here Robert Wyat and Thomas Harden Churchwardens
stayting or names p[ro]misyng or feyth natural obedyence bonden servyce lyke assyduouse preyer
wt all fidelyte and obsequence to ye accoplesshme[n]t of ye co[n]te[n]tes of ye same. Amen.
Similar language was used in other oaths of loyalty written in the Newbottle register during
the reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI. The vicar, Edward Medley, was instituted at
Newbottle in 1525 and died there in 1567. Elsewhere in the register he styles himself as Sir
Edward Medley and his loyal expressions may be indicative of links to the King’s court.
The first register for Cogenhoe is remarkable and of national importance for containing
across several pages what is in effect an early census. It lists all the communicants in the
parish, apparently grouped by family, for several years around 1620.This unique information
has enabled a detailed examination of migration and surname survival in a rural parish and
has contributed to our understanding of midland historical demography. The key finding
from the Cogenhoe data is the amount of variation in persons and households that occurred
across short time periods. The turnover of people and families in the village was much
higher than previously thought25.
Great Doddington’s register lists 59 names of people who took the Protestation oath in
1641. This oath was taken by men aged 18 or over and the listing provides a snapshot of
most if not all adult males in the parish at the time. The East Haddon register similarly
contains 109 names of those who took the Protestation oath and these returns act as a form
of early census and enable population estimates. They are particularly valuable since, in

24 R.E.C. Waters , Parish Registers in England:Their History and Contents, London: F.J. Roberts, 1883, pp.69-70.
25 See Chapter 2, ‘Clayworth and Cogenhoe’, in P. Laslett. Family Life and Illicit Love in Earlier Generations,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980, pp.50-101.
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general, the Protestation returns for Northamptonshire have not survived. In addition, the
East Haddon registers unusually contain the names of three witnesses to baptisms 15961645 and a list of agreed vicar’s tithes and customs concerning a range of farm produce in
1610. The Whilton register also gives details of tithes in 1741 regarding sheep, pigs, calves,
cows, bulls, hay, corn and mills.
Burial in a woollen shroud or garments was a legal requirement in the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries, excepting plague victims, and compliance with the Act was
routinely recorded in burial registers.The Minister at Helmdon, however, had rather cynical
views towards this requirement. In 1680 he wrote, ‘Thomas Shortland son of Thomas
Shortland...being dead was put into a pit-hole and bury’d’. Alongside he wrote,
‘within the revolution of eight days after the funeral obseqays of Tho: Shorland, affidavit was
brought from a Justice of the Peace that the said Thomas Shortland was well wrapt in a shirt of
woollen and was let down into his Dormitory with that vestment about his corps to the great
satisfaction of a law enjoining the habiliment as convenient for the dead’.
In 1682 he recorded that Frances Pikcings (sic) was ‘well shrouded only in a winding sheet
made of the fleece of good fat mutton’. In 1683 he recorded the burial of ‘Betty Garland
the little pretty daughter of Nump Garland’ and that within eight days an affidavit was
brought ‘from a bordering Levite that this very numerical Betty Garland was well wrapt in
a shroud of woollen’. A later note in the Helmdon register tells us that the entries in this
period were made by ‘William Richards Rector who disappeared in the latter years’.
Richards was born in Helmdon in 1643 son of the Rector Ralph Richards. While his
whereabouts became unknown in Helmdon, in 1689 he took a new lecturing post in
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. He wrote several works included a satirical piece in 1680 the same
time that he was somewhat lyrical about burial practices. The Burial in Woollen Act was
not popular generally and some of the wealthier residents preferred to be buried in their
finery albeit at the expense of a fine. At Gayton in 1708 Mrs Dorothy Bellingham was
buried in linen and for the forfeiture of the Act ‘payd fifty shillings to ye informer and fifty
shillings to ye poor of the parish’.
Extreme weather and other natural events also feature and provide unique insights into
climate history26. Examples include Boughton where in Whitson week in 1607, ‘there fell
such a haylestorme that it broke the strawe of the greene rye then growing in the bridge
fielde that it could not grow to the grate losse of all thinhabitants’. The hailstones were
about three inches across and ‘some flatt like fygges’. Desborough records rain all day on St
Swithin’s Day in 1609 and for six weeks thereafter causing great floods in August; ‘water so
cheap and malte so deare’. At Stamford Baron, John Madissonne was buried in March 1615
‘being perished on spittle hill in the greate snowe’. Etton’s register reveals that about the
26th of February 1617 ‘it began and continued snowing’ until the 6th of March and that ‘the
summer before was great store of rayne and flood’. Isham’s register recorded grain prices in
1620 remarking that it was ‘a cheap yeare of all grain’ yet 1621 was ‘a very dear yeare for all
manner of corn’27.

26 See, L.Veale, J.P. Bowen & G.H. Endfield, ‘Instead of fetching flowers, the youths brought in flakes of snow’:
exploring extreme weather history through English parish registers. Archives and Records, 38(1), 2017, pp.
119-142.
27 See R.A.C.Waters, Parish Registers in England: their history and contents, London: F.J. Roberts, 1883, p.71. Brief
extracts appear in Northamptonshire Notes & Queries, volume ii, 1888. This early Isham register now appears
to be lost.
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Bugbrooke’s burial register records in 1705 that there were ‘very sickly agues, chincough
amongst children & measles, & appoplectick fits very rife; ye summer being very draughty
& ye winter upon without any considerable frost, rain or snow’. Heavy snow was recorded
at Lowick in April 1713 that ‘hung on ye trees next day as at Xmas’. An earthquake was
recorded on 30th September 1750 at Rothwell and Arthingworth. Both vicars were taking
Sunday service and at Rothwell its approach ‘was heard like a mighty wind or rather the
driving of many coaches’.
Clipston’s register contains several pages of notes on weather and its effects on gardens,
harvests and prices in the 1790s and early nineteenth century. The notes are coincident
with the introduction of a new vicar interested in climatic and other local events. For
instance, he recorded that 1799 ‘has been ye most remarkable year ever remembered, after
a very severe winter we had a very backward spring, a cold rainy summer and a wet harvest,
vast quantities of corn quite spoiled’. Despite the bad weather, ‘a very fine ripe peach was
gathered from a wall tree’ that November.
Registers usually contain no information about causes of death although deaths by accident
are sometimes recorded. For instance, at Nassington in 1645 we read; ‘Robert the sonne of
Francis Whitwell the nose eaten of wth a ferret & killed the child’. Perhaps the bite induced
rabies or some other infection. Brixworth records that in 1763 one Thomas Carter a
waggoner was killed by the ‘shafts of a waggon that he was too hastily and inconsiderately’
driving into Red Lion yard. Unusually, Clipston’s register in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century often gives age, cause of death and occasionally notes on the character
of the deceased. Ages at burial are summarised in Table 3 and are contrasted with burial
ages given at Brigstock for the same period and Desborough in the early to mid-seventeenth
century. Two differences stand out. First, if it is to be believed, there was greater longevity
at Desborough given the higher proportions of people aged over eighty. Two centenarians
were recorded at Desborough which might suggest some inflation of the ages of people
who were very old. Second, at Brigstock the number of infants and children under five was
37.9%, far higher than at Clipston or Desborough. For adults aged 20 or above the average
burial age of men was 60.9 at Clipston (53.8 at Brigstock) and 56.8 for women (54.2 at
Brigstock).
Table 3. Burial ages at Clipston, Brigstock and Desborough, per cent
Age
group
(years)

Clipston

Brigstock

Desborough Age

Clipston Brigstock Desborough

Infant or
under 5
5-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49

24.8

37.9

22.1

50-59 10.1

6.5

7.4

2.5
5.4
5.0
6.1
6.8

5.0
4.7
6.8
7.0
8.1

3.2
7.4
4.2
7.4
3.2

60-69
70-79
80-89
90+

11.3
9.1
3.5
0.1

17.8
7.4
10.4
9.5

16.6
16.2
6.2
0.3

Number of burials with age given; Clipston 278, Brigstock 705, Desborough 95. Coverage:
Clipston 1785-1812, Brigstock 1778-1812, Desborough 1626-1641.
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Causes of death at Clipston are summarised in Table 4. The dominant cause of death was
‘in a decline’ which probably covered a wide range of illnesses. Of the 308 people buried
in this period (1785-1812), 18.5% were described as receiving alms or as a pauper. Three
women died in childbed and one, Elizabeth Dexter, was delivering her thirteenth child.
The two suicides were men aged 39 and 73. Both were described as ‘a lunatic’. The causes
of accidental death were being kicked by a horse, being run over by horses or carriages
(three), and one young boy died after swallowing hot tea from a teapot ‘which in 36 hours
proved fatal’. Although based on small samples, the data provide additional insights into life
expectancy and into the hazards that people faced around the turn of the nineteenth
century.
Table 4. Causes of death at Clipston, 1785-1812
Cause

Number

Cause

Number

Died ‘in a decline’

25

Long illness

3

Fever

7

Childbirth

3

Sudden or overnight

7

Chin cough (whooping cough)

2

Dropsy (fluid accumulation)

6

Suicide

2

Consumption (tuberculosis)

5

Rheumatism

1

Accident

5

Measles

1

Smallpox

4

Scropulous complaint

1

Short illness

3

Stroke

1

Total number showing cause of death, 76.
Additional information of this kind is uncommon and registers usually give nothing more
than names and dates sometimes with a person’s occupation or status. However, unusual
longevity was sometimes noted and nine centenarians were found in the preparation of this
article. Mary Wilson supposedly in her 122nd year was buried at Maidford in 1767. Henry
Tebotte alias ‘oulde Father Tebbut a man of vj score years by credible report’ died at
Desborough in 1598. Hannah Sparke was buried in Wellingborough church in 1785 aged
107. She had achieved some notoriety for helping to fight a devastating fire in Wellingborough in 173828. Northampton All Saints records the burial in 1706 of ‘Old John Bales,
button maker, the most probable conjecture of his age is that if he had lived to the August
following he would have been 114 for we find in this register a John Bales bapt: August
20th 1592’29. Paul Watts, ‘a very aged heardsman’ was buried at Northampton All Saints in

28 Baptised Hannah Stevens at Rothwell in 1678; J. Palmer and M. Palmer (1974) A History of Wellingborough,
Earls Barton: Steeple Print Ltd., p.114.
29 The 1592 baptism entry shows John Bayle son of John.
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1668. The register for Holy Sepulchre remarks that he was reported to be 115 and ‘ye
antientist man in this towne.’ Others were recorded at Nether Heyford in 1650, Broughton
in 1693 and Desborough in 1630 and 1638.
Crisis mortality is also observed30. At Oundle in 1625, 23 people died of plague ‘or
vehemently so suspected’ and were buried outside the churchyard. Over 200 victims were
buried there in 1666. Twelve people were buried at Old in May 1638 and the Rector
recorded, ‘there is not such a month to be seen in all this book’ and ‘at this time the plague
was in the town of which these dyed but it pleased Almightie god to turn from wrath to
mercie so that there did not one dye a long tyme after’. Plague visited Yardley Hastings such
that 60 burials were recorded from June 1665 to February 1666, far more than usual.
Among other examples of other curious content is a response to the Marriage Act of 1753
by the Rector of Great Houghton who was moved to protest in the following manner.
‘Marriages are entred in a Book provided for that purpose according to an Act of Parliament
which prohibits the clergy solemnizing marriages contrary to rules therein prescribed under ye
penalty of Transportation for 14 years; a punishment little inferior to ye Gallows and inflicted
generally on ye most profligate & abandoned part of Mankind’.
This indignant response to the new requirement suggests that Rector felt that his professionalism and integrity were being questioned by invasive bureaucracy31. Also in relation to
marriages there were curious happenings at Brockhall from 1712 to 1753. Previously only
one or two marriages occurred each year but there were 14 in 1712 and in some years over
twenty. This seems likely to be an example of clandestine marriages that the new marriage
Act32 was intended to put a stop to. In this case, however, the marriage trade in Brockhall
ceased with the death of the incumbent, John Sheppard, for we learn from the register that
he ‘died suddenly whilst playing at cards at the Revd Wm Hammond of Flore’ in 1753.
The incidence of marriages at Brockhall returned to normal after he died. Sheppard had
been there since 1707 and clearly enjoyed some arrangement over marriages conducted in
the parish.
At Abington in 1682 the rector noted that while performing the marriage of Henry Mason
and Mary Osborn, ‘A shabby fellow came in and forbid the marriage but would neither
tell his name or shew any reason thereof ’. On being questioned, the man ‘ran away to Mr
Newman the aleman’. He was pursued by the clerk and Mr Henry Osborne of
Northampton but still refused to explain his actions. Mr Osborne entered into a bond of
£40 to protect the vicar from accusations of conducting a spurious marriage.
The Preston Capes register from 1607 to 1633 contains a list of about 20 people excommunicated and later absolved. The Culworth register records an act of penance in 1699 by
Margaret Tyler ‘for the foule sin of fornication’. She was required to stand before the
minister’s reading desk dressed in a white sheet and in the presence of the congregation
confess that she had set an ‘evil example to my neighbours for which I am heartily sorry’
30 See Swailes, in NP&P, 2018, on crisis mortality in sixteenth century Northamptonshire.
31 At least two clergy were transported for marrying without banns or licence. See ‘A Collection of the most
Remarkable and Interesting Trials Particularly of those Persons who have Forfeited their Lives to the Injured Laws of
their Country’, vol. II, London: R. Snagg, 1776.
32 ‘An Act for the Better Preventing of Clandestine Marriages’ came into force in 1754. Clandestine marriages
were characterised by not taking place in the parish of the bride or groom and in the absence of banns or
a licence.
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and had to promise that she would not offend again and that she would live more Godly
and soberly thereafter. Several people did penance before the congregation at Wadenhoe
for the ‘filthy sin of fornication’ including John Weekly who did penance five times for his
affairs with three different women between 1753 and 1763 although he did marry the last
one shortly before his final penance.
Old style register keeping ended in 1812 but the new system did not meet with universal
approval. The Rector of Great Addington was moved to record in his transcript of an old
register that the new registers ‘in the general opinion of the clergy are incomplete and poor
things’.The accompanying order to keep registers in an iron chest was also scorned as ‘many
a cast-iron pig-trough had a heavy lid fixed to it’ and turned into a chest; ‘That purchased
for this parish at the expense of four guineas was one’. This particular vicar may have been
disconsolate as the new register books allowed little space for musing which he was prone
to do. His transcript contains several pages of notes on parish matters and an epic poem.
Some additional curious content occurs in the registers of Northampton’s four ancient
parishes including reasons for missing years, notes on plague years, the burials of chrisom
children, soldiers killed in the Civil War, and prisoners33.
In summary, there are substantial gaps in the surviving parish registers for Northamptonshire
but, overall, survival of pre-1600 registers appears to be a little better than the national
average. Taken as a whole, registers provide far more than a chronology of personal events
by revealing insights into human behaviour and social history from the early sixteenth to
the early nineteenth century.

33 See notes on the parish registers contained in R.M. Serjeantson, A history of the church of All Saints,
Northampton, Northampton: W. Mark, 1901; J.C. Cox & R.M. Serjeantson, A history of the church of the Holy
Sepulchre, Northampton, Northampton: W Mark, 1897; R.M. Serjeantson, A history of the church of St. Giles,
Northampton, Northampton:W. Mark, 1911; R.M. Serjeantson, A history of the church of St. Peter Northampton
together with the chapels of Kingsthorpe and Upton, Northampton: W. Mark, 1904.
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Wadenhoe Misrepresented: An error in the VCH

bruce bailey
I had reason recently to investigate the history of Wadenhoe House for its owners. When
we historians are investigating anything local, often our first port of call is the volumes of
the Victoria County History, usually quoted just as VCH, always considered to be authoritative.
The first Northamptonshire volumes were compiled in the early 1900s, with Vol.3 which
contains Wadenhoe published in1930. As I delved in various sources, I began to be uneasy
about what was written in the VCH about the descent of the manor of Wadenhoe. In
summary the VCH says that in 1702 it came into the possession of John Bridges, of Barton
Seagrave, father of John Bridges, the county historian, from his uncle, Brooke Bridges, who
had acquired it from the Earls of Westmorland in the 1660s; it then passed to John Bridges,
the historian, who sold it in 1714 to Sir Edward Ward of the neighbouring village of Stoke
Doyle, and his daughter Jane married Thomas Hunt of Boreatton, Shropshire; so it came to
Edward Hunt of Oundle, their son, and then his son, Thomas, who died without issue, so
to his brother Rowland, and thence by descent to the recent owners of Wadenhoe House,
the Ward Hunts.
The first thing which struck me was the date 1714, for that was the year that Sir Edward
Ward died.Would he be buying estates then? So, I called up Sir Edward’s will on the Ancestry
website and could find no mention of Wadenhoe. I then tried the will of his eldest son, also
Edward, who died in 1734, but again no mention of Wadenhoe. However, it was mentioned
in the will of the second son, Phillip Ward, who died in 1752, but he says: “which has been
purchased by me since the decease of my late worthy Brother”, so purchased between 1734
and 1752- but from whom? This then took me back to John Bridges, so once again I looked
up his will, made just before his death in 1724, and we have: “I give and bequeath to my
said Brother Nathaniel the perpetual Advowson or right of presentation to the church of
Wadenoe to him and his heirs”, and then in the will of the Rev. Nathaniel Bridges, who
died in 1747, we find “I give and devise all my advowson Patronage Free disposition and
right of presentation of the Rectory of Wadenhoe to my Dearly Beloved wife Sarah …
[and] …all my Manors Lordships Royalties Rectories Messuages Cottages Closes Lands
Tenements and Hereditaments”. The will allows Sarah the right to sell property and use
the proceeds to fund various annuities and other bequests mentioned in the will and clearly
this is what happened. Here then we have the moment when the manor of Wadenhoe is
sold to Phillip Ward, between 1747 and 1752. His will further states that he then leaves it
to “my nephew Edward Hunt of London Merchant and second son of my sister Jane,
formerly the wife of Thomas Hunt of Boreatton in the County of Salop Esquire”, thus we
have come to the Hunt line.
There is one further error which my researches uncovered.Yes, it passed from Edward Hunt
of Oundle to his son Thomas, but Thomas did not die until 1816 and his brother Rowland
died in 1796, so Rowland cannot have inherited Wadenhoe. Once again it is the will that
provides the answer, since Thomas’s leaves Wadenhoe to his nephew, Thomas Welch Hunt,
the son of Rowland Hunt and his wife Frances Welch. Thomas Welch Hunt married
Caroline Isham, daughter of the Rev. Charles Isham of Polebrooke in 1824 but they were
tragically murdered by brigands on their honeymoon, an event which was written up by
Sir Gyles Isham in this journal.1 Fortunately,Thomas Welch made his will before they went
abroad and he leaves the Wadenhoe estate initially to his wife Sarah but then, by a somewhat
convoluted route, first to his aunt, Mary, who died unmarried in 1835, then to his cousin

1

Gyles Isham, Tragic Honeymoon, Northamptonshire Past & Present, vol.1, no.3, 1950, pp.6-12.
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Caroline Mary Hunt, who also died unmarried in 1847, then to another cousin the Rev.
George Hunt (d.1853), brother of the heir to the Boreatton estate, who held the living of
Barningham, Suffolk.Thus,Wadenhoe comes back into the Hunt of Boreatton line, although
the Rev. George lived at Buckhurst Hill, Berkshire, on the edge of Windsor Great Park. He
was immensely wealthy and lived there in some style, but on succeeding to the Wadenhoe
manor called himself the Rev. George Hunt “of Wadenhoe”, though he did not hold the
living nor did he regularly go there. His son, George, to mark the inheritance of Wadenhoe,
which had come from the Ward line, was given the name Ward Hunt, and he is famous as
being Chancellor of the Exchequer and First Lord of the Admiralty. He rebuilt and extended
Wadenhoe House in 1858 to the form it remains today. He died in 1877. There are two
stories attached to his name: first, that on the occasion of making his Budget speech, he
had left the distinctive “Red Box” at home, and that is why the Chancellor every Budget
day holds up the Red Box to show that he has it; and second, George Ward Hunt having
put on great weight in his later years, the table in the Board Room of the Admiralty had a
semicircle cut from its end to accommodate his girth. There is some doubt as to the full
truth of both stories!
To summarise all this, the descent of Wadenhoe manor derives from the 1702 bequest by
Brook Bridges, thence to John Bridges of Barton Seagrave, then to his son John Bridges,
the county historian, who on his death in 1724 left it to his brother the Rev. Nathaniel
Bridges, on whose death in 1747 the manor was sold to Phillip Ward, younger son of Sir
Edward Ward of Stoke Doyle (d.1714). When he died in 1752 it passed to his nephew,
Edward Hunt, of Oundle, son of his sister Jane, who had married Thomas Hunt of
Boreatton, Shropshire. Edward Hunt had a son Thomas who never married but on his death
in 1816 he left Wadenhoe to his nephew, Thomas Welch Hunt, and it is from him that the
Ward Hunts, recent owners of Wadenhoe House, were descended.
This is one of those rare instances when new research reveals that what was written by
experts of the past is not always totally correct – and believe me, in the case of the VCH, it
is rare indeed.
Just a tailpiece to all this. Sir Edward Ward of Stoke Doyle, who was a famous judge, is
commemorated by a magnificent monument in the church there, carved by the sculptor
Michael Rysbrack. It is a splendid thing, with a life-size bewigged effigy of Sir Edward in
his full judge’s robes and a masterpiece of its sculptor. It has always been thought that it was
erected when Stoke Doyle church was rebuilt in the early 1720s by Sir Edward’s eldest son,
also Edward. Since Rysbrack did not come to England until 1720 it has always been slightly
puzzling as to how such a masterly piece of sculpture was produced so early in his career.
However, yet again a will provides the answer, since when the son Edward Ward died in
1734 he left £500 for the creation of a monument “to my honoured father”; so of course
this means it was made not in the 1720s, but in the mid-1730s when Rysbrack was at the
height of his career.
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matthew mccormack
Northamptonshire Record Office holds many rich archives for studying the history of war.
This article focuses on two such sources that offer particularly vivid insights into everyday
life in the eighteenth-century military. They are two ‘order books’, which recorded the
regimental orders for the Northamptonshire Militia during a few crucial months of the
War of American Independence (1776-1783).1 These texts were not intended to be
preserved for posterity: rather, the handwritten notebooks had an immediate practical
function, since they were used by a captain who received orders from his regiment and
whose job it was to convey them to men in his company.The first book covers the summer
of 1778, when the Northamptonshire Militia was encamped at Warley in Essex, along with
many other county militia regiments who were stationed there to meet the threat of a
French invasion. Much of this book concerns the minutiae of everyday life in camp, so it is
a vital source for the social history of war. The second covers the summer of 1780, when
the regiment was stationed in and around London in the immediate aftermath of the
Gordon Riots, in which it played an important role. As well as offering further insights into
the common soldier’s experience, it therefore concerns the militia’s key function in support
of the civil power.
The books were created by Richard Supple (1758-1829), whose family seat was Great
Oakley Hall, of the Great Oakley estate near Corby. Naming the author is not straightforward since his title went through various permutations over the course of his life. Richard
was the only son of Richard Supple of Aghadoe in County Cork and Mary Brooke of
Great Oakley. Their marriage united the Northamptonshire and Irish estates, and Richard
junior’s name was sometimes recorded as ‘Richard Brooke Supple’. He formally adopted
the name upon inheriting the estate in 1797, in line with his uncle’s wishes. That year he
also adopted the ancient name De Capell in lieu of Supple, by royal license, and in 1803
was created a baronet.2 Thereafter his full name was Sir Richard De Capell Brooke, Bart.,
but in the period of the order books he was ‘Supple’, so that is the name that will be used
here. Supple married Mary Worge, only child and heir of Major General Worge, and they
had six children.3 Their eldest son was Sir Arthur de Capell Broke (1791-1858), who chose
the older spelling of the family name: he served in the army, became a noted traveller and
was instrumental in setting up the Royal Geographical Society.4
The Brooke (Oakley) Papers are held by the NRO. They are voluminous and cover a long
period, but the archive has a comprehensive handlist (which helps to navigate the
complicated name changes) and a second one that details the Brooke of Killeagh papers
held at the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland. The papers of the Great Oakley
Estate include items such as accounts, details of estate management, visiting cards, notebooks
and letters. The latter give a sense of how prominent the Brooke family became, including
dinner invitations from the Prime Minister William Pitt the Younger:

1
2
3
4

Captain Supple’s Order Books (1778 and 1780): NRO Brooke (Oakley) vols 108 & 162.
Francis Whellan, History,Topography and Directory of Northampton (London, 1874), p. 893.
Peter Hill includes a full family tree in A History of Great Oakley in Northamptonshire (n. p., 1991).
Eliabeth Baigent, ‘Broke [Brooke], Sir Arthus de Capell [formerly Arthur Supple], second baronet (17911858)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography [accessed 4 March 2020].
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Mr Pitt presents his Compliments to Sir Richard Brooke and the Officers of the Northamptonshire Militia. Finding that there is business in the House of Commons on Friday which he
thinks it necessary to attend; He is just setting out for Town; and as it will be out of his Power
to return by Saturday, he hopes they will have the goodness to accept his excuses for not being
able to keep his Engagement on Thursday. It will give him great pleasure if that can allow him
another opportunity of waiting upon them after his return.5
The papers also contain papers relating to Supple’s militia service, including his commissions,
forms, account books and the two order books.This article will explore the Georgian militia
and Supple’s role within it; and will then turn its attention to the order books themselves
and what they tell us about everyday life in the institution.
The Northamptonshire Militia
Supple served for many years in the Northamptonshire Militia. He first was commissioned
as a lieutenant in 1778 and later that year was promoted to captain. He subsequently became
lieutenant colonel in 1795 and colonel in 1798.6 In the militia, officer commissions were
supposed to be held by substantial gentlemen from the county, and were awarded according
to a sliding scale of property to ensure that social and military ranks mirrored one another.
This was intended to avoid awkward conflicts of precedence – ‘Sir John or Sir Thomas must
not be commanded by Squire any thing’ – so Supple’s progress through the ranks reflected
his social rise from son and heir to baronet, as much as it did his military ability or length
of service.7
The so-called New Militia was established in 1757. The Seven Years War (1756-1763)
exposed Britain’s vulnerability to a French invasion.The regular army was deliberately kept
small in peacetime, due to political concerns about taxation, militarism and executive power.
Given its island situation, Britain had traditionally relied upon its navy and part-time soldiers
to repel invaders, but its existing forms of militia had fallen into disuse. The government’s
preferred response was to hire regiments from friendly German states such as Hanover,
which was standard practice for the time, but this met with a xenophobic outcry in the
context of a war that fostered nationalist popular investment as never before. Pamphleteers
and journalists attacked the government, and attempted to shame British men into
defending their own wives, children, liberties and properties rather than leaving it to German
‘Mercenaries’.8 The militia became a popular anti-government cause and helped Pitt the
Elder to sweep to power.9
The resulting Militia Act of 1757 was presented as a means for patriotic citizens to defend
their own country, but in practice it was concerned with military realities. The militia was
armed, uniformed, disciplined and structured in a comparable way to the regular army.
Furthermore, in order to ensure that sufficient numbers men were available for service, it
resorted to compulsion to recruit privates to the county forces. A ballot was held to

5
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9

William Pitt to Richard De Capell Brooke, 7 August 1803: NRO Brooke (Oakley) 313/18.19. At this time
Pitt was between his two stints as Prime Minister: the papers also include dinner invitations dated 1791
when he was in office.
Supple’s commissions are in NRO Brooke (Oakley) 325/2.
The Gentleman’s Magazine 30, February 1760, p. 86.
London Evening Post, 12 October 1756.
On the militia debates, see J. R. Western, The English Militia in the Eighteenth Century:The Story of a Political
Issue 1660-1802 (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1965); Matthew McCormack, Embodying the Militia
in Georgian England (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2015).
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determine which men from the community would have to serve for three years, or who
would have to pay for a substitute to take their place. In order to conduct this ballot, lists
of liable men were collected for every parish. These militia ballot lists provide a fascinating
snapshot of society in the century before the national census, and are therefore a goldmine
for genealogists and social historians. Northamptonshire is fortunate that many of these
survive and are held by the NRO.10 Victor Hatley published an edition of the 1777 lists for
the Northamptonshire Record Society, and the men who were receiving orders from
Captain Supple would have been drawn from this round of lists.11
If militia service was not necessarily popular with the private men, the gentlemen who
served as commissioned officers tended to regard it as an important patrician obligation
and a mark of their standing within the county.This ethos is visible in a 1780 essay addressed
to the officers of the Northamptonshire Militia by John Hope, a former officer of the
regiment. He noted that militia officers are ‘the most honourable of all military men’. Instead
of propping up despotic kings or fighting foreign wars for ambitious politicians, they are
concerned only with home defence: ‘They fight not, they slay not, but on some just and
necessary call.’ Hope revelled in the moral rhetoric of the 1750s pamphleteers, arguing that
national service was a cure for a nation that had been rendered ‘effeminate’ by ‘ease and
luxury’: indeed, he singled out the officers of the Northamptons for their sobriety and
regularity. He concluded by arguing that the great strength of the militia lay in the mutual
confidence between officers and men, reflecting their natural social bonds. Officers should
therefore give orders with firmness, ‘but avoid all haughtiness of words or behaviour…
remember that he is your fellow-citizen’.12
The Northamptonshire Militia was first formed in April 1763, so did not see active service
during the Seven Years War, unlike most English counties that were quicker off the mark.
In the following years of peace it assembled periodically for training, until it was embodied
for full-time service in March 1778, when Supple got his first commission.13 In June they
received their marching orders to proceed from Northampton to Warley in Essex: ‘The
whole Corps left the Town with repeated Huzzas, and (what is the Glory of Britons!) with
Spirits animated to repulse the Designs that may be formed by the enemies to their King
and Country.’14 Warley was one of the large encampments in the south of England designed
to counter the French. The Northamptons camped alongside three regular regiments and
ten other county militia regiments, so thousands of men from all over the country would
have been based at the site. Supple’s first order book concerns life at this camp until the
end of October, after which they went into winter quarters. Eighteenth-century armies
tended only to spend the summer months under canvas and the Northamptons spent the
winter billeted in nearby towns and villages.15

10 Matthew McCormack, ‘The Militia Lists and Family History’, East Midlands History and Heritage 4 (2017),
26-28.
11 Victor Hatley, Northamptonshire Militia Lists 1777 (Kettering: Dalkeith Press for Northamptonshire Record
Society, 1973).
12 John Hope, Thoughts in Prose and Verse (Stockton, 1780), pp. 169, 171, 178.
13 Western, English Militia, p. 448.
14 Northampton Mercury, 15 June 1778.
15 C. A. Markham, The History of the Northamptonshire and Rutland Militia: Now the 3rd Battalion (Militia) of the
Northamptonshire Regiment, from 1756 to 1919 (London: Reeves & Turner, 1924), p. 24.
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In 1779 the regiment moved to Coxheath camp near Maidstone in Kent. Coxheath was
the largest of the wartime camps, totalling 17,000 men: Stephen Conway notes that this
was on a par with the Leeds of its day.16 We have some detail of the Northamptons’ time at
this camp from Lieutenant Colonel Maunsell’s order book.17 They wintered in Aylesbury,
except Supple who is listed as ‘sick at Maidstone’ in the monthly return for December.18
They proceeded to Buckingham, then in May 1780 received orders to march to Dartford
camp.They did not reach their destination until later in the summer, however, since en route
their services were required in London during the Gordon Riots. The government had
attempted to pass a Catholic Relief Bill, which would have granted civil rights to Roman
Catholics. In particular, it would have enabled them to take army commissions, so the
measure was partly motivated by the manpower demands of the American War. The
Protestant Association marched on parliament to present a petition on 2 June. The crowd
dispersed but proceeded to attack the houses of Catholics, politicians and ambassadors, and
this quickly spread to widespread rioting. This quickly overwhelmed the limited police
forces of the time and local magistrates were slow to call in the military, which was the
standard eighteenth-century response to a riot. Eventually the government sent in troops,
and in particular the county militia regiments, since one of their key functions was riot
control.19
The Northamptons played an important role in quelling the worst rioting of the century.
They defended Lambeth Palace and carried out regular patrols.20 The violence had ended
by the time Supple’s second order book begins on 28 June, but they continued to patrol
central London to prevent further disturbances:
Genl. Orders
White Hall 28 June 80
Parole Talbot
Relief from St Jameses
Post at St Pauls
Relief from Hide Park the Post at the Asylum London Bridge Clerkenwell new Prison and
Victualling Office…21
The regiment was camped at Blackheath and Supple records how they eventually arrived
at Dartford in mid-July, where they stayed until they were ordered back to their home
county in October. They spent the summer of 1781 encamped near London and 1782 at
Coxheath, and were finally disembodied at the end of the conflict in 1783.The Northampton
Mercury recorded that ‘the general behaviour of the men was very orderly; and they seemed
to quit the Service with regret’.22 The regiment was not embodied again until the French
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, whereupon Supple commanded the regiment for
much of that conflict. At the close of hostilities in 1815, the militia continued to exist on

16 Stephen Conway, ‘British Soldiers at Home: The Civilian Experience in Wartime, 1740-1783’ in Erica
Charters, Eve Rosenhaft and Hannah Smith (eds), Civilians and War in Europe 1618-1815 (Liverpool:
Liverpool UP, 2020), pp. 129-43 (p. 135).
17 I have been unable to track down the original, which may now be lost, but Markham quotes from it at
length: Markham, History, pp. 27-36.
18 Quoted in Markham, History, p. 37.
19 I explore this in detail in McCormack, Embodying the Militia, Oxford, 2015, chapter 8.
20 ‘Disposition of the Patroles in and about London during the late Riots, beginning of June 1780’ (manuscript,
n. d.): London Metropolitan Archives ACC/1264/001.
21 Order Book (1780), p 1. The pages are unnumbered but I counted them for ease of reference.
22 Northampton Mercury, 24 March 1783.
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paper but fell into abeyance, and was formally incorporated into the county regimental
structure during the army reforms of the late nineteenth century.
The order books
The order books themselves are two leather bound volumes of around A5 size, containing
blank pages that have been written on in a fairly legible hand (Figure 1). They have never
been published, although Markham quotes from them at length in his Records of the
Northamptonshire and Rutland Militia (1924). I photographed and transcribed them when
researching the Georgian Militia and considered them for a scholarly edition, but decided
that their repetition and idiosyncratic spelling would require a lot of editorial intervention,
which would diminish their usefulness as primary sources. Although they are unique, they
are a type of document for which there are other examples: the National Army Museum
holds a number of order books for other militia and regular regiments, some of which are
on microfilm.
The role of order books was to record orders from the regiment, so they could be relayed
to the men. Supple made some notes about the nature of order books in an account book
of 1795:
Orderly books after they are written through, being frequently mislaid and sometimes lost, the
several companies are desired to provide a book in which they will enter separate from the details
of duty &c such order as are intended to be continued as standing orders in the Regiment &
which will be mentioned as such when given out – parts of which orders will be read over to the
men occasionally when their arrears are paid them.23
Although Supple was the writer, he was merely the messenger, since the orders will have
come from his colonel or the commander of a camp. He will have had a hand in phrasing
them, and of course we do not know in what manner he relayed the orders verbally: the
way in which an order is given can reinforce or undermine its message. The order books
are spelled and punctuated very randomly, but this should not be taken as a judgement on
Supple’s abilities as a writer. Eighteenth-century handwriting is often non-standard and we
have to remember that these were notes to be spoken, rather than records to be preserved.
Curiously, the 1778 text is written in landscape format, but perhaps this made it easier to
hold when reading aloud.
The books contain a wealth of detail about life in an eighteenth-century military camp.
This is valuable material, since we have few writings from soldiers themselves that describe
it. There were obvious barriers to common soldiers writing – including cost, literacy and
time – although it is notable that more writings survive from soldiers than from other people
of their social class.24 The genre of the soldier autobiography tends not to dwell on the
everyday, however, focusing instead on travel and combat: this is particularly true from the
Napoleonic Wars onwards, when the reading public became interested in the common
soldier’s experience. Institutional records such as order books and court martial records
therefore help to fill a gap in our knowledge, but they are of course writings about soldiers
rather than writings by them: we do not hear their voice and arguably we are not hearing
Supple’s. Furthermore, they should be read as prescriptions rather than descriptions: an
attempt to change behaviour rather than to document it. A repeated command to do
something probably indicates that it was not being done.
23 Account Book of Sir R. Brooke (1795): NRO Brooke (Oakley) vol. 55.
24 Ilya Berkovich provides a bibliography of published and manuscript soldier autobiographies in Motivation in
War:The Experience of Common Soldiers in Old-Regime Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2017), pp. 232-47.
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A number of themes emerge in the order books concerning life in camp. Many of the
orders are practical: they often begin with a list of patrols or sentry duties, and the tasks to
be carried out that day. Some soldiers were employed in public works, such as mending
roads, or were assigned to camp maintenance, such as clearing scrub or filling in holes.
Eighteenth-century soldiers spent much of their time drilling, so that they could load their
muskets quickly and perform geometrical manoeuvres on a battlefield.Those who had not
mastered it had to do extra: ‘the Recruits and Aukard men to attend the Drill twice a Day
viz Six in the morning & 4 in the Evening’.25 This practice intensified as they prepared for
a review: much of the 1778 book concerns preparations for a royal visit to Warley Camp by
the King and Queen. The commander of the camp Lord Amherst ordered a review of the
camp by way of a dress rehearsal, ‘in order to see what the troops mean to perform when
his Majesty thinks proper to honner them with his presense the Genl desires the
Commanding Officers will take care to have every thing in the best order and to see that
there is no deficinces of the apartments of a solider compleatley acutered, in order to be
review’d’.26 Happily the visit went well and the King expressed his ‘great satisfaction on the
appearance & good order of the Regiments and likewise every Part of the Manoeuvres’,
and asked officers to convey his approbation to the men.27
A good deal of the orders concerned the men’s appearance, clothing and hygiene. Uniformity
and tidiness of appearance are important in military cultures, playing a role in fostering selfdiscipline and group cohesion, and the uniforms of the eighteenth century were notably
showy and impractical. Shoes had to be blacked, white linens to be kept clean, buttons to be
polished and hair to be dressed. In July 1780 the regiment was dealing with the bloody fallout
from the Gordon Riots, but the obsession with appearances did not let up:
the Volunteer Company to Compleat their men with feathers Immediately as there can be no
excuse for their wanting any _ being furnished with a compleat sett on being Raised _ Some of
the Companys not having attended to the Clubbing of their mens hair in a Proper manner are
to take the advantage of being so near London to provide with good Clubs _ in futur the
Quarters of the mens shoes are to be made so short that the shoe Buckles may not appear when
gaters are worn, it being a very great eyesore in the Dress of a soldier … attention in these points
prove the well formed soldiers & a supeariority a bove the Clown
The orders give an insight into how the uniforms were ordered in bulk and distributed to
the men, with tailors in the regiment on hand to make alterations and repairs.28 As parttime soldiers, militia regiments could draw on the civilian skills of tailors, cobblers and
blacksmiths from within their own ranks.
This emphasis on orderliness had a further significance. Disorder was both a moral and
medical evil, as well as a failure of military discipline, so threatened the health of the camp.
The men were regularly told that their messes would be inspected and that the ‘streets’
between the tents should be swept clean: ‘The General Recommends to all Officer to
preserve the most exact Cleanness in their Camp As Nothing is more conducive to preserve
their Helth’.29 The orders get particularly exercised about toilet hygiene. Large communal
latrines were dug downwind of the camp, but rural labourers who were accustomed to
relieving themselves in the fields were apparently disinclined to use them. The escalating
25
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Order Book (1780), p. 18.
Order Book (1778), p. 105.
Order Book (1778), p. 176.
Order Book (1780), pp. 18, 6.
Order Book (1778), p. 2.
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anxiety of the orders and severity of punishments reveal not only the importance placed
on the issue, but the moral indignation of gentlemen officers who were doubtless used to
indoor toilets:‘no man must do his occasions aney wear about the camp but in the Necessary
which his erected for that purpose if aney man his found Guilty of disobeying this order
will be tried by Court Martial’.30 Clearly sanitation is an important issue, but Georgians
did not understand the communication of germs in the way we do today. They believed
that bad smells conveyed infection, so the concern with toilet hygiene is comprehensible.
In a broader sense, health is an important consideration to armies, since it affects their
operational strength. Sick men were attended by surgeons and resided in a separate part of
the camp. The orders also reveal a concern with the soldier’s welfare, often couched in
paternalistic terms. When Lord Amherst granted the men an extra blanket, or when the
King ordered that they be given more firewood, it was clear that this was a beneficent
gesture for which the men should be grateful.31
Predictably, many orders concerned matters of military discipline. Men were reminded of
the need to salute or remove hats in the presence of an officer.32 Court martials and
punishments were reported to the men, by way of discouragement. Many of the crimes in
the order book concerned food, as men sought to augment their unvaried military diet. A
soldier named Townshend was sentenced to 800 lashes for stealing a pig and a shoulder of
veal, and soldiers were warned not to forage in the land around the camp. In a rare order
aimed at officers, they were reminded not to ‘go a shooting’ during hunting season.33 Other
crimes included the passing of bad coins and an assault on a local farmer. Soldiers were
warned that drunkenness would be punished, and the Colonel strongly discouraged ‘gaming
of every sort’ on learning that a billiard table had been set up within the camp.34
Finally, the order books shed light on the presence of women within military camps. The
camps of the American War were centres of polite sociability, and acquired a reputation for
frivolity and debauchery. Camps were not closed off from the civilian world and events like
reviews were public entertainments: they erected a stand ‘for the Ladies’ and issued tickets.35
Although it was not alluded to in the orders, wives of senior officers were permitted to stay
with them in their spacious tents with elaborate camp furniture, although most preferred
to stay at home or take lodgings nearby.36 For the privates the rules were different. Some
women did join their husbands or sweethearts on campaign, and a limited number of camp
followers were tolerated as they provided services such as sutling and laundry for the
regiment. These women had to live in a shanty town beyond the boundaries of the camp.
Repeated orders reveal concerns about this encampment, particularly the risk posed to the
army camp by the large fires they needed for cooking and washing:
The General desires the Commanding Officers of Regiments will inspect into the Hutts Built
in their Rear and if Any are improperly or dangerously placed with respect to fire that the wil
order them to be pulled down_ and to take Care that no more will be Built but with their
consent, and therefor the most Industrious and Orderly women, in the Regimt, has it in
Recommended to have the number as Limited as possible, an attempt of the Dangr of arise from

30
31
32
33
34
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36

Order Book (1778), p. 108.
Order Book (1778), pp. 152, 162.
Order Book (1778), p. 3.
Order Book (1778), pp. 86, 66.
Order Book (1780), p. 27; (1778), p. 8.
Order Book (1778), p. 168.
McCormack, Embodying the Militia, p. 147.
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them the must not permitt Chimneys to be made in them, it is also desired the wil have all their
Hitichings in their proper places marked but in the Encampment…37
Historians have almost no written sources about camp followers, for obvious reasons, so
Supple’s order book provides rare evidence about this most marginal group in the history
of women.
As examples like these show, the two order books provide evidence for many different types
of history. Clearly they are useful for military history, but it is striking how few of the orders
actually related to operational matters. Most of the orders concerned the minutiae of
everyday life in a military camp, so they are of more interest to the social history of war,
drawing on approaches from the histories of medicine, crime, women, and material culture.
As we have seen, sources like these do present some challenges of interpretation, and it is
important that they are read as commands from the military hierarchy rather than
documentary accounts of the common soldier’s life. Nevertheless, these vivid sources,
rendered all the more colourful by Supple’s erratic prose, help to bring to life the remarkable
experience of living in these temporary cities, established to meet an invasion that never
came.

37

Order Book (1778), pp. 12-13.
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Figure 1.The opening page of Captain Supple’s 1780 Order Book:
NRO Brooke (Oakley) vol. 162.
(Courtesy of Northamptonshire Archives Service)
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Charles Coleman of Murcott

jackie hibbert
Contained within a box in the Northampton Record Office1 is a poignant letter from an
American lady to the mother of Charles Coleman and various other documents relating to
Charles. (Transcription courtesy of Wendy Raybould)
Letter from Mrs Caroline Bradley, HQ 8th Army Corps, Baltimore to Mrs Andrew, informing
her of the death of her son Charles Coleman of typhoid fever.
22 November 1862
My dear madam
I address you a perfect stranger – from a sense of duty I owe to you as a mother and yet not
knowing but the subject of it has ere this been communicated to you by others. If not – I herein
shall disclose to you the narrative of Charles Coleman’s death, the morning of the 28th July at
9 o’clock having been brought there very feeble as a prisoner returned from Richmond – and
taken to Camden Hospital with very many others. I having been a hospital [Directry?] and
nurse my feelings were enlisted at the manner and condition the poor fellows were brought in,
and I directly came forward and offered my services to the hospital and recived your son into my
care as soon as he came in. I staid by him night and day till he died and gave him all the care a
mother’s love could have given him. He had had typhoid fever, subsequently he ran into a diarrhea
from which he died and no medical advice or care could save him. I am particular to tell you all
the facts and have intended to long ago – after I saw him properly cared for, for burial. I left the
hospital to care for my own boy, a lad of 18 in the army and waiting for replies to letters from
Government has until now filled up the time gone by – I bathed him in spirits and had the
choicest of everything stimulus for his drink – but his stomach would retain very little of it – I
found him [?] and talked very plainly with him about dying. He had no fears of death – and
said his mind was prepared for it and he longed to go – a poor patient [?] he lingered on and
when I found he received it so calmly I gained the information from him by degrees of his family
and friends and his wishes concerning his effects. He said you were married the second time and
spoke of a sister. He enlisted in the 95th Co. Penn. Vols a year last May and since then he had
not heard from England.
He gave to me on his dying bed all of his wages to become due from the U.S. and had I witness
present to certify and witness to it – I received it from him but next day I consulted with him
again, and told him he had had time to think the matter over. We talked of the day before and
how to change his mind if he wanted to and give what he had to his friends – his answer was
“No change you have been my mother and what should I have done without you. I want you
to have all that’s due me – I [?] by his bed had it taken down [?] does not recognise the
nuncupative will of deceased soldiers and my claim therefore I cannot collect – and to gain this
information is why I have not written you long ago. It now remains with you as legal heirs to
say what you will do.The claim is good – the money due is over 100 and less than 200 dollars
– If you will give me power of attorney to act for you I can collect it for you. If you choose so to
do I will aid you in it and you can then do towards me as you please. I have had a lawyer to
investigate it and I state to you just as the case is – and I recived it from him last evening.Your
son was cold above the knees for two days before he died and it seemed that the spirit could not
leave the body. The last effort he made for nature’s call closed the scene. We looked upon his
release with joy to see the spirit free, free from pain and gone to rest, rest from sorrow.
1

NRO. X2036 - Clarke of Welton collection
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He was cleanly dressed for the grave and buried from the hospital and anything more you may
wish to know of him you will find me ready to give you all in my power. He was buried by the
side of hundreds who have fallen victim to this terrible slaughter and by the side of many whose
graves although in their own country will never be moistened by affection’s tears even in their
own land. Thus my dear madam I have in a [?] manner given you the recital and God grant
the mother’s tears may be sanctified to him in this bereavement.
I hope you will answer this and let me know if you receive it and then if you make any disposal
of his effects and wish anything further you will consult a barrister or lawyer and inform me
concerning it.
My address is
Mrs C.M. Bradley, care Mrs Super, P.O. Baltimore
And now wishing you every blessing and happiness, I remain yours very respectfully
C.M.B.
Charles Coleman was born in 1830 in Murcott, the son of John and Mary Coleman. His
father died while he was still a child and his mother remarried Joseph Andrew of Long
Buckby before 1841. The 1841 census records the family: Joseph Andrew, Mary Andrew,
Charles Coleman (11), Mary Coleman (13) and John Coleman (nine); George Andrew
(nine) Mary Andrew (seven) Maria Andrew (two) and a 19 year old Jane Austen (not THE
Jane Austen) living together in Long Buckby. Charles also had an older sister, Elizabeth,
who by 1851 had married William Clarke, a watchmaker of Long Buckby and had a child,
William Coleman Clarke.
Charles wrote his will in 1851, a copy of which is included in the box. It appears that
Charles had inherited some property in Murcott from his father, John Coleman, which he
bequeathed to his mother Mary Andrew. He also left his half-sister Maria the sum of £200.
By 1851, Charles was a grocer in Dale End, Birmingham. A search of trade directories of
the time throws up one victualler’s business in Dale End known as Coleman Salter Allday.2
The 1851 census shows Charles visiting Long Buckby, staying with Frederick Clarke,
perhaps to check on his property or to share his will with his family.
Charles must have been a successful businessman as in 1856 he purchased a property in
Welton for £400 from Samuel Howard of Welton farmer, grazier and bricklayer, Thomas
Darby of Welton, carpenter and Thomas Eales of Daventry, innkeeper. This property was
described as a “messuage, tenement or dwellinghouse with the yard, garden, homestead and
home close and also the two cottages thereunto adjoining, situate in Welton.”3 We shall
return later to identify the property.
Who knows what happened next in Charles’s short life. It is possible he was married and
widowed in the 1850s; two marriages of people called Charles Coleman happened in the
Daventry area in 1856 and 1857; one of them might have been our Charles. Whatever
happened, by 1861 Charles had left England and travelled to America.
2
3

Gazetteer and Directory of Warwickshire, 1850, Held by Leicester University Special Collections online. Page
130 and the same publication of 1849, p. 130
NRO X2036
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The American Civil War started in April 1861. England declared neutrality, but many
Europeans felt strongly about the issues and set sail for America to volunteer. There were
volunteers on both sides, the Confederate south and the Unionist north, with many
supporting the anti-slavery stance of Abraham Lincoln of the Union. Some may have gone
for mercenary reasons; the pay of a Unionist private was $13 per month.
Charles volunteered for the 95th Pennsylvanian Regiment and was signed up into company
K. The letter following his death states he volunteered in May 1861, but the company
roster records show that he enlisted on 13 September 1861.4 Perhaps he had set sail for
America in May with the intention of signing up.
The new volunteers were initially taken to Washington DC where they were equipped and
started their training. They then transferred to Fairfax Seminary where they completed
their training. In March 1862, they were part of the advance on Manassas and in April
joined McDowell’s force in the advance on Falmouth from whence they moved into the
Virginian peninsular. By June, they were moving to defend Richmond from the confederate
forces.5
The conditions were damp and disease was rife, with many soldiers suffering from swamp
fever and other conditions related to stagnant water. It is no wonder that the month-long
campaign was a disaster for the Unionists. Between 25 June and 1 July 1862, seven battles
were fought around Richmond, mostly centred on farms. The battle reports from the
Confederates tell of numerous prisoners being taken. On 29 June, when the Confederate
army reached a place called Savage Station, they came across a hospital with 2,500 sick men
who were taken prisoner. The Unionist Army had left them there, having removed or
destroyed all the medicines to avoid the approaching confederates stealing them. It may
have been that Charles was part of this group of prisoners who were subsequently
transferred to Camden Hospital in Baltimore.6
Baltimore appears to have supported both sides in the American Civil War and the hospital
there treated prisoners from both sides. The influx of prisoners with illnesses must have
been overwhelming and without doubt, there would have been many deaths.
Although Charles died in July 1862, Mrs Caroline Bradley, who cared for Charles, didn’t
write to his mother until 22 November 1862. Whether she received the letter before her
own death on 12 January 1863 is doubtful. The ornate death certificate from the American
Authorities was issued later, in October 1863.7
The Will of Mary Andrew is also part of the collection. She left her estate to be divided
between her two sons-in-law,William Clarke, husband of her daughter Elizabeth and Arthur
Dix, Surgeon, husband of Mary. The estate included the property left by her son, Charles
Coleman.William Clarke was a watchmaker of Long Buckby and Arthur Dix was also from
a Long Buckby family, perhaps a more affluent family as he had been educated at Oundle
Public School. At the time of his mother-in-law’s death, he was a surgeon in Tutbury,
Staffordshire although he moved to a position in Stourbridge not long after this. It appears
that Arthur became a little too fond of his own remedies and was admitted to hospital in
4
5
6
7

http://www.pa-roots.com/pacw/infantry/95th/95thcok.html accessed March 2020
http://www.civilwararchive.com accessed March 2020
https://www.battlefields.org/learn/primary-sources/robert-e-lees-report-seven-days-battles accessed March
2020
NRO X2036
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Worcestershire where he was treated for opiate addiction. He spent another period in St.
Andrew’s Hospital in Northampton, following which time his family moved to Hampshire,
where he took a lesser position as a medical assistant.8 His family later went on to run a
boarding house in Netley, in the New Forest; perhaps using the legacy. 9
The estate of Mary Andrew included a freehold house, orchard and premises situate at
Welton in the occupation of Rev Daniel Darnell, let for £20 p.a., which she had inherited
from Charles.
Rev Daniel Darnell was at the time the Vicar of Welton, but he was also running a boarding
school from the house beside the Vicarage, now known as The Stone House.

Figure 1. The Stone House, around the beginning of the 20th century.
Photograph courtesy of Welton C.E.Academy.
The boarding school served the children of his friends in the West Indies, where Rev
Darnell had also been a vicar. It appears from Census records of 1861 and 1871 that Rev
Darnell was occupying both the Vicarage and the Stone House. By the 1881 census, the
boarding school had ceased to exist; Rev Darnell was then 69 and nearing the end of his
career. Carved on a roof beam inside The Stone House are the initials FD, perhaps carved
by Daniel Darnell’s son Francis or his daughter, Frances (that must have been confusing!).
8
9

Tomkins, A. Medical Misadventure in an age of professionalization, 1780-1890 (Social Histories of Medicine
Manchester University Press 2017, Introduction
English census records
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Figure 2. The initials F D, perhaps carved by Daniel Darnell’s son Francis,
or his daughter, Frances.
Photograph courtesy of the present owners of The Stone House.
The inclusion of the letter from Mrs Caroline Bradley and the death certificate of Charles
Coleman in the collection of documents with Mary Andrew’s will shows the importance
of these documents in proving Mary’s entitlement to the property in Welton. Had the
retention of these documents not been so necessary, we would not have had this insight
into such a significant part of our social history.
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Any Reasonable Sacrifice:
Conscription in Northamptonshire 1916-1918

andrew north
Introduction: ‘Never Again’
The Allied Victory Medal (1914-1918) bears on its reverse the inscription ‘THE GREAT
WAR FOR CIVILISATION’, words that capture both the singular magnitude of the
conflict and the sense that enduring its unprecedented scale of death, destruction and
disruption represented a justifiable sacrifice, made to preserve a way of life. But for civilisation
to be saved it had to be transformed; the liberty to live one’s life as one chose, or even that
life itself, might have to be lost so that freedom could be upheld. This paradox was reflected
in the contradictory post-war mood of ‘never again’, in which the commemoration and
memorialisation of some aspects of the war mixed with a desire to forget and leave behind
more troubling parts of its legacy. Medals invoked a traditional narrative of military heroism,
and their material nature meant they survived as historical evidence more easily than paper
records – especially after the state ordered the destruction of those documents that revealed
some uncomfortable stories of how it broke with the past.
This paper examines four such stories of Northamptonshire men.
Job Sturgess registers himself in the national interest
It is often the fate of records that were especially commonplace in their day to become
scarce with the passing of time: of the millions1 of cards issued under the National
Registration Act of 1915, just one local example survives in the collections of the
Northamptonshire Record Office – that of Job Evans Sturgess, a farm manager from
Roade.2 Perhaps Sturgess had an eye on posterity3 in keeping the small blue card certifying
his registration under the governmental scheme that was designed to prosecute the war
effort. Like all those aged between 15 and 65, including women, who were not already in
some form of military service, he had been required to provide his personal and
occupational details on a census-style form. The forms were distributed on 5 August 1915,
the aim being to discover the nation’s manpower reserves as the unexpected level of
casualties during the first year of war threatened to outrun the supply of willing volunteers
for the army; the scheme therefore represented the first step towards conscription. Once
the war had ended, and unlike Sturgess, most recipients of these cards would no doubt have
been pleased to dispose of the reminder of ‘an immense change in the fundamental structure
of our society.’4 It was an act of forgetting pursued by the government itself, which ordered
the destruction of the Registration forms in 1921.5
If conscription was resented for copying European systems seen as alien to the British
voluntaristic spirit, or ‘the real heritage of the English people’,6 it nevertheless represented
1
2
3
4
5
6

Northampton Mercury, 13 August 1915, notes that around 23 million forms were distributed throughout the
‘kingdom’, with Northampton’s share being about 60,000.
Northamptonshire Record Office, ZA 5036.
NRO, ZA 5042. Sturgess’s sense of history is suggested by his membership of the Northamptonshire Record
Society, reflected in his preservation of his invitation to the 1958 AGM and lecture.
https://www.theguardian.com/century/1910-1919, 6 Jan 1916 (accessed June 2019); Sir John Simon, Home
Secretary, on the introduction of conscription, over which issue he resigned.
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/archives/news-roundup/the national-registration-act-1915/ (accessed
June 2019) discusses the Act, suggesting 29 million forms were distributed, a few of which survived.
https://www.theguardian.com/century/1910-1919, 6 Jan 1916 (accessed June 2019); Sir John Simon, Home
Secretary.
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the latest stage of the state’s gradual intrusion into the life of its citizens. Job Sturgess, born
in 1880, was among the second generation of those whose births had been registered under
the system of Civil Registration begun in 1837; and, as a three-month old child, he appeared
on the 1881 Roade census,7 which by that date was firmly established as the state’s means
of quantifying its population and measuring its structure and character.
The decennial census had begun in 1801 during the French Revolutionary Wars because
‘in every war…it must be of the highest importance to enrol and discipline the greatest
number of men.’8 The British suspicion of large standing armies, rooted in the events of the
17th century, meant conscription was, however, then resisted. Once the nation had emerged
victorious in 1815, the census could be used to plan for the peace and the needs of an
expanding, industrialising, and increasingly urban, population. The information that was
collected was used to support progressive, liberal causes – the Elementary Education Act in
the year of Job’s birth, for example, or the Representation of the People Act that followed
four years later, in 1884. Together with Civil Registration, the census marked a shift in
record-keeping away from the local to the national. By contrast, unless any of Job Sturgess’s
ancestors had voluntarily joined the army or committed a serious criminal offence, it is
unlikely that they would have featured in any national records at all; instead, any evidential
traces of their lives would have been caught in the records of their local community, the
documents created by county, parish and manor, the traditional agencies that influenced
the lives of individuals.
But where early census records collected fairly basic descriptions of an individual’s
occupation, the state’s 1915 survey contained more probing questions about materials
worked with and special skills, pointedly asking in the quest for manpower: ‘Are you skilled
in any work other than that upon which you are at present employed…’ and ‘Are you able
and willing to do such work?’9 While the 1915 Register then represented a development
of an ongoing social change, it had also, quite literally, turned Job Sturgess into a cardcarrying member of the imagined community10 of the nation; evolution had begun to shade
into revolution:
One good result of the Register should be to bring home to the public mind that this is a war
not of armies alone but of nations, involving a responsibility upon everyone to do something or
give something to the common cause…11
The statistics collected from the 1915 Registration Act were put to immediate use in the
next move towards full conscription: the Derby Scheme, implemented in October 1915.
The idea of the Earl of Derby, Director-General of Recruiting, the scheme asked for men
either to enlist or to attest their readiness to serve, on the understanding that they would
be allocated to groups according to their age and marital status and then called up
successively by group, so that older married men would not be required until the groups
of younger single men had been exhausted. More forms were distributed, based on the
recently-collected data of the Register; and an ink stamp on Job Sturgess’s Registration
card indicates his attestation on 10 December 1915. Of a total of 46 groups, he was allocated
to Group 18, for single men born in 1880. When the scheme failed to produce enough
recruits to satisfy the escalating demand, the element of voluntarism was abandoned and
7 The National Archives, RG11/1542., f.65. p.28.
8 Quoted in Colley, L., Britons – Forging the Nation 1707-1837,Yale, 1992, p.289.
9 Northampton Daily Echo, 14 August 1915, sample form.
10 The idea of the ‘imagined community’ was pioneered by Anderson, B. Imagined Communities, 4th ed.,
Verso, 2016.
11 Northampton Independent, 14 August 1915.
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Figure 1. National Registration card of Job Sturgess
(Courtesy of Northamptonshire Archives Service)
conscription introduced by two Acts in January and May of 1916, the first enlisting single
men (including childless widowers), aged between 18 and 41, and the second extending
this call-up to married men. Compulsion to serve, however, was to be tempered by
providing the means of seeking exemption.
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In response to the January Act,12 Job Sturgess attended his local exemption Tribunal at
Hardingstone and, on 26 February 1916, was issued with a certificate13 of absolute
exemption from military service, on the grounds that as a ‘Farm Manager, Shepherd & Milk
Retailer’ he was considered ‘indispensible and it is expedient he should continue in work
at which he is habitually employed and is employed in a certified occupation’. Despite his
exemption, Job Sturgess did not want to be numbered among those who ‘complacently
contemplate the self sacrifice of others without a thought of sacrificing any of their own
convenience’.14 He enrolled in the 1st Volunteer Battalion of the Northamptonshire
Regiment in August 1916, in which he served until his discharge in October 1919.15 For
a farmer working long hours, the regular attendance required at Volunteer training and drills
was not a slight commitment.
The Tribunal system
A Tribunal system was begun under the Derby Scheme to enable men to challenge their
group allocation and so postpone their entry into the army. The Derby Scheme Tribunals,
largely based on local registration districts, were then developed to consider applications
for exemption from military service after the introduction of conscription. Hardingstone
Local Tribunal, where Job Sturgess was exempted, was one of Northamptonshire’s twentyseven (fourteen urban and thirteen rural) Local Tribunals. Appeals made against the decisions
of the Local Tribunals were to be made at an Appeals Tribunal for the county as a whole,
which sat mostly at County Hall in Northampton, with overarching jurisdiction being
vested in a Central Tribunal at Westminster.
Judicial and adversarial in character, both applications and appeals resembled court hearings
that could be witnessed by the public. Cases were judged by a group of around half a dozen
local ‘worthies’, including existing public servants, such as councillors and Justices, farmers
and businessmen, representatives of organised labour, and, to make the case for the urgent
need to recruit, a military representative. In this way, the coercive power of the state to send
a civilian to what might be his death was to be practically enforced largely by local
officialdom.
Applicants and appellants were first required to complete a series of government forms,
providing basic personal details and their reason for claiming exemption, after which they
would then normally attend the tribunal in person and be given a few minutes to make
their case.
The main grounds for exemption were: occupational, relating to men involved in work of
national importance; family or business hardship, concerning, for instance, men struggling
to support dependents or who singlehandedly ran a small business; health and fitness; and
conscientious objection. Exemption might be granted on a sliding scale, ranging from
absolute to temporary, and subject to conditions. If a man’s appeal was rejected by the
Tribunal, he would be compelled to join the army or face a court-martial. 16

12
13
14
15

The act came into force on 10 February 1916.
NRO, ZA 5038.
Northampton Independent, 14 August 1915.
NRO, ZA 5039. The Volunteers were a home defence force; service with them was sometimes made a
condition of exemption.
16 This section draws on McDermott, J. British Military Service Tribunals 1916-1918, Manchester University
Press, 2011, pp. 11-35, an authoritative account of the subject, focusing particularly on Northamptonshire.
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Fred Paling – conscientious objector
Anticipating his eighteenth birthday on 4 January 1917, Frederick Henry Paling,17 a ‘Junior
Railway Porter’ of Kettering, had dutifully attested for military service at Kettering Library
on 22 December 1916. Now enmeshed in an administrative system of form-filling, Paling
filled in government Form R-52 on 30 April 1917 for ‘VOLUNTARILY ATTESTED
MEN’, applying for exemption from such service, on the grounds that he was a
conscientious objector: ‘I am a religious conscientious objector. I am convinced that it is
contrary to Christ’s teaching to take any part whatever in military service’.
Paling’s apparently contradictory actions reflect both the confusion of a young man faced
with a complex bureaucratic process and the inherent ambiguities of that process itself.18
He was one of many conscientious objectors misled into believing that their entitlement
to appeal for exemption from military service confusingly depended upon first attesting for
it. In Paling’s case, the decision of Kettering Local Tribunal was: ‘Application not assented
to.’The decision had been based on a formalistic and literal interpretation of the legislation:
This man is a Voluntarily Attested man his attestation being of recent date, just prior to the end
of last year. From the evidence submitted it appeared that he had been a member of what is called
the “Open Brethren” for two years and therefore offered himself for Military Service during his
membership.
Moreover his application was out of date as it was not lodged within 10 days of his 18th birthday.
This judgement compelled Paling to join the army, or face court-martial and likely
imprisonment. As a private in the Non-Combatant Corps, stationed at the Artillery Barracks
in Canterbury, he wrote to the Clerk of the Justice of the Peace at County Hall,
Northampton, to begin his appeal:
I am writing a few lines to tell you how I stand. In this position now I don’t feel as a Consecrated
Christian that I can carry on with this work. My home is at Kettering. I should be much obliged
if you could allow me to get work on the land and also should be doing more good at that than
I am doing here. Please could you kindly let me know, sorry to cause you any trouble
Paling then formally appealed against the decision at the County Appeals Tribunal, signing
Form R-43 on 17 May 1917 and claiming: ‘That the decision of the Tribunal was not
consistent with the facts of my case, & is contrary to the Act, as I did not destroy the right
of appeal when I attested.’
The confrontation between an increasingly intrusive bureaucratic state and the individual
citizen is embodied by the material nature of Paling’s records that were passed from the
Local to the Appeals Tribunal. The intrinsically personal, subjective and emotional nuances
of his conscience were interrogated by a form issued by central government comprising
ten standardised questions, which themselves were subdivided, as if to probe in finer detail
into the young man’s innermost thoughts. In response to the impersonal authority enacted
by the state’s homogenising form, Paling seems to have tried to express his convictions on
a page torn from an old school exercise book, with the rough edges of the paper, ponderous
schoolboy-like hand and squashed-up spacing of his answers reinforcing the asymmetry of
the position.

17 NRO, X 188, Case 6139. All quoted text relating to this case has this reference unless cited separately.
18 McDermott, Tribunals, pp.22-3.
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Figure 2. Government Form R-87 (Courtesy of Northamptonshire Archives Service)
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Figure 3. Fred Paling’s answers to Form R-87
(Courtesy of Northamptonshire Archives Service)
Asked to ‘State precisely on what grounds you base your objections to combatant service’,
all Paling could manage was a couple of biblical quotations, including the words ‘Thou shalt
not kill’. Struggling to find his own voice, Paling’s fullest answer was made to the demand
for him to state his objection to non-combatant service:
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Because I feel that non-combatant service is still an essential part of the military machine and I
am convinced that it would be displeasing to Christ were I to take any part whatever in military
operations.
The sincerity of Paling’s religious commitment, albeit poorly expressed by the applicant
himself, was vouched for at the Appeal by a supporting letter from A. Lawes: ‘On behalf of
Fred Paling of Kettering I beg to say that I know him to be a bonafide [sic] Conscientious
objector, he is connected with [the] Brethren, with which body I am associated as a Minister
of the Gospel’. Another letter, from H. J. Julian, written for the Local Tribunal, was also
presented:
I am writing this letter on behalf of Fred Paling whom I have know[n] for upwards of two years
and he has many times during that period expressed to me his utter abhorrence of war, and that
on religious grounds, he being in fellowship with the “Open Brethren”. therefore he feels that he
cannot take part in any Military service whatever, as it is against his conscience to do so.
Paling’s appeal was reported in the local press, turning his private convictions into public
news, and adding to the social pressure he would have experienced as one of a small
minority of conscientious objectors amidst a population that was still, in 1917, fully
committed to the war effort.The sympathy of the newspaper-reading public, used to seeing
daily reports of casualties emphasising sacrifice, would have been tested by the article relating
to Paling entitled ‘”DIDN’T UNDERSTAND IT”’, not least because the same edition
broke the news of the loss of a man from Paling’s home town:
Frederick H. Paling, a railway employee, aged 18, of Kettering asked for exemption on
conscientious grounds.- In reply to Sir Ryland Adkins,19 he said that he attested because he was
told he could not appeal unless he did. He took the oath of allegiance and service, but didn’t
understand what it meant.- Applicant, who was suffering from a fractured wrist was given two
months in which to find work of national importance, preferably on the land.20
Not surprisingly, Paling’s wrist injury handicapped his quest for agricultural work; and, at
the expiry of the two months allowed by the Appeals Tribunal, he had to write to that
authority to explain the position:
I have a doctors certificate saying I am not fit for heavy work, this being the second time I have
fractured my arm in the same place & it is still very weak, I have tried to get light work on the
land, but have been unable to do so, all wanting men that can do heavy work…I have applied
to the Midland Rly Co for work in the telephone but have not yet received the answer
The appellant was given an extension ‘to make further efforts to obtain work on the land’,
but this concession was qualified by the Tribunal’s firm rejection of Paling’s attempt to find
work with his old employer, the Midland Railway Company: ‘The Tribunal do not consider
that work in the telephone comes within the scope of their suggestion and would not be
prepared to entertain the same.’
Paling had expressed his willingness to make ‘any reasonable sacrifice’ asked of him ‘to help
[his] country at the present time’, and Tribunals were insistent that those granted exemption
from military service ought to be made to suffer some compensatory hardship, thereby
echoing the sacrifice made by the rest of society. Exempt men could not be allowed to
19 Deputy Chairman of the County Appeals Tribunal.
20 Northampton Daily Echo 23 June 1917. The same edition listed 16 local casualties, including Private Bailey
of Kettering, Paling’s home town, who had drowned.
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appear to be benefiting from their choice to opt out, and, as a further offering to the state,
Paling’s wages were to be limited to ‘not exceeding’ 12 shillings a week.
Having clearly internalised this official state discourse of personal sacrifice, Paling’s father
wrote to the Tribunal, asking if it had ‘not made a mistake in fixing the amount of his [son’s]
wages at 12/- per week & if they seriously suggest this is sufficient to keep and clothe him,
or do they insist on his Parents making some sacrifice by contributing to his support.’
While the Tribunal accepted the justice of Paling’s father’s claim, raising the limit on his
son’s potential earnings to 25 shillings a week, the other element of his ‘sacrifice’ involving
work on the land proved to be insuperable, and on 17 September 1917 he had to write to
the authority:
I have tried hard to find work on the land, but have been repeatedly told I am not strong enough.
I beg to state sooner than remain out of employment, I will accept Non Combatant Service
He joined the Non-Combatant Corps in October 1917, serving in that unit for almost
two years before being discharged from the sacrifice the state had judged it reasonable for
him to make.
George Farey – a devoted son?
The local neighbourhood tensions and ill-will aroused by the Tribunals are caught in a
letter signed by ‘A Soldiers Wife’ that appears in the case papers of George William Farey,
an army boot clicker of Northampton:21
You will have before your court of appeal on Friday a young man George Farey who is appealing
on behalf of his mother who he is supposed to support. Now I know that the grounds for his
appeals are entirely false for he does not keep his mother for he only sees her once or twice in two
or three weeks when he may give her a shilling it is only when his time is near to make another
appeal that he sees her a bit oftener or gives her anything at all. He is trying to hide behind his
mother to save his own skin and enjoy the liberty that men with [a] big family are laying down
their lives for.
The wartime state’s increasing power over individual lives was not entirely one-sided and
dominative, and here it is authority itself that is enlisted by the voice of an anonymous
woman. The letter, sent to the Northampton Local Tribunal in May 1917, ends with the
words, ‘Trusting you will see that justice is done’. But the question of whether the ‘Soldiers
Wife’ was using the Tribunal to fight her own personal battle, perhaps based upon a grudge
and past dealings with Farey and his family, or was herself being conscripted for the war
effort is an ambiguous one. Perhaps for the first time, the anonymous female correspondent
was independently demanding something of officialdom; at the same time she was perfectly
ventriloquizing the government’s propaganda poster campaign, ‘WOMEN OF BRITAIN
SAY “GO!”’
George Farey had applied for exemption on both occupational and family grounds, and,
aged 41, he was also at the upper-end of the then current recruitment age limit (it was
extended to 51 in 1918). On his exemption application form, completed on 3 March 1917,
Farey described himself as a ‘Clicker cutting British Russian & Italian Army uppers’, who
worked for Simon Collier Ltd.,‘Army Boot Contractors’ of Harlestone Road. He explained
the reasons supporting his application:
21 NRO, X 188, Case 6180. All quoted text relating to this case has this reference unless cited separately.
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Figure 4. Letter from ‘A Soldiers Wife’ (Courtesy of Northamptonshire Archives Service)
That considering my age 41 years & eight months my abilities are being used to better advantage
at my work than they would be if called up for military service That I are the only son left to a
widowed mother 68 years of age out of four. one Brother being killed in france one badly wounded
and discharged unfit for further service one invalided for home service after 16 months in Egypt
and the only daughters husband is now in France
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The unpredictable effects of the social pressures, exemplified by the ‘Soldiers Wife’s’ letter,
on men to enlist had been ratcheted up by increasing legislative activity,22 as the anticipated
needs of the army in 1917 prompted the adoption of revised criteria in the boot and shoe
trades for recruiting its workers. Farey’s trade of clicker had been a Certified Occupation
in 1915, but was later subject to the minimum age qualification for single men of 41 –
exactly Farey’s age. He was therefore just caught up in a list of workers from Simon Collier
Ltd., who were appealed against at Northampton Local Tribunal by the military representative, A. H. Geldart, on the grounds ‘That it is no longer in the National interests that these
men remain in civil employment.’
Apparently sure of the hand he had to play, and perhaps even attempting to flatter the
anticipated wisdom of the Tribunal, Farey wrote on his form that the nature of his
application for exemption (absolute, conditional or temporary) could be ‘Left to [the]
discression of [the] Tribunal’. He was then probably surprised to receive a temporary twomonth exemption, after which he would be expected to join the army:
Applicant (aged 41, and passed for garrison duty abroad) is in lodgings in the town.The mother
resides with a married daughter.The Tribunal did not consider that the grounds put forward were
a sufficient reason why he should – after the period mentioned – remain in civil life. Certificate
[of exemption] renewed, subject to no further application without leave, to enable arrangements
to be made.
The researcher’s role in evaluating conflicting evidence here re-enacts the cross-questioning
of the Tribunals, though that body, of course, had to make a judgement within a few minutes
and within the context of a war situation that continued to escalate in ways that were
impossible to anticipate. From one point of view, the anonymous letter, like many such
missives, seems spiteful and provocative, particularly in the light of the basic facts of Farey’s
case – his age, work, and the military service of his brothers – all of which could have easily
been verified by the Tribunal. In relation to these facts, the initial judgement of the
Northampton Local Tribunal seems unjustly harsh, the working of bureaucracy at its most
impersonal and dehumanised betrayed by the telling use of the definite article in the words
‘The Mother’, instead of ‘his mother’. On the other hand, it’s clear that enquiries had been
made about Farey’s circumstances in relation to his claimed support of his mother, and there
is no reason to doubt the Tribunal’s finding that she actually lived with a married daughter,
a fact giving some credence to the claims of the ‘Soldiers Wife’.
Was it then Farey’s presentation of his case rather than the facts of it that led to him being
passed for military service? Had he irritated the Local Tribunal with an overconfident case
involving claims for exemption made on too many grounds? Applying to County Hall for
the form to make his appeal, a more submissive note on the part of Farey might be detected:
‘Will you please forward me a[n] appeal form for the county Appeals Tribunal as I wish to
appeal against the Finality attached to my exemption yesterday I are sorry to trouble you but I
have been up to your office twice to day and no one was in Hoping to hear from you in the
course of a few days I remain Yours Respectfully G.W. Farey.’
Farey appealed in May 1917, presenting largely the same case at the Appeals Tribunal:

22 McDermott, Tribunals, pp. 70-86.
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That I am the only son left to a widowed mother 68 years of age who is partially blind and
crippled with Rheumatism who has given her other four sons to the service one being killed in
France one badly wounded and discharged unfit for further service one invalided after 16 months
in Egypt and now passed fit and one in France. and that considering my age 42 years in July I
beg to think that this is a case that calls for your kind consideration. I am and have been since
1914 a member of the first Police Reserve and the B section of the Volunteers so I am not
shirking duties considered suitable to my age

Figure 5. Government Form R–43 (Courtesy of Northamptonshire Archives Service)
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The Appeals Tribunal was as unsympathetic as its local counterpart, granting Farey a
temporary exemption in July 1917, subject both to his membership of the Volunteer Training
Corps and liable to a further application to the Tribunal. By 25 September 1917 he had
been compelled to join the Royal Flying Corps, serving until his discharge in April 1920.23
George Tuckey – the layabout?
The Appeals Tribunal was faced with a case of family hardship of a very different, perhaps
unique, kind in the case of George Edward Tuckey, a farmer of Chacombe, whose siblings
demanded that the authorities should take their relative into the army, so, perhaps, sending
him to his death.24
Tuckey, aged 25 and single, had attested under the Derby Scheme, but applied for absolute
exemption when conscription was introduced, on the grounds of his role as an ‘all round
man’, farming 50 acres, whose work included milking and ploughing. He described himself
as: ‘the sole worker of the Farm. as I pay the Rates & rent & have to work Four horses
myself also milk & calves weaning’. Like many applicants for exemption, Tuckey sought to
strengthen this position by supplementing the claim on occupational grounds with one
made on family circumstances: ‘I have two Brothers gone & Father away on groverment
[sic] work as wheelwright, 3 little Brothers left also a sister & imvlaid [invalid] mother to
suport’.
As revealed in the case of Job Sturgess, the government had always recognised that
maintaining agricultural production would be a vital part of the national war effort,
including many skilled forms of farm work among the list of Certified Occupations; and,
on 23 March 1916, Brackley Local Tribunal granted Tuckey a certificate of conditional
exemption, ‘subject to [his] circumstances remaining the same.’The Military Representative
at first assented that ‘this man is necessary to the farm’; but subsequently applied for the
certificate to be reviewed because of ‘information which has come to light since the Tribunal
gave their decision…as to the work on the farm done by Tuckey’.
Reading between the lines of the extensive correspondence in these case papers, it appears
that a neighbouring farmer had complained about the state of Tuckey’s farm, provoking
the Local Tribunal to scrutinise his claims:
Tuckey has a father living at home who works at Banbury and the Tribunal are of opinion that
the capital invested in the farm is the father’s.
He has also two brothers who do practically all the work done on the farm, both or either can
manage the farm.
The farm is not properly cultivated and is getting into a very bad state.
This new evidence, heard at Middleton Cheney Local Tribunal, led to the revocation of
Tuckey’s exemption certificate in June 1916. The farmer then appealed, employing Fairfax
& Barfield, solicitors of Banbury, to present his case in rather more articulate terms than he
could manage himself. The Appeals Tribunal were now faced with a carefully-worded
argument:

23 TNA, AIR/79/882; NRO, Northampton Absent Voters’ List 1918.
24 NRO, X 188, Case 6149. All quoted text relating to this case has this reference unless cited separately.
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…we are most anxious that our client’s character should be completely cleared, and the
insinuations mentioned at your last meeting found to be entirely groundless…The Local Tribunal
should not in our opinion have been influenced by the opposition of any adjoining farmer.
The solicitors instructed an estate agent to compile an independent report to counter ‘the
allegation that our client cultivates “nothing but thistles”’. This report, itemising the state
of each crop on Tuckey’s farm, emphasises one of the difficulties both he and the nation
faced in finding agricultural workers in wartime:‘Brother only 13 yrs. old, no other labourers
being obtainable on account of all exempted men going to local Munition Works where
high rates of wages are paid.’
The report, which was sent to the Appeals Tribunal, concluded that Tuckey had ‘done all
that lay in his power to keep the farm up to the present standard’, with the land adjudged
to have been ‘farmed in proper rotation of good husbandry’. It was supported by a personal
appearance on the part of Tuckey’s father, who said that the farm belonged entirely to his
son and that he himself was a carpenter and knew little about farming. In addition, the
solicitors enrolled two local farmers as witnesses to testify that Tuckey ‘is not a lazy man’
and cultivated his land ‘in a husbandlike manner.’
Faced with this weight of new evidence mustered by the solicitors, on 6 July 1916 the
Appeals Tribunal overturned the revocation made by its local counterpart, renewing Tuckey’s
exemption certificate until October for what it intended to be the final time. As a fit single
man in his mid-twenties,Tuckey remained a prime candidate for recruitment; and, with no
end of the war then in sight, new ways of releasing such men, even from Certified
Occupations, were continually evolving. In the case of farming, women, prisoners of war,
older men, the home-based military forces and even school children were increasingly used
as substitute workers; but this solution leant itself less readily to Tuckey’s sole enterprise, as
recognised by Douglas Thring, the agricultural representative at the Tribunal: ‘Is he to sublet the farm, get in another farmer, hire someone to look after it, or what is he to do?’25
There was apparently no answer to Thring’s question, and Tuckey’s solicitors successfully
applied for leave to make another appeal ‘on the ground that he is the Farmer and single
handed and there is nobody else who can do the work of the farm if he is compelled to
join the Army.’ The opposing demands of the military and of agricultural production
continued to compete in Tuckey’s case throughout 1917, with the Tribunal at one point
testing the idea that his neighbours and relatives might ‘cooperate to carry on [the] farm’.
By the spring of 1918,Tuckey’s family had certainly become keen on this idea, though their
motivation was personal and domestic rather than patriotic.Tuckey’s married sister, Miriam
Boyles wrote from London in March 1918, insistently addressing Herbert Millington,
secretary and clerk to the Tribunal:
…my Father and Mother are frighten[ed] at my brother he will not work he leaves the work for
my little brothers to do, he treat[s] my poor Mother shameful she nearly lives in fear of her life of
him. We have all done our best to keep him out the army but its no good he will not work all at
Chacombe will tell you the same, he [is] a great lazy vulgar young man nothing can be done with
him he will be best in the Army, he [h]as never had a master [h]as always had his own way my
little brother can worked the small Farm quite well…kindly take him at once…he swear and carry
on is a very terrible manner. I can assure you sir this letter is quite true…

25 Northampton Mercury, 21 July 1916.
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Figure 6. Letter from Miriam Boyles (Courtesy of Northamptonshire Archives Service)
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Tuckey’s younger sisters, Maggie and Florrie, also wrote to the Tribunal in March 1918
about their brother’s ‘dreadful carryings on’:

Figure 7. Letter from Maggie Tuckey (Courtesy of Northamptonshire Archives Service)
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G. E.Tuckey does not do any work at all, he lazy’s all his time away. He makes the 14 yrs boy
do all the work while he (G. E.T.) his in bed sleeping. He stay’s out all night with girls who are
no good to him. My poor mother & sisters live in daily fear of their lives, as he threatenes to
shoot them…
Probably drawing upon the sight of the censored letters servicemen sent home, Maggie
claimed that ‘my mother would write to you, but big brother (G. E. T.) censors all her
letters’. Indeed, she seems to have unconsciously assimilated a sense of the wartime state’s
management of information:
Could this be kept secret as to who as told the truth about him, hoping dear Sir you will take
matters into hand at once, lots of lies has been told to keep him out of the Army, now the truth
must be told to get him in.
A note marked ‘Confidential’ records that the local Police were instructed to ‘make quiet
enquiry and report as to [Tuckey’s] general character, the manner in which he conducts the
farm – the truth or otherwise of what is stated in the two letters…from Tuckey’s sisters…’
Sergeant Markham of Brackley duly reported:
I beg to state that I have known George E.Tuckey, upwards of 3 yrs. He is a strong able bodied
man…No doubt Geo E. Tuckey is a lazy man, and he has driven 2 of his brothers from the
farm. His mother informs me that he lays in bed until midday, and that often he returns from
Banbury in the early morning. She [h]as complained to me about him using threats towards her,
and his Sister, who resides with her. No doubt they are afraid of him, when he is in a fit of
temper.The farm, is now, managed partly by the mother, Sister and a brother, 14 years of age…
George attends Banbury market, and mixes up with loose women, Anything rather than stay at
home and work.
Despite the policeman’s unequivocal view that ‘This man ought to have enlisted at the
outbreak of the war’, the latest letter in Tuckey’s case papers indicates that he was still eluding
conscription in July 1918.Written from the Chairman of Middleton Cheney Local Tribunal
to the Appeals Tribunal, it even contradicts the result of the police investigation:
So much discussion having taken place in this district about George Tuckey’s farming, I have
this morning walked over the land, and it appears that the crops are about as good as his
neighbours, the wheat is especially good, one piece of barley…is certainly very full of thistles, he
may have been handicapped over this, as the land was partly under water through May and part
of June…There is no doubt plenty for him to do on the land, if he will realise the seriousness of
the state of affairs, from the way he spoke to me this morning, I feel sure he means to do so.
Even allowing for a degree of opportunism on the part of his sisters in their attempt to
resolve their family tensions, all the evidence suggests that George Tuckey was a distinctly
unsavoury character.Yet the interplay between qualities of character and wartime society is
complex. To what extent, for example, was Tuckey’s disreputable behaviour linked to the
pressures of running a farm at a time when no adult labourers were available to support his
efforts? Again, Tuckey’s antics with ‘loose women’ probably reflects, in part, the slackening
of social constraints and inhibitions brought about by the growing confidence and
independence of women as the war drew increasing numbers of them into the workplace.
Ultimately, however, the Tribunal had to judge how best a man could contribute to the war
effort, not his morals; Tuckey was not a medal-winning hero, but the nation needed the
troublesome farmer to continue working his patch of land.
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On one view, the relentlessly narrow horizons of Tuckey’s sisters, for whom the war was
secondary to their family rift, seems to contradict the idea of an all-powerful nation-state
that encroached on every aspect of life; but, ironically, it was that very state that seemed to
present them with a way out of their family difficulties. Like Paling’s father and the ‘Soldiers
Wife’, the sisters realised that an authority which could use the population as a resource
could also have claims made upon it.
Curiously, the neighbourhood surveillance over Tuckey’s cultivation of his land distantly
echoes similar controversies in the time of the pre-enclosure open fields, commonly
documented in manorial records. But Tuckey did not live in a society mediated primarily
by face-to-face dynamics; like the other actors in this tangled narrative set in a small
Northamptonshire village, his strings were pulled by the great departments of state, the War
Office and the Board of Agriculture, which competed for his manpower in a constantly
shifting tug-of-war, in which bad farming weather or new plans for the Western Front
might give one side the advantage.The evidence suggests that the claims of agriculture won
this battle, for Tuckey never entered military service – and he was almost certainly unaware
that his fate, and that of his suffering family, might have depended in 1918 on the increasing
numbers of American troops then entering the war.
Conclusion – All Over Again?
…the social dislocation that began with the war will not end with it.The old order as we know
it died in August 1914, and the agony of the last four years has been the travail of the world
giving birth to a new social life.26
Conscription nationalised areas of both local and private life. A man’s views, his work, his
family relationships, or even his life itself, were no longer his own affair in a society
increasingly committed to total war, in which a burgeoning centralised nation-state engulfed
individuals with its rules and systems. Job Sturgess entered the Tribunal system in the first
few days after conscription was introduced, receiving his absolute exemption when
tribunalists had gained little experience of implementing the new top-down legislation,
and with a great many developments in the war and its demands still ahead: his case was
uncontroversial. In contrast, the cases of Fred Paling, George Farey and George Tuckey were
highly contentious, inflaming local tensions; it is not surprising that, as with the 1915
Registration census, the government ordered the destruction of all documents relating to
the administration of the Tribunals in 1922.27 In this instance, however, the reach of the
state did not quite go all the way down; and, while the records of Northamptonshire’s Local
Tribunals were all destroyed, over 11,000 individual appeals forms and their related papers
survive from the County Appeals Tribunal.
Largely consisting of dull-looking, ink-stamped administrative forms and bureaucratic correspondence, the surviving case papers nevertheless all reveal evidence that is both
irreducibly personal and representative of wider stories. Conscientious objectors, like Fred
Paling, formed a tiny minority, their appeals amounting to just over a hundred of the cases
heard at the Tribunal. Appeals by boot and shoe workers and agricultural workers, like those
of George Farey and George Tuckey, are legion, reflecting Northamptonshire’s principal
urban and rural occupations and the impact of conscription upon them. Mixed in with the

26 Northampton Independent, 16 November 1916
27 McDermott, Tribunals, pp.2-3. The suggestion that Joan Wake foresaw the evidential value of the material
and played a role in saving it is a convincing one.
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official forms are personal letters – both hostile and supportive – of people connected to
the appellants; their voices often intone the words and outlook of officialdom, showing
how conscription could assert its control over the imagination as well as the physical body.
In expanding its boundaries, the state had aroused new expectations about what government
might do for those individuals who were not called-up.
In 1939, when the singularity of ‘The Great War’ was about to be overtaken by an even
bigger conflict, Job Sturgess, Fred Paling, George Farey and George Tuckey were again called
upon to register their details. Little in their lives had seemingly changed: Job Sturgess still
lived in Roade,28 working now as a carpenter rather than a farmer; Fred Paling, still at
Kettering,29 had returned to his work on the railway; George Farey remained a clicker in
Northampton;30 and George Tuckey, no longer battling with farm work or his family, was
a labourer living in Brackley.31 And National Registration Day had once more produced
statistics that would be used for conscription; but its primary purpose now related to the
feeding of the nation, and everyone who was registered would be issued with a ration book
to ensure the equitable distribution of the food supply. The idea of shared sacrifice had
modulated into one of fair shares; for this time around the information-gathering state
bureaucrats were beginning to cast their eyes beyond warfare and towards future welfare.

28
29
30
31

TNA, RG101/6144D/011/28 Letter Code RKHK.
TNA, RG101/6115E/017/32 Letter Code RJGH.
TNA, RG101/6101C/017/9 Letter Code RIBQ.
TNA, RG 101/6111A/011/23 Letter Code RJAA.
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Looking Back to 1945

neil lyon
As reported elsewhere in this Journal, the Society will be celebrating its centenary year in
2021. A highlight will be the publication of a selection of the letters and diary entries made
by the Society’s founder, Joan Wake. As a taster, we reproduce below a few extracts from
the year 1945.
Throughout the 1920s and 1930s Miss Wake (referred to hereafter as ‘JW’) had been
‘liberating’ numerous collections of records from sundry muniment rooms and solicitors’
offices across the county. These were stored first in the Abington Street Library in
Northampton and then, from 1930, in the County Council offices in Guildhall Road. With
the outbreak of war, and the fear that even market towns like Northampton might be
bombed, she dispersed the collections (13 tons in weight) to three bolt-holes in the vicinity
– Brixworth Hall, Overstone Hall, and her own home in the village of Cosgrove. Now,
with the prospect of an end to the war in Europe, her attention was turning to the future
of the Society and its collections.Would there be enough space to house them in Guildhall
Road? If not, how about Delapré Abbey as a permanent repository? And if not Delapré,
then where?
3 January 1945, JW diary entry:
To Brixworth … all right but the village boys have been entering the Hall and going all over it.1
19 February 1945, JW diary entry:
A note from Miss Brooke, saying I was expected at Great Oakley and would I bring warm
clothes … To Great Oakley, arriving just before tea. Sir Edward 2 opened the gate and directed
me round to the Stables, then took me in where Miss Brooke received me, and we had tea in the
morning room ... After some conversation he disappeared and brought an armful of records down
from the attic, and we spent until dinner-time going through them.We dined off mahogany with
good silver, and the family butler of over 30 years standing to wait on us. Miss Brooke is charming
… She told me an amusing story how when she and her mother were in the waiting room at
Kettering Station, old Lady Cardigan 3 tried to turn them out, by remarking ‘This is a first-class
waiting room’!
We spent nearly all the next day till bed-time sorting records in the attic and clearing out drawers
in the morning-room. Sir Edward wants the Record Society to take charge of them. I suggested
sacks for their removal, so Mr Bagshaw the bailiff produced six enormous ones, to hold one
quarter of wheat each, I should say. We filled three in the attics, and then hauled and heaved
and lifted them down into the hall – me 60, Sir Edward 65, and Miss Brooke over 70, arriving
at the bottom rather breathless, and very hot and dusty.4

1
2
3
4

JW diary entry, 3 January 1945, NRO JW48.
Sir Edward Brooke (1880-1968) was the Squire of Great Oakley from 1944.
Adeline, Countess of Cardigan (1824-1915).
JW diary entry, 19 February 1945, NRO JW48.
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1 March 1945, JW diary entry:
The soldiers behaved splendidly in this house [Great Oakley], anyhow, and have done practically
no damage at all. A refreshing sight after Brixworth and Deene.5
2 March 1945, W.R. Kew6 to JW:
I reported to the last meeting of the Finance Committee of the Town Council the purport of
Lord Exeter’s conversation with His Worship the Mayor, and also your letter of the 24th ultimo.
The Committee are not able at the present to make any allocation of buildings forming part of
Delapré Abbey and surrounding, but they will give the application consideration when the
allocation of buildings is finally determined by the Committee. It is not anticipated that they
will be able to do this for a considerable time, owing to the military occupation of the premises.7
On 25 May JW sent a circular to all members of the Society:
Since enclosed Report was printed Germany has capitulated and the danger of injury by enemy
action is over. It is now the duty of your Council to reassemble the collections of the Society
which were dispersed for safe custody to the country in 1939, so that they may again be available
to students.This, with the co-operation of the County Council, will be done as soon as possible,
but, owing to difficulties both of staff and accommodation, it will necessarily be some months
before the full activities of the Society can be resumed.8
20 June 1945, JW to Hope Allen:9
No, I did not enjoy V Day [Victory in Europe Day]. I was glad the German war was over of
course, and interested to see how others took it around me, but this is my third (1902, 1918,
1945) and we like you [in the USA] are still at war, and I know far too many sad and anxious
people to feel any elation.10
8 July 1945, JW to W.T. Mellows:11
The Brixworth village boys, a rough lot, have already damaged the inside of the hall, and I fear
they will break into the house again and set it on fire.12
The NRS Council met on 24 July. As the County Council wanted back in 1946 the room
it had allocated in the County Hall to the Record Society, and with little prospect of
Delapré Abbey being derequisitioned by the War office for five years, it was agreed to seek
accommodation for the collections in a house on a bus route not more than ten miles from
Northampton. Various suggestions were made, including Lamport Hall.13

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

JW diary entry, 1 March 1945, NRO JW48.
The clerk to Northampton Borough Council.
W.R. Kew to JW, 2 March 1945, NRS Box 6.
NRS circular to members, 25 May 1945, NRS Box 1.
Hope Emily Allen (1883-1960), an American friend of JW.
JW to Allen, 20 June 1945, NRO JW32.
William Mellows (1882-1950), a prominent Peterborough antiquarian, a founding member of the
Society and Chairman 1942-1950.
12 JW to Mellows, 8 July 1945, NRS Box 6.
13 NRS Council minutes, 24 July 1945, NRS Box 1. Mr H.B. Wells was appointed; he resigned in the
autumn of 1946.
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7-8 September 1945, JW diary entries:
[Friday 7] - Great excitement – fried fish and chip van in the village [Cosgrove] for the first
time for 5 or 6 years. Everyone rushing out with plates and money, ‘like a fair’ as one man
said.14
18 September 1945, JW to Godwin Wake:15
The Science Museum stuff from South Ken is still there [Boughton House]. The [Americans]
have left the park, and the Nissen huts are now full of Italian prisoners … Once when I went
there I found all the figures from the tombs in Westminster Abbey and was able to inspect Edward
I and Queen Eleanor in a good light at close quarters. No sculptor before or since could better
them.They took them away when they made the aerodrome at Grafton Underwood.16
On 2 October the Council resolved to accept Sir Gyles Isham’s offer of a lease of part of
Lamport Hall.17 It would now be up to Sir Gyles to apply to the War Ministry for Lamport
to be de-requisitioned.18
The Society would be based at Lamport from 1947 to 1958. In 1952 an Archives
Committee representing various local authorities would take over responsibility for the
records accumulated by JW down the years, and the Record Society would become
principally a publishing body. In 1958 they would both move from Lamport to Delapré
Abbey. But that, as they say, is another story.

14
15
16
17
18

JW diary entries, 7-8 September 1945, NRO JW32.
Godwin Wake (1879-1949), one of JW’s three elder brothers.
JW to Godwin, 18 September 1945, NRO JW32.
NRS Council minutes, 2 October 1945.
Lamport Hall was one of about 1,300 properties in Northamptonshire that were requisitioned in the
war; Mellows to JW, 4 December 1945, NRS Box 7.
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slapton & spratton: two new church guidebooks
ST BOTOLPH’S CHURCH, SLAPTON:
a brief account of the village, the Medieval Church and its Wall Paintings.
Produced for Slapton PCC by Anthony Eyre, Mount Orleans Press, 2020.
16pp. £3.
ST ANDREW’S CHURCH, SPRATTON.
Produced for Spratton Local History Society by Typestart, Kettering, 2020.
46pp. £7.
Having gone through a period when all our churches have been shut fast, let us hope there
will be opportunity to start visiting again. Two excellent new church guidebooks have
appeared during the year, to Slapton and Spratton churches.
The Slapton booklet (St Botolph’s Church Slapton: a brief account of the village, the
Medieval Church and its Wall Paintings) is a revised and redesigned version of a guidebook
written originally in 1993. This version, under the direction of James Miller, is especially
remarkable for the photography which really captures the atmosphere of this remarkable
little church. It is a beautifully produced little publication, and if you have never found the
wonderful St Christopher wall painting, with the Saint wading through the fishy stream
with a mermaid at his feet, then you should go and see it and buy this delightful guidebook
as a memento.
The Spratton booklet (St Andrew’s Church Spratton) is again a revision of an earlier
guidebook, but this time with a new and hugely extended text, put together by Enid Jarvis,
who is chair of the Spratton Local History Society. It is more lavishly produced than the
Slapton booklet, runs to some 40 pages, but like the Slapton booklet is notable for the
illustrations.There are lots of them, in full colour, and I have rarely seen a church guidebook
which has such excellently reproduced illustrations. As well as dealing with all aspects of
the architecture of the church, its monuments and stained glass, its final six pages are devoted
to notes about the men of Spratton who died in the First and Second World Wars. It is a
most excellent publication.
Bruce Bailey
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OBITUARY
Carenza Black 1967 – 2020

Carenza Black passed away at her home on 31 March 2020, following a short but brave
battle with cancer, aged 53. She is survived by her two teenage daughters, Lily and Lola, of
whom she was extremely proud.
Carenza was committed to promoting Northamptonshire’s heritage, and worked hard to
reach out to new audiences. She believed passionately that the county’s heritage was for
everyone to enjoy. She understood the importance of social media and effectively used
Twitter and Facebook to showcase the county’s archives and heritage. An eclectic range of
interests added to the richness of her creative vision. Her untimely death means that her
considerable potential to make a lasting difference to the way people view and engage with
our county’s history and heritage was only partly realised.
Carenza had a background in marketing, a career that she pursued after studying English at
the University of Manchester. Her natural ability in this area was soon recognised and she
quickly rose to become a Senior Account Manager. Building on this success, she later joined
the mobile phone company ‘Orange’ as a Customer Publishing Manager. In 2009, she set
up her own marketing and advertising business. Unfortunately, this coincided with the
global financial crisis of the same year. Following this, she worked for the cosmetics company
‘Avon’, as an Area Sales Manager, and East Northamptonshire District Council, as an
Environmental Services Officer.
In 2015, Carenza was appointed Commercial Projects Manager for Northamptonshire
County Council’s Archives and Heritage Service. Her varied career path meant she brought
a wealth of talent and experience to her work. Discussions were enlivened by her nontraditional perspective, her refreshing outlook benefiting everyone. Her considerable
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understanding of income-generating matters enabled the service to explore and develop
various commercial projects.
Carenza was a supportive and talented colleague, who was full of fun, but dedicated and
committed to the work of the Archives and Heritage Service. She had a strong personality
and fought with determination for what she believed in. Carenza was certainly a good
person to have on your side! She will be greatly missed.
Daniel Williams

Paul Sharpling 1939-2020
Paul Sharpling, author of the catalogue of stained glass windows in Northamptonshire
(Fragile Images, published by the Society in 2016) died suddenly but peacefully at his home
in Kettering in July. Paul was educated at Northampton Grammar School and then went
on to Cambridge University where he began his interest in stained glass. Later study at
Oxford heightened his interest in the subject and he was quickly recognised for his
expertise. He was a fluent linguist and translated numerous papers on stained glass from
foreign languages. He became advisor to the Diocese of Leicester on stained glass. He settled
with his wife Helke in Kettering and became a well known figure on the local history
circuit. He decided he should try and catalogue all the stained glass in the churches of the
Diocese of Peterborough, so including Rutland and the Soke as well as Northamptonshire.
The first part of this, Stained Glass in Rutland Churches: an historical survey, was published by
the Rutland Local History and Record Society in 1997 and the Northamptonshire volume
completed the survey. He provided major information on glass for the revised Pevsner
Buildings of England volume on Northamptonshire (2013) and for many other local
publications. His last few years were blighted by illness and the death of his wife. Paul was
always generous in giving information he had accumulated about Northamptonshire
churches to other researchers and his contribution to local history will be sadly missed.
Bruce Bailey
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